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DO
106

DO The keyword DO is used to identify loops in FORTRAN PL/I

and Pascal See loop FORTRAN PL/I Pascal FOR

DOCUMENT document is file containing text to be printed

e.g letter term paper or book chapter or drawing

DOCUMENT MODE In WordStar and other word processors

document mode is the normal way of typing documents that are

to be printed
The word processor

includes codes that indicate

hyphenation page
breaks and the like thereby producing

special word processing
file rather than text file See nondocu

ment mode text file

DOCUMENTATION written description
ofa computer program

is known as documentation
Documentation falls into several

categories

Internal documentation consisting of comments within the

program See comment Internal documentation is ad

dressed mostly to future programmers
who may have to make

corrections or other modifications

On-line documentation that is information that is displayed

as the program
runs or that can be called up with command

such as HELP The user should be able to control the amount

of information displayed more for beginnerS
and less as the

users experience
increases Also HELP commands should

be sensitive to the context in which they are invoked for

instance typing
HELP within an editor should call up

infor

mation about the editor not the whole operating system

Reference cards containing easily forgotten
details for quick

reference reference card assumes that the user is already

familiar with the general principles of the program

Reference manuals setting out complete instructions for the

program
in systematic way Related information should be

grouped together
and good index should be provided

Tutorials serving as introductions for new users Unlike

reference manual tutorial gives the information in the order

in which the user will want to learn it items are grouped by

importance
rather than by function or logical category

DOPING Doping is the process
of adding impurities to silicon

crystal to form either P-type or an N-type
semiconductor region

See semiconductor
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119 EXPANDED MEMORY

to see if another node is transmitting If so it waits its turn to

transmit If two nodes inadvertently transmit at the same time the

collision is detected and they retransmit one at time

Different Ethernet systems use different software protocols

including TCP/IP and DECNET

EXCEL Excel is an integrated program produced by Microsoft for

the Apple Macintosh that combines spreadsheet data base

manager and graphics program

EXE FILE In Ms-DOS PC-DOS OS/2 and VAX/VMS an EXE
executable file is file that contains relocatable machine code

program and has name ending with .EXE To execute the

program type the name of the file without the final .EXE for

example to execute AAAA.EXE type AAAA In VAX/VMS
however an .EXE file is executed by the RUN command e.g
RUN AAAAA.EXE

Most application programs are distributed as EXE files Most

compilers translate source code into EXE files see compiler

EXECUTE To execute an instruction is to do what the instruction

says to do computer alternates between fetch cycle when it

locates the next instruction and an execute cycle when it carries

the instruction out See computer design

EXP In many programming languages the function EXPX calcu

lates the value of The letter represents special number

approximately equal to 2.7 1828

EXPANDED MEMORY Expanded memory is method of equip

ping an IBM PC with many megabytes of memory Ordinarily
the 8088 processor in the PC can address only one megabyte

1024K of memory The upper 384K of this is reserved for

special purposes leaving only 640K available for ordinary use

Expanded memory uses bank switching to swap many different

sets of memory chips into single block of addresses within this

640K region The kotus4ntel-Microsoft xpanded Memory

specification LIM-EMS specifies how this is done Special

software is required to take advantage of it

By contrast extended memory on the PC AT and PS/2 is

directly accessible at addresses higher than one megabyte This

requires an 80286 or 80386 processor and underDOS different

type of special software The OS/2 and UNIX operating systems
use extended memory automatically
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cal energy It is made of thin fiber of glass Large amounts of

data can be carried by single fiber-optic cable

FIELD group of adjacent characters is called field For example

in company payroll system the information about single indi

vidual can be stored as one record Each record will be divided

into several fields One field will contain the employees name

another field his Social Security number third field his salary

or rate per hour and so on

FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR field-effect transistor consists

of two islands of N-type semiconductor inside P-type region

One island is called the source and the other is called the drain

thin insulating layer of silicon dioxide is placed over the P-type

region between the drain and the source and thin layer of metal

called the gate is placed over this insulating material Field-

effect transistors can perform the same switching and amplifica

tion functions as bipolar transistors and they can be packed more

densely on chip of silicon

FIFTH-GENERATION COMPUTERS Fifth-generation com

puters predicted by some to be available in the 1990s will be

capable of knowledge processing instead of merely data process

ing These computers
will be able to understand languages that

are much closer to natural languages than are current program

ming languages The advent of fifth-generation computers will

require significant advancements in artificial intelligence and the

development of enhanced supercomputerS that perform logical

operations many times faster than do the computers currently

available In 1981 Japan announced concerted national effort

directed toward producing fifth-generation computers by the

1990s See artificial intelligence

FILE file is collection of information stored as records The

information in file is stored in such way that the computer can

read information from the file or write information to the file

For example the U.S Census Bureau stores vast amounts of

information Suppose that the bureau is keeping information on

monthly sample of 130000 people The information on each

person can be stored in one record The entire set of information

can be stored in file containing 130000 records The file will

be stored on magnetic tape

Microcomputers can store files on floppy disks Here is an
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example of
storing information on disk file in Microsoft BASIC

First we must open the file with an OPEN command such as

10 OPEN O1.HELLQ
The means that the file will be an output file in other

words the computer will be writing information out to the file
The number means that this file will be referred to as file in

all subsequent statements In this case HELLO will be the

name of the file

Now we can write information to the file

20 A$ Hi How are you doing todayr
30 PRNT1A$

The command PRINTl A$ tells the computer that the string
variable A$ is to be written to file Now that we have finished

writing output to the file we must close the file

40 CLOSE1

To read information frOm the file we must first open it again
but this time .we will specify that we are opening it for input
instead of output

50 OPEN l3HELLO
The stands for input This time we will open the file as

You should check with your computer to iind what numbers it

allows for file numbers
Now we can read from the file

60 INPUT3X$

The command INPUT3X$ tells the computer to read the

next item from file and store the item it finds there under the

name X$ Now if the computer finds the command

70 PRINTX$

The screen will display

HI How are you doing today

Now that we are done with the file we can close it

50 CLOSE3

127
FILE
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IC 160

These computers use the ASCII character set see ASCII In

addition they define printed representations for all character

codes from to 255 even those that are not defined by the ASCII

standard Some of these characters can never be printed because

they are equivalent to codes such as Return or Line Feed

Figure 32 shows special characters that can be printed on most

IBM printers along with their numeric codes These characters

are typed by holding down the Alt key and typing the appropriate

number on the numeric keypad at the right side of the keyboard

For example to type shaded block hold down Alt type

and then release Alt

An unusual characteristic of all IBM PCs ATs and PSt2s but

not of clones is that if the machine is unable to load an operating

system from disk it calls up BASIC interpreter that is stored on

ROM chip This BASIC interpreter Cassette BASIC was

originally implemented so that low-budget computer hobbyists

could use IBM PCs without disk drives storing their programs on

cassette tape The same ROM code was included in later

machines because it is used by the BASIC interpreter that runs

under DOS See BASICA GWBASIC

IC See integrated circuit

ICON An icon on computer screen is picture that represents

particular object or command For example on Macintosh

computer the picture of trash can stands for delete Use the

mouse to move file to the trash can and it will be deleted See

mouse

IDENTIFIER An identifier is symbolic name used in program

and defined by the programmer Most identifiers stand for

variables see variable however some languages allow the use

of identifiers to represent constants so that the value of

particular constant wherever it occurs in the program can be

changed by changing the statement that defines the identifier

See constant

IF In many programming languages the keyword mis used to specify

an action that is to be executed only if specified condition is true

Here is an example of an IF statement in BASIC

100 PRINTINPUTPRICE
110 INPUT
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165
INTERACFIVE SYSTEM

continued improvement The number of components that can be
placed on single chip has been

steadily rising
The

advantages of integrated circuits include the fact that theyare very small less than inch square their internal connectionsare more reliable they consume much less power they generatemuch less heat and they cost less than similar circuits made with
separate components

Integrated circuits are classified by their level of
complexitySmall-scale integration refers to circuits

containing fewer than10 logic gates medium-scale
integration to circuits

containing10 to 100 gates and large-scale integration to circuits withmore than 100
gates

The pattern of components to be placed in an integrated circuitis first mapped out by computer It is
necesazy to add impuritiesto the

silicon-crystal to create either
P-type or N-type regionsSee semiconductor An

evaporated metal is engraved on the
circuit by photographic techniques in the places where electrical
Conducting paths are needed Integrated circuits are mass produced by making many identical circuits at the same time from
single wafer of silicon Each circuit must be individually testedhowever because single defect in the crystal can

compeletelyruin the circuit

The ultimate integrated circuit is the
microprocessor which is

single chip that contains the complete arithmetic and logic unitof
computer

INTEGRATED SOFTWARE An integrated software package is
Program that combines several functions in one program Forexample Lotus 1-2-3 is an integrated program that combines
Spreadsheet

calculations data management operations andgraphics The
advantage of an integrateci program stems from thefact that the transfer of information from one application toanother is easier than it would be if separate program was usedfor each

application

INTEL Intel
produces the 8088 microprocessor that is used in theIBM PC and other computers The 8088 processor has 16-bitntemal

registers

INTERAcTIvE SYSTEM man interactive computer system theUser
communicates with the computer through keyboard andCR1
screen The computer presents the results almost iminedi
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To deal with hardware events such as key being pressed or

acharacter arriving through serial port These events cannot

be ignored the incoming data must be either processed imme

diately or stored in buffer

To call subroutines that are provided by the hardware or

operating system On the IBM PC most DOS and BIOS

services are called through interrupts rather than through the

ordinary instruction for calling subroutine OS/2 services

on the other hand are called as ordinary subroutines

These correspond to the two main ways of causing an inter

rupt by receiving signal from outside the microprocessor

hardware interrupt or by executing machine instruction

software Interrupt

INTERBLOCK GAP

ately after an instruction has been entered and the user can
type

in new instructions after seeing the results of the previous Ones

See for contrast batch processing

166

INTERBLOCK GAP An interbiock gap is blank space on

magnetic tape between two adjacent blocks The presence of
the

gap makes it easier to keep track of the locations of the blocks

when the tape is started and stopped

INTERNAL STORAGE The internal storage of computer is the

memory that is built in see memory For contrast see auxiliary

storage

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES See IBM

INTERPRETER An interpreter is program that executes source

program by reading it one line at time and doing the specified

operations immediately Most BASIC systems are interpreters

For contrast see compiler

INTERRUPT An interrupt is an instruction that tells amicroproces

sor to put aside what it is doing and call specified routine The

processor resumes its original work when the interrupt service

routine finishes

Interrupts are used for two main purposes

INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE See interrupt

INVERTER NOT gate is often called an inverter See NOT

gate
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202

UNTIL bl000
END

MODULE module is part of larger system For example
Lunar Module is part of the Apollo rocket system module in

computer program is part of the program that is written and

tested separately and then is combined with other modules to

form the complete program See top-down programming

MONADIC OPERATION monadic operation requires only one

operand For example negation finding the negative of

number is an operation that requires only one operand and is

therefore monadic

MONITOR monitor is computer program that supervises the

activity of other programs

device similar to television set that accepts video

signals from computer and displays information on its screen is

known as monitor The monitor itself does no computing at all

The first generation of personal computers used TV-type

composite video monitors The sharpness of the image on the

screen depended on the bandwidth or frequency response of the

monitor Users were quick to note that color-TV monitors had

much poorer bandwidth than black-and-white monochrome
monitors

The IBM PC popularized two new types of monitors The

IBM Monochrome Display TFL monochrome monitor pro
vides very sharp images and accepts the same input voltages

TlL integrated circuits

The IBM Color Display an RGB color monitor produces
color image by accepting separate signals for red green and blue

on separate wires The result is much sharper than color TV
picture but still not really adequate for prolonged reading of text

higher-resolution RGB monitor was introduced with the

hancedraphics Adapter EGA It offered the important ability

to scan the screen at different rates in different modes See video

modes PC
Newer computers use analog color monitors that provide

crisp text with an unlimited range of colors Many present day

monitors have multiscan or multisync capability which

means that they automatically detect the scan frequencies used by
the computer to which they are attached
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PARK 230

terminal set to the wrong parity can often be recognized

because about half of the characters are incorrect while the rest

are received normally

The memory of the IBM PC and PSI2 is parity checked

The message
PARITY ERROR or PARITY ERROR means

that memory chip is defective

PARK To park the head of hard disk drive means to disengage it

so that the disk will be protected from possible damage if the

computer is moved

PARSING Parsing is the analysis by computer of the structure of

statements in human or artificial language For instance MS

DOS PC-DOS has to parse
the command

dir Ip

to determine that dir is the name of the command that

specifies the files to be shown and that /p is another parameter

in this case it means pause when the screen is full Compilers

and interpreters have to parse statements in programming lan

guages See compiler interpreter Programs that accept

natural-language input have to parse sentences in human lan

guages

Parsing is done by comparing
the string to be parsed to

grammar which defines possible structures For example Fig

ure 60 shows the structure of the sentence The dog chased the

black cat Figure 61 shows small part of grammar of English

Parsing can be done either top-down or bottom-up In top-

down parsing the computer starts bylooking-fôra particular con-

Sentence

Noun Phrase Verb Phrase

Determiner Noun Verb Noun Phrase

Determiner Adjective Noun

the dog chased the black cat

FIGURE 60 Structure of Simple English Sentence
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231 PARSING

Sentence Noun Phrase Verb Phrase

Noun Phrase Determiner Noun

Noun Phrase Determiner Adjective Noun

Verb Phrase Verb Noun Phrase

Determiner the

Noun dog

Noun cat

Adjective black

Verb chased

FIGURE 61 Small Part of Grammar of English Each rule states that the

constituent named on the left can consist of the constituents named on the

right in the specified order

stituerit It consults the grammar to determine what this consti

tutent consists of then looks for those constituents instead thus

Look for Sentence

Rule Sentence consists of Noun Phrase Verb Phrase

Look for Noun Phrase

Rule 2Noun Phrase consists of Determiner Noun

Look for Determiner

Accept Determiner the from input string

Look for Noun

Accept Noun dog from input string

Look for Verb Phrase

etc

The process
is complete when the input string is empty and all of

the e1eihents of sentence-have been found

In bottom-up parsing the computer accepts elements frOm the

input string and tries to put them together thus

Accept the which is Determiner

Accept dog which is Noun

Determiner Noun make Noun Phrase

Accept chased which is Verb

Accept the which is Determiner

Accept black which is an Adjective

Accept cat which is Noun

Determiner Adjective Noun make Noun Phrase

Verb Noun Phrase make Verb Phrase

Noun Phrase Verb Phrase make Sentence

Parsing algorithms must be able to backt ack back up and try

alternatives because the grammar provides alternatives For

example noun phrase may or may not contain an adjective and

word like leaves may be verb or noun Further parsing
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PASCAL 232

The first word in Pascal program is PROGRAM followed

by the program name The first line alsonormally includes the

words INPUTOUTPUT The first part of the program is

declaration section for constants variables procedures and

functions Every variable used in Pascal program must be

declared The action part of the program starts with the word

BEGIN and the program
concludes with the word END fol

lowed by period Statements are separated from each other

by semicolons

Pascal provides four standard data types real integer

Boolean and char Integer variables can take on only values

that are whole numbers or the negatives of whole numbers

Real variables can take on numerical values that include

fractional parts such as 23.432 Boolean variables are logic

variables that can only have two possible values true or false

Char variables- can take-on single-character values

Here is an example of declaration section

algorithms usually use recursion to handle the recursive structure

of human languages For example noun phrase can contain

noun phrase which can contain another noun phrase as in the

discoverer of the solution to the problem See recursion

backtracking natural language processing

PASCAL Pascal programming language developed by Niklaus

Wirth is designed to encourage programmers to write modular

and well-structured programs Pascal has become one of the most

popular languages for microcomputers and there are several

common versions Here are some of its features

VAR

count total INTEGER

average REAL
error BOOLEAN

CHAR

An assignment statement in Pascal looks like this

Note that colon followed by an equal sign is the symbol used

for assignment This statement will cause the variablex to tak

on the value For integers and real numbers means
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huge model hypertext

went occurs the shorter in hits its corresponding

code TypiciLly nietliodi is used for text with

tbe coiling based on letter frequency

The Huffman code was one of the earliest data

compression codes and with modifications re

niains one ofthe most widely Lised for large group

of message types The savings that can be realized

by using liulfinan coding or other data cornpres

sion techniques to minimize the number of bits ic-

quired to encode data can be significant as when

large file is sent by modem over longdistance

telephone circuit

huge model memory model of the Intel 80x86

faniily of processors The huge model allows both

code and data to exceed 64 kilobytes KB in size

but in most cases the total of both must be less than

megabyte MB Inchvidual data structures can cx-

ceeci 64 KB in size Scea/so memory model

human engineering The designing of machines

and associated products to suit the needs of hu

mans Seca/so ergonomics

human-machine interface The boundary at

which people make contact with and use machines

inure typicaLly known as the user interface when ap

plied to programs and operating systems

hybrid circuit Any circuit in which fundanieritally

different types of components are used to perform

similar functions For example stereo amplifier

that uses both tubes and transistors as amplifiers is

iyhrid circLlit

hybrid computer computer that contains both

dllgital and analog circuits Digital circuits use

discrete on/offsignals to represent the Os and ls of

binary nunihers they are found in almost all com

puters including personal computers Analog cir

cults use continuously variable physical quantities

such as voltage or current to represent values

they are found in sonic specialized computers used

in engineering and other fields

hybrid microcircuit iii icroelectronic circuit that

combines individual in icrominiaturized compo
nents and integrated components

HyperCard Software designed for the Apple Mac-

intosh that provides users with an inforniatioii

management tool implementing many hypertext

concepts HyperCarcl dlOctlment consists of

series of cards collected together in stack each

card can contain text graphical images and sound

Stack authors and users can link items together in

many ways by implementing various types of text

searches by providing controls that permit travel-

ing from card to card by clicking with the mouse on

objects called buttons and through scripts pro
grams and routines coded in an object-oriented

language called HyperTalk Developers can pro-

gram external code resources XCMDs and XFCNs

and place them within 1-TyperCard stack or even

within RyperCard itself permitting the addition of

features to HyperCard beyond the abilities of the

product as it was released See a/so hypertext ob

ject-orienteci programming XCIvID XFCi\

hypennedla The integration of graphics sound

video or any combination into primarily associa

tive system of information storage and retrieval

1-lypeimedia especially in an interactive format

wheie choices are controlled by the user is struc

tufed around the idea of offering working and

learning etivironinent that paral lels human think

ingthat is an environment that allows the user to

make associations between topics rather than move

sequentially from one to the next as in an alpha-

betic list Hypermedia topics are thus linked in

manner that allows the user to jump from subject to

related subject in searching for information For cx-

ample hyperrnedia presentation on navigation

might include links to such topics as astronomy

bird migration geography satellites arid radar If

the information is primarily in text form the prod-

uctishypertext ifvideo music ai.iimation or other

elements are included the product is hypermalia

See also hypertext

Hyperlalk The programming language used to

manipulate llyperCard stacks

hypertext metaphor for presenting infbrmation

in which text images sounds and actions become

linked together in complex nonsequential web of

associations that permit the user to browse through

related topics regardless of the presented oider of

the topics These links are often established both

by the author of hypertext document and by the

user depending on the intent of the hypertext

document For example traveling among the links

178
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word processor write error

See a/so word piocessor

word processor An applicailon program for ma-

nipulating text-based documents the elearoxiic

equivaleni of paper pen typewriter eraser and
most likely dictionary and thesaurus \Vord

ccssors fun the gamut from simple through com
plex bur all ease the tasks associated with editing

cc inc nts deleti ng ii serti og rewordi ng and so

on Depending on the program and the equipment

in use word processors can display diocunients ci-

ther in text mode using highlighting underlining

01 color to represent italics lOldfacing and other

such formatting or in graphics mode wherein for-

niatting and sometimes variety of fonts appear

on the screen as they will on the printed page
VKrCl plOCeSsdrS olfer at least liiiited facilities for

clocurlient formatting such as font changes page

layout paragraph indlCtltiOii and the like Some
word processors can also check spelling find syn
ony in corporate graph cs reated with another

prog rani correctly align inathern at ical formulas

create and print form letters perform calculations

display documents in murtiple on-screen windows
and enable users to record macros that simplify

difficult or repetitive operations Gompare editor

line editor

wordwrap The ahility of word-processing pro-

grace to break lines of text automatically to stay

within the page margins of document Line

hreaks created by worclwrap are known as soft

returns See also hard return soft return

worksheet term used to descrihe data Pie crc-

ated by and used with an electronic spreadsheet

program. Also an alternative name for spread-

sheet See a/so spreadsheet program
workstation In general combination of input

OLLtpllt and computing hardware that can be used

for world by an individual More often however the

term refers ro PWerfttl stand-alone computer of

the sort used in computer-aided design and other

applications requiring high-end usually expen
sill/c machine $10000 to $100000 with consider-

able calculating or graphics capability Sometimes

workstation is also used to refer to microcom

puter or terminal connected to network

worm program that propagates itself across corn-

puters usually by spawning copies of itself in each

computers memory %V0i11 might duplicate itself

in OOC computer so often that it causes the corn-

Puter to crash Sometimes written in separate seg
menrs worm is introduced surreptitiously into

host system either for fun or with intent to

damage oi destroy information The term comes
from science-fiction novel and has generally been

superseded by the term vErses See ce/so Trojan

horse virus

WORM Acronym for write once read many
type of

optical disc that can be read and reread but

cannot he altered after it has been recorded

WORMs are high-capacity storage devices Because

they cannot be erased and rerecorded they are

suited to storing archives and other large bodies of

unchanging information

WE See word processing

wrap around To continue movement as with the

cursor or search operation to the beginning or to

new starting point rather than stopping when the

end of series is reached For example the screen

cursor normally wraps around the first column

of the next line rather than stopping when it

reaches the last column of the current line

Likewise program starting search or replace

operation in the middle ofa document might he in-

structeci to wrap around to th.e beginning rather

than stop when it reaches the end of the document

write To transfer information either to storage dIe-

vice such as disk or to an output device such as

the monitor or printer Wiiting is the means
which computer provides the results of process-

wig \Xriting is almost synonymous with outputting

except that writing implies outputting to medium
such as disk drive The opposite is reading
gathering in.fbrmation from storage or an input de
vice such as the keyboard Write is used as either

noun or verb For example disk write means

that information is transferred from memory to

storage on disk computer can also be said to

write to the screen when it dispays information on

the monitor Compare read see a/so output

write error An eiror encountered while corn-

puter is in the process of transferring information

from memory to storage or to another output de

369
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1132 special spectrofluorometric

emirtence or preference SPECiFiC implies quality or character distin
guishing kind or species iARTiCULAR stresses the distinctness of
something as an individual iNDiVtDUAL implies unequivocal referenceto one of class or group

2special 18ti7 something as television program that is not
part of regular series one that is used for

special service oroccasion caught the commuter to work
special assessment

is 1875 specific tax levted on private property tomeet the cost of public improvements that enhance the value of the
property

special delivery ii 1886 expedited messenger delisery of mail matterfor an extra fee

special district 1950
political subdivision of state established toprovide single public service as water supply or sanitation within

specific geographical area
special drawing rights ii 1967 means of exchange used by governments to settle their international indebiedness
special education it 1921 classes for students as the handicappedwith special educational needs
special effects

ii p1 1937 visual or Sound effects ititroduced intomotion picture or taped television production during laboratory
processing

Special Forces is p1 1962 branch of the army composed of men
Specially trained in guerrilla warfare

special handling is 1928 the
handling of parcel-post or fourth-classmail as first-class but not as

special-delivery matter for an extra postalfee

special interest 1910 person or group seeking to influence legislative or government policy to further often narrowly defined interests
esp LOBSY

spe-cial.ism \spesh-a-liz-am\ ii 1856
specialization in an occupation or branch of learning field of specialization sPECiALTy

spe.cial.ist \spesli-a-last\ is 85 one who devotes himself to
special occupation or branch of learning any of four enlisted ranksin the army corresponding to the grades of corporal through sergeantfirst class

specialist or spe-cial.is.tjc \spesh-a-lis-tik\ adj
spe.ci-al.i.ty \spesh-e-al-t-e\ is p1 -ties 15c

special mark orquality special Object or class of objects special aptitude or skill
particular occupation or branch of learning

spe.cial.iza.tion \.spesh-a-la-zAshan\ is 1843 making or be
coming specialized structural adaptation of body part to
particular function or of an organism for life in particular environment body part or an organism adapted by specialization

spe.cial.ize \spesh-a-liz\ vb -ized -iz.ing Vt 1613 to make particular mention of PARTiCULARiZE to apply or direct to specificend or use specialized his study vi to concentrate ones effortsin
special activity or field to undergo specialization

esp tochange adaptively

specialized adj 1853 designed or fitted for one particular purposeor occupation -- personnel characterized by or exhibiting bio
logical specialization

cap highly differentiated esp in particulardirection or for particular end

special jury is 1730 jury chosen by the court on request from listof better educated or presumably more intelligent prospective jurorsfor case involving complicated issues of fact or serious felonies
called also blue-ribbon jury

special pleading is 1684 the
allegation of

special or new matter tooffset the effect of matter pleaded by the opposite side and admitted asdistinguished from direct dental of the matter pleaded misleading argument that presents one point or phase as if it covered the entirequestion at issue

special theory of relativity 1920 RELAriViTS 3a
spe.cial.ty \spesh-1-t8\ it p1 -ties

specialte fr MF
especialtd frLL specialitat- spectalttaa fr

special is special 14c distinctivemark or quality special object or class of objects as
legal agreement embodied in sealed instrument product of
special kind or of

special excellence fried chicken was fathers
the state of being special distinctive or peculiar something inwhich one specializes

spe.ci.a.tion
\.spº-shºashun\ is 1906 the process of

biological
species formation speci-ate Vspe-she-at\ vi

Speci.a.tion.al\spe-shº-a-shn5l -shsni\ ad
ispe.cje \spº-shg -sº\ ii in specie fr in kind 1617 money incoin in specie in the same or like form or kind ready to returninsult in specie also in coin

specie lback-formatioit fr
species taken as p1 substand 1711SPECiES

ispe.cjes \spe-sliSz -s8z\ p1 species appearance kind speciesmore at spy 1551 class of individuals having commonattributes and designated by common name specf logical divisionof genus or more comprehensive class KiND SORT the human race human beings often used with the survival of the inthe nuclear age category of biological classification rank
ing immediately below the genus or subgenus comprising related organisms or populations potentially capable of interbreeding and beingdesignated by binomial that consists of the name of genus followedby Latin or latinized uncapitalized noun or adjective agreeing grammatically with the genus name an individual or kind belongingto

biological species Particular kind of atomic nucleus atommolecule or ion the consecrated eucharistic elements of the Roman Catholic or Eastern Orthodox Eucharist mental imagealso sensible object an Object of thought correlative withnatural object

species adj 1899 belonging to biological species as distinguishedfrom
horticultural

variety rose
spe.cles.ism \spº-she-ziz-am -sº-\ is -urn as in racism1973 prejudice or discrimination based on species esp discrimination against animals

ispe.cltic
\spi-sif-ik\ adj spectjicus fr species 1631

constituting or falling into specifiable category sharing orbeing those properties of something that allow it to be referred to
particular category restricted to particular individual situaDon relation or effect disease to horses exerting distinctive influence as on body part or disease antibodies free

from ambiguity ACCURATE statement of faith of
relatto or constituting species and esp biologic species

any of various arbitrary physical constants and eSp One
relatin

ng
quantitative attribute to unit mass volume or area

imposed
at

fixed rate per unit as of weight or count import duties
pare AD VALOREM syn see SPECiAL EXPLiCiT

sPe.cifi.cal.lyka-l8\ adv

2specific ii 1661 something peculiarly adapted to
purposeuse drug or remedy having specific mitigating effect On diease characteristic quality or trait DETAiLS

PARTtCLLAusu used in p1 haggling ovei the legal and financial -c of hidedence Time p1 SPECiFiCATiON 2a
spec.j.fj.ca.tion

\.spes-si-fu-kashan\ 1615 the act or
proces5

ofspecifying detailed precise presentation of
something or ofplan or proposal for something usu used in p1

statementlegal particulars as of charges or of contract terms also
sinitem of such statement written description of an inventionwhich patent is sought

specific epithet is 1906 the Latin or latinized noun or adjecti
that

follows the genus name in taxonomic binomial
specific gravity is 1666 the ratio of the density of substance

to thedensity of some substance as pure water or hydrogen taken as
startdard when both densities are obtained by weighing in air

specific heat 1832 the ratio of the quantity of heat
required toraise the temperature of body one degree to that required to raise thetemperature of an equal mass of water one degree the heat in cabnes required to raise the temperature of one gram of substance Onedegree Celsius

specific impulse is 1947 the thrust produced per unit rate of consumption of the propellant that is usu expressed in pounds of thrustper pound of propellant used per second and that is measure of theefficiency of rocket engine
spec.i-fic.i.ty \spes-5-fis-at-e\

is 1876 the quality or condition ofbeing specific as the condition of being peculiar to
particularindisidual or group of organisms host P- of parasite the condhtion of participating in or catalyzing only one or few chemical reacions the of an enzyme

specific performance
is 1873 the performance of

legal contractstrictly or substantially according to its terms an equitable
remedyenjoitling specific performance

spec.i.fy \spes-a-fi\ to -fied
-fy.ing specijien fr MF

specifier frLL
specificare fr specificu4 to nase or state

explicitly ordetail to include as an item in
specification spec.i.fi.abfe \-fa-bl\ adj spec.i.f ier \-fi-ar\ is

spec.i-rnen \spes-a-man\ is fr specere to look at look more atsis 1610 an item or part typical of group or whole
something that obviously belongs to particular category but isnoticed by reason of an individual distinguishing characteristicPERSON iNDivtDLALhes tough --- syn see iNSTANCE

spe.ci.os.i.ty \sp8sh88sutg\ is 1608 the quality or state of
beingspecious SPECiOUSNESS

spe.cious \spº-shss\ adj fr speciosus beautiful plausible frspecies 15c ohs SHOWY having deceptive attraction or allurehaving false look of truth or genuineness SOPHiSTiC Spe-ciously adv spe.cious.ness
it

ispeck \spek\ is specke fr OF specca bef l2c small discoloration or spot esp from stain or decay very small amountBiT something marked or marred with specks specked \spekt\adj

speck to 1580 to produce specks on or in
ispeckle \Spek-al\ is akin to OE specca Sc little speck asof color

speckle vi speck-led speck.ling \-hi-litj\ ca 1570 to mark withspeckles to be distributed in or on like speckles
speckled perch is 1877 BLACK CRAPPtE
speckled trout ii 1805 BROOK TROUT SPOTTED SEA TROLT
1specs \speks\ p1 of spectacles 1807 EGLAS5ES
2specs isp1 contr 1942 SPECtFiCATi0NS
spec.ta.cle Vspek-ti-kal also -tik-l\ is fr MF fr spectaculunttr

spectare to watch fr spectus pp of specere to look look at moreat sis 14c
something exhibited to siew as unusual notable

or entertaining cap an eye-catching or dramatic public displayan object of
curiosity or contempt made of herself p1OLASsES something as natural markings on an animal suggesting pair of glasses

spec.ta.cled \-ti-knld -tik-ald\ adj 1607 having or wearing spectacles having markings suggesting pair of spectacles alligator
ispec4ac.u.lar \spek-tak-ya-lar spak-\ adj spectaculum 1682 of
relating to or constituting spectacle STRiKtNO SENSAItONAL
display of fireworks

spec.tac-u-lar.ly adv
2spectacular 1890 something that is spectacular
spec-tate \spek-tat\ vi spec-tat-ed spec.tat.ing fr spectator1709 to be present as spectator as at sports event
spec-ta-tor \spek-tat-ar spek-\ is fr spectatus pp of

speciare
to

watch 1586 one who looks on or watches spectator adjspec-ter or
spec-tre Vspek-tar\ is spectre fr spectrum appearancespecter fr

specere to look look at more at sis 1605 visible
disembodied spirit GHOsT something that haunts or perturbs themind PHANTASM the of hunger

spec-ti.no.niy.cin \spek-iu-nO-mtsn\ is fr spectabili -in -0-

-rnycinj 1964 white
crystalline broad-spectrum antibioticC14H4NO7 produced by bacterium Strepioinyces spectabilis that isused clinically esp in the form of its hydrochloride to treat gonorrhea

spec.tral \spek-iral\ adj 1815 of relating to or suggesting specter GHOSTLy of relating to or made by spectrum spec.tral.ly
\spek-tra--le\ adv

spectral line
is 1902 one of series of linear images of the narrow slit

of spectrograph or similar instrument
corresponding to componentof the spectrum of the radiation emitted by particular source

spectro- comb jorm spectrum spectrum spectroscope
speC.tro.flu.o.rome.ter \spek-tro.flfir8nStSr\ also

spec.tro.fIuo-rlm.e.ter \im-\ is

jluororneter 1957 device for mea
suring and recording fluorescence spectra spec-tro.flu.o.ro.met.ric
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dispersion force 660

dispersion force or dispersion attraction Physical Chemistry

general force of attraction between nearby atoms or molecules that

arises from temporary polarity between them caused by the uneven

distribution of electrons independent of temperature and present in all

types of matter including the noble gases Also ATFRACTION FORCE

dispersion formula Physics relationship giving the index of refrac

tion of particular substance as function of the wavelength as in the

Cauchy dispersion fonnula or the Hartmann dispersion formula

dispersion fuel Nucleonics small particles of fissile and fertile fuel

that are dispersed in matrix in such way that fission-fragment dam
age areas do not overlap thereby providing good thermal conductivity

while retaining the mechanical strength of the matrix

dispersion interaction Physical Chemistry momentary shift in the

symmetry of the electron clouds of two nearby atoms or molecules re

sulting in force of attraction between them

dispersion ladder Ordnance diagram showing the probable disper

sion of group of shots fired under identical conditions it indicates the

percentage of shots expected to fall in each of eight zones

dispersion measure Astrophysics quantity that expresses the

amount of dispersion that radio signal suffers it is proportional to both

the number of electrons in the path and the paths length

dispersion medium Physical Chemistry the bulk substance in which

another substance is dispersed for example the gas in an aerosol spray

mixture Also CONTINUOUS PHASE

dispersion mill Mechanical Engineering size-reduction machine

used to break clusters of solids in the preparation of purees food pastes

cosmetics pulps paints and the like

dispersion of random variable Statistics the scatter of values or

measurements around the arithmetic mean or other measure of central

tendency

dispersion pattern Geochemistry the pattern of distribution of chemi

cal elements in rocks or surface material such as soil as result of mi
gration away from source such as an ore body

dispersion relation Physics an equation relating the wavenumber to

the radian angular frequency usually expressed as derivative dk/dta

equal to some function of

dispersion relations Nuclear Physics the set of analogous relations

between the real and imaginary parts for example refractivity and
index of refraction respectively of any response function such as the

cause-and-effect pairs of force and
spatial displacement electric field

and polarization or incident and scattered waves

dispersion strengthening Materials Science method of strength

ening material by the even distribution of particles that are small less

than 0.1 micrometer in matrix at 115% vol The matrix is the main

load-bearing component Metallurgy specifically the strengthening of

metal or alloy by incorporation in its structure of finely dispersed parti

cles of stable nonmetallic compound such as aluminum oxide Also

dispersion hardening

dispersion theory see BRErr-WIGNER ThEORY

dispersion zone Ordnance the area over which shots spread apart and

scatter when fired with the same sight setting

dispersive Fourier transform spectrometry Spectroscopy spec
troscopic technique in which the entire range of frequencies of interest

is simultaneously passed through an interferometer whose output signal

is analyzed by Fourier transform

dispersive FT-IR Spectroscopy dispersive Fourier transform in which

the frequency range of interest is that of the infrared band of the electro

magnetic spectrum

dispersive lens see DIVEROINO LENS

dispersive line Electromagnetism line that delays different frequen
cies by different amounts of time

dispersive medium Electromagnetism medium in which the phase

velocity of electromagnetic waves is function of the frequency

dispersive power Optics measure of the ability of material to sep
arate light into different colors

dispersivity Materials Science the degree of distribution of finely di

vided solid in liquid or solid matrix often used to describe the distri

bution of macromolecules in sample of polymers

dispersoid Chemistry the product of dispersion

displaced aggression Psychology aggressive behavior directed at

some person or object other than the original source of the hostility

displaced ore body Geology an ore body affected by displacement or

disruption that occurred after its initial deposition

displaced outcrop Geology an outcrop that has moved downhill due

to landslide or soil creep

displacement movement away from the original position
specific

uses include Fluid Mechanics the weight of fluid that is
displaced

floating body equal to the weight of the body plus its contents

general the volume of fluid displaced by any floating body Mechanj
any movement of particle or body from one position in

space to

new position description of this motion involving the
lineat dis

tance moved and the direction of the path taken Mechanical
Engine0

ing the volume through which piston travels during single
stroke

in an engine pump or similar mechanism the total volume
displaced

by all the pistons of an engine Chemistry chemical reaction in
whIch

one element releases another element from compound and
replaces

in the compound Geology the relative movement of rock on
OPposite

sides of fault measured in any specified direction or the magnitude of

such movement Also DISLOCATION Psychology the shift of an
emotion

or impulse from the person object or situation toward which it was

originally directed to more acceptable substitute Cartography shift

in the position of an image on photograph that does not alter the
per

spective characteristics of the photograph Computer Programming the

quantity that when added to the contents of the base register produces

the machine language address of an operand or an instruction

displacement angle Electricity the change that occurs in the
phase of

an alternators terminal voltage when load is applied

displacement behavior Behavior behavior pattern that is seem

ingly irrelevant to the present situation usually arising from conflict

Also displacement activity

displacement chromatography Analytical Chemistry separation

technique using elution chromatography in which the solvent is ad

sorbed to packed column stationary phase and the freed sample mi

grates down the column

displacement compressor Mechanical Engineering compressor

that relies on the displacement of volume of air by piston moving in

cylinder

displacement current Electromagnetism hypothetical current used

in Maxwells equations to account for the apparent current through the

space between the plates of capacitor it exists in the presence of

time-varying electric field

displacement curve Naval Architecture design curve showing how

vessels draft increases as its displacement is increased

displacement engine see PISTON ENGINE

displacement gyroscope Engineering gyroscope that senses niea

sores and transmits angular displacement data

displacement law see WIENS DISPLACEMENT LAW

displacement length Materials Science the distance between the free

ends of coiled chain polymer an important parameter in descrtbtflg

the dimensions of the chain

displacement loop see LOOP

displacement manometer Engineering differential manometer that

measures pressure difference across solid or liquid partition being
dts

placed by force

displacement meter Engineering meter that measures water floo

by recording the number of times vessel of known size and capacitY0

filled and emptied

displacement parameters Crystallography description of the dii

placement of atoms in crystal structure atomic vibrations are displace

ments from equilibrium positions with periods that are typically
sniaet

than 1012 seconds Because static displacements of given atOrtt
are

random from unit cell to unit cell they will stimulate atomic vibrattofll

displacement plane see DEFORMATION PLANE

displacement pump Mechanical Engineering pump in which non

return valves prevent the return flow of displaced liquid during thee

tracting phase of the pump cycle thus creating pulsing
aCiJO

characterized by alternate filling and emptying of an enclosed volUIlle

displacement series see ACT1VtY SERIES

displacement vessel Naval Architecture any ship or boat that is

ported in the water by displacement of its weight as opposed to

drofoil or surface skimmer

displacer-type meter Engineering specific gravity
measuflb

vice in which the liquid being measured flows continuously throug

chamber containing submerged gas-filled cylinder whose buOYCY

recorded
or

display Electronics any visual presentation of the output of UIJ
ta

system as on cathode-ray tube or in readable characters of ig
display Computer Science in an activation record an array

of

to the activation records of surrounding blocks used to access Va1

defined in those blocks Behavior see DISPLAY BEHAVIOR
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Fijivirus

Fijivirus Plant Pathology type subgroup of Phytorevirus that causes

the sugarcane Fijivirus disease in which white to brown swellings

occur on the undersides of the sugarcane leaves and stunting and death

of the plant follow

filament very slender thread or threadlike structure specific uses in

clude Biology strand of cells in long row Botany the stalk of an

anther-bearing stamen Electricity thread of tungsten carbon or simi

lar material that emits light when heated by an electric current Elec

tronics also filamentary cathode in an electron tube cathode that is

heated when an electric current flows though it usually wire or rib

bon Metallurgy fiber of virtually
infinite length Astronomy solar

prominence seen in projection on the suns disk

filament current Electronics the flow of electrons that heat the fila

ment in an electron tube

filament drawing Metallurgy drawing of wires of extremely small di

ameters

filament emission Electronics the electrons that are emitted when

filament is heated

filamentous Science having the shape of filament long and slender

filamentous bacteria Microbiology colonies made up of long thread

like microorganisms often interwoven

filamentous phage Virology any phage of the family Inoviridae an

inovirus

filament saturation see TEMPERATURE SATURATION

filament transformer Electronics device that supplies the filament

in an electron tube with current or voltage

filament winding Electronics in transformer that provides several

voltages for the operation of vacuum tube circuit the winding that

provides the filament current Engineering method of fabricating

composite structure in which continuous fiber reinforcement is wound

tightly over rotating core

filamin Biochemistry protein that binds to F-actin to crosslink micro-

filaments thus inducing gel formation

filaree see ALFILARIA

Filaria Invertebrate Zoology the type genus of nematode worm causing

elephantiasis and filariasis in humans adults parasitize the blood and

tissue of mammals while larvae are found in biting insects

Filaria

filariasiS see ELEFn-IANrtASnS

filariform larva Invertebrate Zoology larval nematode resembling

filaria with long body and long esophagus that is delicate capillary

tube of uniform diameter

Filarioidea Invertebrate Zoology threadlike nematode worms in the

order Spirurida parasites in birds and mammals larvae are found in

bloodsucking insects

filar micrometer Mechanical Devices an instrument mounted on

telescole or microscope consisting of parallel
set of wires stationary

wire and movable wire both of which can be adjusted by finely

threaded screw to measure small distances in the focal plane

filature Textiles the process of forming material into threads the

process
of reeling raw silk from cocoon reel designed for this

purpose

filbert Botany the common name for plants of the genus Corylus

the fruit of the Corylus

filbert

file band Mechanical Devices an endless steel band used to hold na

merous steel files in series on band mill or saw

file conversion Computer Programming the process of translating

file from one system of file conventions e.g character set to anothet

or of transferring file from one medium to another

file directory Computer Progrbmming list of names and other le

vant information relating
to files associated with particular user or ap

plication

file-drawer problem Psychology the tendency of psychological
re

search to be biased toward confirmation of thesis because positive
IC

suits are publicized while negative results are filed or disregarded

filed waveguide Electromagnetism single insulated wire used

guide an electromagnetic wave

file event Computer Programming single read or write access Opei

tion with storage device

file hardness Engineering the relative hardness of material usoall

determined by attempts to cut the material with file of standard

hardness

file label Computer Technology information found at the beginning
of

disk or tape file that indicates characteristics of the file such as nafl

block size recording density date written and edition number
Als0

HEADER LABEL

file locking Computer Programming the process of preveflt1l
aCC

to file by other users during file update method of ensuring
data

tegrity
and consistency for all users

file-management system Computer Programming system 5Ol
that provides access to and allocation of storage devices and

users to share create change and delete files

file mark Computer Programming an end-of-file mark recorde

magnetic tape ch
file name Computer Programming user-supplied alphanumeric

acter label that uniquely identifies set of data
file

file-name extension Computer Programming
code added

name usually separated from the name by period that desCta

type of file for example the extension .DBP may indicate

file or .PIC may be appended to graphic file name Also EXTC

file organization Computer Programming the physical
gange

records on storage medium Also PHYSICAL FILE STRUCTUE

file-oriented system Computer Technology computer 5te
is used primarily for processing multiple large files

ted

which secondary storage and the operating system are orga

terms of files

file-oriented
system

826

file Mechanical Devices any of various steel hand tools having di

nally oriented teeth incised into its face designed to
smooth

ago

wood or plastic surfaces by means of fine parallel cutting edges

puter Programming collection of items with certain

pects organized for specific purpose and stored or processed as

any collection of data that is stored and manipulated as named

by file-management system Used to form many compound

such as file backup file catolog file layout file maintenance

printout file processing file separator file transfer and so on

files
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idefltIficatbohl
division 1081

identificatbohi
division Computer Programming one of the four main

arts
of COBOL program in which the programmer identifies the

ource and object programs

identifier Computer Programming symbol used to name identify or

specify program or portion of data

identifier
word Computer Programming computer word that is

stored in special register and is used in search-read sequence each

word read is compared with the identifier word stored in the register

identity
Science the state of remaining the same under varying condi

tiOnS psychology person concept of self the aggregate of charac

teristics by which person is recognized by him- or herself and others

MathematicS see IDENTITY ELEMENT an equation that is satisfied

for all possible values of the variables an equation relating operators

mappings
or other higher-order mathematical objects without reference

to
their operands

jdefltity
crisis Psychology conflict in which an individual loses his

sense of self and cannot accept or adopt the role he believes society has

placed on him typically expressed by withdrawal rebelliousness or

negativity often triggered by rapid social or technological changes

identity element Crystallography symmetry element whose opera

tion leaves unchanged anything on which it operates Mathematics

two-sided identity element for an algebraic operation is an element

of the object such as group ring etc on which is defined such

that
for every element ofA If it is only true that

or then is called left identity or right identity By

convention two-sided identity element for ring field etc addition

is denoted by and the identity element for ring field etc multiplica

tion if it exists is denoted by or by l4

Identity function Mathematics any functionf for which fix for all

in the domain of definition Denoted Id or Also identity map iden

tity operator

identity functor Mathematics the functor from category that as

signs each object of to itself and each morphism of to itself Also

CO VARIANT IDENTITY FUNCTOR

identity matrix Mathematics the identity matrix is the matrix

with in every main diagonal position and elsewhere

identity stage Psychology the fifth of Enk Eriksons eight stages of

human development during the adolescent years when the person de

velops characterization of himself or herself as unique individual

with sense of purpose and direction Also identity formation

identity unit Computer Technology logic circuit with several binary

input signals and single binary output signal such that when all the

input signals are the same or the output signal represents

identity vs diffusion Psychology the conflict or stress that can arise

during the identity stage of development if person cannot form

sense of being unique individual Also identity vs role confusion

Ideo- combining form meaning idea as in ideogram
Ideofact Archaeology an object whose function is to express or sym

bolize the beliefs of people rather than to serve practical or social

needs

Ideofunction Archaeology the use of an object for ideological pur
poses for example the wearing of certain special garment as part of

religious ceremony
Ideofunctional Archaeology of or relating to ideofunction used in

ceremonial way Also IDEOTECHNIc

Ideogram Archaeology symbol that represents concept or object as

in the
picture-writing systems of the ancient Mideast

Ideology Anthropology the belief system of society that includes val

ues philosophies religions and sciences and that may be expressed in

number of institutions such as school church family and so on
Ideomotor

Physiology of or related to involuntary muscular action pro
duced by mental energy Also IDEOKINETtc

Ideomotor
apraxia Medicine the inability to perform complex body

movements due to an interruption between the ideation center and the

limb center Also UMB-KINETIc APRAXLk TRANSCORTICAL APRAXIA
Ideophobia Psychology an irrational fear of ideas

eotype Systematics specimen that is determined by the original au
thor of that taxa to belong within that taxon but not collected from the

type locality Also IDt0TYPE

Idlgbo Materials the
light yellow wood of the Terminalia worensis tree

of Africa used in the construction of furniture and joinery
10-

combining form meaning personal or peculiar as in idiosyn

Crasy
sPontaneously or self-produced as in idiomuscular

Oblast
Geology mineral constituent in metamorphic rock that is

ormed by recrystallization and bounded by its own crystal faces

idiot savant

idioblastic series see CRYSTALLOBLASTIC SERIES

idiochromatic Mineralogy of or relating to mineral whose character

istic color is result of its chemical composition

idiochromatin Cell Biology the chromatin of cell that is concerned

with reproductive function as opposed to strict metabolic function

idiocy Psychology the fact or condition of being an idiot

idiogenous see SYNGENEIC

idioglossia Psychology the development of private language not

intelligible to others by child or by pair of children in close contact

such as twins any unintelligible or invented speech Also idiolalia

idiogram Genetics diagrammatic representation of karyotype based

on measurement of the chromosomes of number of cells

idiographic Psychology relating to psychological studies or techniques

that focus on certain individual person as opposed to people in gen
eral Thus idiographic goals idiographic emphasis

idiomorphic see AUTOMORPHIC

idiomorphism Materials Science condition in which igneous rock

minerals are bounded by their own crystal
faces Also AUTOMORPHISM

idiomuscular Physiology of or related to the muscular tissue apart

from neural stimulation applied to certain muscular contractions that

occur only in degenerated muscles

idiopathic Immunology referring to disease that is of unknown cause

idiopathic colitis Medicine primary inflammation of the colon

idiopathic eunuchoidism Medicine male hypogonadism primary

condition marked by the presence of nonfunctioning testes

idiopathic familial jaundice Medicine form of obstructive jaundice

in which the ability to excrete conjugated bilirubin into the bile duct is

decreased

idiopathic hypercholesterolemia Medicine the presence of an ab

normally large amount of cholesterol in the cells and plasma of the

blood without any known cause

idiopathic megacolon Medicine the extreme enlargement and hyper

trophy of the colon often associated with constipation

idiopathic multiple pigmented hemorrhagic sarcoma see KA
POSIS SARCOMA

idiopathic pulmonary hemisiderosis Medicine condition of un
known cause marked by hemorrhaging from pulmonary capillaries

idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura Medicine systemic illness

marked by hemorrhages from mucous membranes extensive ecchy

moses deficiencies in platelet count anemia and prostration and often

accompanied by serum antiplatelet factor

idiopathic ulcerative colitis Medicine primary disease marked by
ulceration and bleeding of the colon and rectum mucosal crypt ab

scesses and inflammatory pseudopolyps often leads to anemia hy
poproteinemia and electrolyte imbalance and is sometimes made more

severe by perforation or carcinoma of the colon

idiopathy Medicine primary disease an illness with spontaneous

unknown origin

idiophase Biotechnology phase in culture production in which the

biosynthetic pathways are altered and products other than the primary

metabolites are formed

idiosome Cell Biology any of number of specialized organelles or re

gions of cell such as the centrosome

idiospasm Neurology spasm limited to certain area of the body

ldiospermaceae Botany monospecific family of dicotyledonous ev

ergreen trees belonging to the order Laurales characterized by scattered

spherical cells containing volatile oils opposite and simple leaves large

perfect flowers and large poisonous seed native to Australia

ldiostolidae Invertebrate Zoology small family of true bugs
hemipteran insects in the superfamily Pentatomorpha found in South

America and Australia

idiosyncrasy Medicine mental behavioral or physical characteristic

unique to an individual Immunology an individuals unique abnormal

response to drug food treatment or environmental condition

idiot Psychology term formerly used to describe severely retarded

person having mental age of less than two years and an IQ of less than

25 in historic use general term used to describe person regarded

as mentally deficient applied to various conditions of mental retarda

tion mental illness autism and the like

idiotope Immunology determinant region of an antigen that is charac

teristic of one individual antigen

idiotroph Biotechnology microorganism with mutation in its

biosynthetic pathways making it unable to produce the valuable prod

ucts for which it is being cultured

idiot savant see SAVANT
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local sidereal time

local sidereal time Astronomy the right ascension of the point in the

sky that is crossing the observers meridian at any given moment Navi

gation the location of the vernal equinox west of the local meridian ex
pressed in time through 24 hours

local solidification time Materials Science the time required for

particular location in casting to solidify

local solution Mathematics function which satisfies system of

functional equations only in neighborhood of some fixed point

local standard of rest Astrophysics frame of reference centered on
the sun in which the space velocities of all stars within about 150 light-

years average out to zero

local storage Computer Technology the small set of storage registers

that provide high-speed addressable program or data storage

local storm Meteorology any weather phenomenon of mesometeoro

logical scale such as thunderstorm squall or tornado

local structural discontinuity Mechanics the effect of void inclu

sion dislocation etc on stress flow

Local Superciuster Astrophysics an immense collection of clusters of

galaxies including the Local Group and the Virgo-Coma cluster that

extends for perhaps 100 million light-years

local thermodynamic equilibrium Astrophysics an assumption that

the matter at given point in star is in balance with the radiation flow

ing through the point

local traffic Transportation Engineering vehicle traffic that is involved

in short trips within local area as opposed to traffic making longer

trips along arterials Traffk flow is frequently improved by segregating

local traffic from through traffic Aviation aircraft that operate entirely

within sight of one airports control tower as in touch-and-go landing

practice

local transformation Mathematics given vector field on mani

fold local transformation of neighborhood maps each point of

to point that lies fixed value along the integral curves of

local trunk Telecommunications trunk between private exchange and

local switchboards or switching systems or trunk between long-dis

tance and local switchboards or switching systems
local variable Computer Programming variable that can be refer

enced in only the program block in which it is defined

local vertical Geodesy at any point on the earths surface the direction

of the acceleration of gravity which because of the deflection of the

vertical may or may not conform to straight line perpendicular to the

reference surface at the same point Navigation the vertical line from
the center of the earth to the zenith at any given geographical location

local war Military Science see LIMtTEO WAR
local wind Meteorology any wind differing from winds that are appro

priate to the general pressure distribution in an area usually developing

as result of local thermal or topographic effects on an air mass
locant Organic Chemistry the number or letter immediately preceding

chemical symbol as in 2H indicating the position of an atom or group

in molecule

locate mode Computer Programming method of providing access to

data for input/output control routines by transferring the data addresses

rather than the data themselves

locating Mechanical Engineering term for the process of bringing to

gether the appropriate contact points between workpiece and tooling

device

locating back Photo grammetry flat surface in an aerial camera

against which the film is held either by means of vacuum or air pres
sure so that the emulsion lies exactly in the focal plane locating back

that uses vacuum is vacuum back and one that uses air pressure is

pressure back

locating hole Mechanical Engineering hole used for accurately posi

tioning part in relation to cutting tool or to other parts

locating surface Design Engineering an area on part used for set

ting alignment with other parts Mechanical Engineering specifically

surface used by automated manufacturing and assembly machines for

indexing or positioning parto

location Computer Programming term for any addressable place in

memory where an instruction or data item is stored

location constancy I-sychology the autonomic modification by the

perceptual system of objects and their distance depending on the indi

viduals location or the change in the position of the object

location constant Computer Programming an explicit value that

identifies an instruction in computer program used to reference the in

struction from other parts of the program such as in branch instruc

tion Also LABEL CONSTANT

location counter Computer Programming any counter maii

compiler or assembler to indicate the current location at whi
tions or data are being placed

location dimension Design Engineering measurement that

the distance of one feature of an object with respect to another

location fit Design Engineering the assemblying of parts

one piece with another into precise position between the two
location notice Mining Engineering written sign visibly

on claim indicating the locators name and describing the

tent and boundaries

location parameter Statistics parameter whose variation

translation in probability distribution

location plan Mining Engineering scale map of projected is

velopment that indicates proposed shafts works in relation to
surface features etc

location work Mining Engineering any labor required by
to establish ownership

locator person or thing that locates specific uses include En

ing any instrument or process by which the location of an ob
termined such as radar system that locates airborne aircral

Engineering person who locates mining claim

Loc dol to the painful spot From Latin loco dolenti
locellus Botany compartment in the ovary of some legur

pollen sac

lochia Medicine the vaginal discharge of mucus blood ar

bris during the first week or two following childbirth

loci the plural of locus

lociation Ecology ranked category used in the classificatic

tation

lock mechanical device for fastening and securing somethin

process of operating such device specific uses include 11

Devices door lid or cabinet fastening device with cy
movable bolt accessed by turning key in the cylinder to secure

the assembly to which it is part Ordnance the position of

mechanism that prevents loaded weapon from being fired

safety mechanism in such position see GUNLOCK Comp
ence to set lock variable to prevent other processes from

shared data during critical region see LOCK VARIABLE

to latch Onto and automatically track target using radar

allurgy in forging the condition in which the line on which
formed is not in single plane Hydrology section of

which the level of the water can be raised or lowered

1262

locks

lockalloy Metallurgy the trade name of noncon

aerospace application based on beryllium

lock bolt Engineering the bolt portion of lock

with locking collar rather than nut bolt used

machine parts

lock chamber Civil Engineering the enclosed section

river where the level can be altered to account for the chanl

and through which ships or barges may pass
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158 autoinjection automatic casing hang

AUTOLYTiNAE

lb

Pro cerastea of the Syiiidae

Autolytinae dorsal view

within the body or transferred fromune part of the body to

another 6O1infekshan

aulolnjection See autointrusion 6dtinjekihaji -1

autolnocutation Spreadof disease from cnepart
of the body to anothen

Injection of an autovaccine 4d
OinökyaIashanI

autolntoxlcatlon Poisoning by metabolic products
elaborated within the body generajly toxemia of pathologic

5tates Odtintaksakaihan
autointruslon process.wherein the residual liquid

of
differentiating magma is drawn into rifts formed in the

crystal mesh at late stage by 4eformatiqn of
usispecified origin

Alsokitownas autoinjection. odtinthizhhe
autolonization The radiationless transition of an

electron in an atom from discrete electronic level to an ionized

continuum level of the same energy Also known as preioniza

don OOJanazashan
autolith fragment of igneous rock enclosed in

another igneous rock ofkerconsolidation eacltbeing regarded

as derivative from common parent magma 2. round

oval or elongated accumulation of iron-jnagnesiuxp minerals of

uncertain origin in granitoid rock .odOJith
autoilihography lithographic process in which
the artist makes drawing onto the printing surface directly

ôdtlithagrafc

autologoue Derived from or produpqif by the Individ

ual in question such as an autologous protein or an autolàgqtis

graft lOrtMlfla
autolumineacence Luminescence of material

such as radioactive substance resulting from energy origi

.nating within tire ipaterial itself JOOllhnanes-ans

autolysla oeoasaM Return ofa substance to solution as of

phosphate removed from seawater by plankton ppdreflne4
when these organisms die nd decay Self-digestion

by body cells following somatic or organ death or isekemic

injury odlIasas

autoiyaosome See autophagic vacuole .h$dtli-sa1aOrn

autotytlcenzyme bapterialenzyrne located in

the cell wall that causes disintegration
the cell following

injury or.dea od-aIids enzm
AutolytIne zoo subfamily of errantian poLychaetes

in the family Syllidae od-alidane
automanual system ENG railroad signal systensin

which signsls.are set manuslly but are activated automatically

to return to the dangerposition by apassingtrain flo8man-
yawal sistam

automata theory theory concerned with niodels

used to simulate objects andprocesses such as computers digital

circuits nervous systems cellular growth and reproduction

O.tan-adtthgarg

automated guided vehicle ann Inafleribletnanufac

tuning system driverless computercontrolled vehicle

equipped with guidanceand collision-avoidance systems and

usd to transport workpieces and tools between work stations

Abbreviated AGY .Adtnaad gld-ad veikat

automated guided vehicle system computer-

controlled system that uses paRes and other interface equipment

to transport workpieces to numerically control ed machine tqols

and other equipment ina flexible spsnufacnning system moving
in predetermined pattern to ensure automatic accurate and

rapid work-machine contact adomadnd grdad.veokal
sistam

automated IdentIficatIon system set In data

processing system the use of atechnology such asbar coding

image recognition or voice recognition instead of keyboarding

for data entry odsad.od den4afaatan aism
automated radar piotting aid marine computer-

based anticollision system that automatically processes time

coordinates of radar echo signals into space coordinates in dig-

its form det rsnines consecutive coordinates and motion par
ameters of targets calculates the predicted closest point of ap
proach and time to closest point of approach and presents theip

in graphic or alphanumeric forerun the radar display and

switchesonalannsifthereiaadangerofcollisioo oajnfld
ad radltr pläd4ij Æd

automated radar terminal system system for car

rying out airtafficcontrol in the vicinity of airports whichuses
both

airport surveillance radar and the air-traffic radar beacon

system radar video representing aircraft targets is presented

on the air-traffic controllers displays and the automation

tern automatically tracks controlledaircraft and presents alphp
numeric information adjacent to their4argets Abbreyiata
ARTS odamadpd ra1dar tann-an aistam

autom3td..Iaps lbrary set .A computer storagi

system consisting of several thousand magnetic pa and equip

reent under computer control which automatically brings th

tapes from storage mounts them on tape drives dismounts ha

tapes when the job is cotnpleted and returns them to Storage

Od-nmadad tap libn
automatic juso Having self-acting mechanism that pa
forms required act at predetermined time or iii response

çerçain conditions See autoipatic weapon 1104
iadikl

automatic abstracting echniques wheeb1
on .tbebasia of statistical properties subset of the setitencesi

adocusiientisselectedas representative of ihe general contra

of ehaidocument noamathik abstra

automatic alerm.rdeelver complete receivinj

selecting and warnirg device capable of being actuated
sum

matically by intercepted radio-frequency waves formzng lh

international autospatic alarm signal Also known as aip

alarm ikalhrnirisevr

automatle-alarfls-signai keying device
vice capable of automaticlly keying the radiotelegraph trans

mittet on board vesselto transmit the international
auomatiq

alarm signal or to respond to receipt of an internationaI

agreed-upon distress signal and wake up the radio ojierattirS

ships not having 24-hour watch lodamathk Gl5r
sig.nltke.lQ divis

automatic back bias Radar technique which cen

ststs of one or more automatic gain control loops to pmvti
overloading of receiver by large signals whether jSmmin$
actual radar echoel oamak bak bIas

automatic backgroUnd control See automatic brightness

trot 6madikbkgraundkrofitlI
automatic balance balance capable of

weighing procedures without the intervention of an

P1madik ba4ans

automatic bass compensation circuit re

to the volume conDo in some radio receivers and audio

flea to take bass notes sound properly balaticed in the

Spettnim at low toume-cotitrol settings lodamad-ik

ktlmpatssAshan

automatlcbatchar Abafcharforconciitet

is actuated by singlestarter switch opens automatically at

start of the weighing operations of each material andcI

automatically when the designated weight of each material

been reached Oathad-ik bach-ar

automatic bins method of obtaining the

bias for vacuum tube or transistor through use of

usually in the cathode or emitter circuit oamaa hi
automatic brazing Brazing by the use of either

able or
stationary equiptnent which does not require co

supervision by the operator 6datnaik bat
automatic breech mechaniem device that

the energy of recoil or the prSsstzre of the powder gales to

the breech withdraw the fired
cartridge case insert new

tridge and close the breech 1Odarnad-ik brºch mek
Zm

automaticbrlghtflesacontroi Acircult used

television receiver to keep the average brightness of the

duted Image essentially constant Abbreviated ARC
ksiownas automatitbackground control 6d-amaik
naskantrol

automatic caiibration process in which an

tronic device automatically perfonns terecalibrationofa

tiring range of weighing inatniment for example an el

baiance oams-llt kal-abra-shan

automatic calling unit act device that

business machine or computer to automatically dial calls

acommunicationsnetwork 6d-amadik kol-igyirnat

automatic call origination See atstooall Odamad-ik
nrij-ana-shan

automatIc carriage sex Any mechanism

tpfeed continuous paper or plastic forsns through aprin

writing device often using sprockets to engage holes in

paper 6d-amaikkarijl

aulomatlcoaeinghangar Unitizedhanger
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Any ship or boat which

erÆts at relatively lower speeds than

which plane on the surface of the

1pllslnont 1bot

itography caaas Variation

lotion chromatography in which the

ly than the sample components
column pushed by the

It krm --
Inuctao The collision of an ener

ioinin solid resulting in the atom being

lam its
original site displasinant

tnor two Atypeofcompns
lEement of volume of air by piston

diplsmantkampresor
The rate of change of

cit vector which must be added to the

td Amperes law to the case of time

logram-second units Also known as

tcurrent displasmant 1kannt

iAv An graph of the displace

asitsdraft displas

Hpcy ano two In gas condensate

ion by volume of ct hydrocarbons swept

displarmant aflshan

WSeepiston engine displsmant en

dAma Afluidmaterialusually drilling

Itis pumped into well after the cement to

of the casing and into the annulus

di

cops gyroscope that senses

tiaflgidar displacement data displAs

rwtrcLaol In nuclear reactor theoty

jg depends only on the distance

socb as the diffusion kernel or slowing.

astant kornal

.oactive displaitement law Wiens

Isilant 16
.3

The displace-

Jed by the length over

tetant leflth 1kOifislrant

Lato In circular deoxyribonucleic

twin which ribonucleic acid is paired

displacing the other DNA
-loop displas-mant lUp

meter differential manometer
ssure difference acrciss solid or liquid

bedisphedd against restoring force

liIsdrl

water meter that measurs

vely by recording the number of times

bityisifiledandemptied dispIAs-mant

Stor difference operator de

theequationEfx fx hwherehis
file diffotence between successive points of

1d Also known as forward shift op
aprathar
PIredll atGF Apump that develops its

Itetitate
filling and emptying of an enclosed

it-cylinder constntction displas-mont

Iflo two In oil well cementing the

llah tolume of cement slurry or mud is

thole tdisplAs-mant rIt

ICHEM The elements in decreasing

five potentials Also known as constant

CsSes Volta series displaa-mant 1sir

region in solidin which

litflatenty moved from their original loca
lk1%f

energetic particle bombardment

Apparatus to detect liquid level

or gas density by measuring the effect of the fluid gas or liquid

on the buoyancy of displacer unit immersed within the fluid

displas-ar tip mºar
dlsplsy visible representation of infonnation

in words numbers or drawings as on the cathode-ray tube

screen of radar set navigation system or computer console

The device on which the information is projected Also

known as display device The image of the information

displa

display adapter See video display board displa adaptar

display console act cathode-ray tube or other

display unit on which data being processed or stored in com
puter can be presented ingyaphical orcharaçterform sosnetimes

equipped with light pen with which the user can alter the

information displayed displA kan$tJ

dispiay oontroi act unit in computer system

consisting of channels and associated control circuitty that con
nect number of visual display units with central processor

displtkantr6l

display cycia jcoMPur act In computer graphics the se

quence of operations carried out to display an image displa

sIal
display devlce.See display dispiS divis

displayaiesnent lncomputergrapbicsabasic

component of display such as circle line or dot displa
ela-mant

display entity sa In computer graphics group

of display elements that canbe manipulated aa.a unit dispiI

enladt

dlapisy Items sa In computer graphics one of

sequence of frames making up acomputer-generatedanimation

displAfrlm

display information proceSsor act Computer
used to generate situation displays in combat operations center

displA in-formkshan prllses-ar

display iist act In computer graphics set of vec

tors that form an image stored in vectors graphics format

disp$list
diapley loss See visibility factor displi los

diapisy packing act An efficient means of nans

mining the and coordinates of point packed in
single

word to halve the time required to freshen the spot on cathode-

ray tube display displa 1pak-ig

display primery One of the primary colors pro
duced in television receiver thaI when mixed in proper pro

portions serve 3o produce the otherdesired colors Also known

as receiver primary displI prtmere

display processor act section of computer

oraminicomputerwhich bandies the routines required to display

an output on cathode-ray tube dispIa prSsesar

display screen See video monitor displ 1ten
dispiay storage tube See direct-view storage tube displA

atOr-ij
tUb

dispisy systani sal The total system combining

hardware and software needed to achieve visible representa

tion of information in dataprocessing system sis

taini

dispiey terminsi act computer output device in

which characters and sometimes graphic infonnation appear

on the screen of cathode-my tube Also known as display unit

video display terminal VDT. diapla tarmanal

display tube A-cathode-ray tube used to provide

visual display Also known as visual display unit displA

tUb

dispisytypa Incompositiontypewhichislarger

in sizethan the regular text type displA tip

display unft See display tenninal di spin 1y0-nat

display window Width of theportion of the fre

quency spectrum presented on panoramic presentation ex

pressed in frequency units usually megahertz displa

indO
disposable Within manufacturing system designed

to be discarded after use and replaced by an identical item such

asafilteretement daspza.balj
disposai area On U.S Coast and Geodetic Survey

charts an area established or approved by the Corps of Engi
neers for depositing dredged material where existing depths

indicate that the intent is not to cause sttfficientshoaling to create

disposal area 593
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display adapter

circuit board providing the video signal required to display or generate

text and graphics on screen Other names for display adapter include

graphics adapter graphics card video adapter video card video board and

video controller

This device typically contains additional memory that is reserved for video

use program can access the memory and associated video circuitry either

directly or through device driver program Data stored in video memory is

converted into signals that appear on the screen Display adapters produce

two kinds of output depending on the type of system digital output such

as monochrome CGA and EGA and analog output such as VGA Super

VGA and XGA

See also EGA and VGA

distributed database

database regarded conceptually as single collection of data but physi

cally stored in multiple locations under the local control of different com
puters Those local computers are often connected in network so that any

user can access any record regardless of where it is stored

See also client-server architecture and distributed processing

distributed processing

Implementation of single application system on multiple computer con

figurations in different locations often under different operating platforms

and usually connected in network

The goals of distributed processing are to optimize the cost responsiveness

availability and reliability of application systems that have users at worksta

lions at multiple sites In successful implementation system appears to

the user as unified whole and the user is unaware of the coordination and

data transmissions taking place behind the scenes

See also client-server architecture and distributed database

137
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parity

An extra bit appended to byte word or record representing the num
ber of 1-bits modulo or the exclusive or of the bits Parity bits are used to

detect errors in data transmission input-output 1/0 operations or internal

machine operations

Depending on the device or transmission protocol convention may call

either for even parity or odd parity With odd parity the parity bit is the

complement of the 1-bit count modulo For example for single byte

odd parity would generate ninth bit as follows

Byte Configuration Parity Bit Decimal Value

10000000 128

11000000 192

00010111 23

00100010 34

Although you can manipulate parity bits in software most computers mo
dems and input-output I/O devices both generate and check parity

through hardware circuitry Whenever the hardware detects parity error it

causes an interrupt or turns on an indicator

To decompose an expression and categorize its components

The term can apply to natural languages such as English to programming

languages and to any other structured input data For example compiler

usually begins by parsing the source code

See also decomposition and syntax

partition table

302

An area of fixed disk that defines how the disk is separated into separately

addressable portions

You can create or modify partition table in MS-DOS with the FDISK com
mand You then refer to the resulting partitions as if they were separate disk

drives such as and

parse
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or trend like the realtties of the external environment they

exercise influence on the development of behavior patterns

Ralph Linton of or relating to psychotherapy or

counseling in which the counselor introduces information

content or attitudes not previously expressed by the client

2directsve\\ is -s something that serves to direct guide

and usu impel toward an action attainment or goal

pronouncement urging or banning some action or conduct

amosn leaders became too fond of passing down -s to the

members instead of calling for vote also sharp or

peremptory word of command keep your head down
and heavy hand on top of his head added persuasion to the

Helen Nielsen an assignment instruction Or injunc

tion by superior the verdict of the people in the recent elec

tion constituted RC.Reece an advisory instruction

or set of directions progress has been hampered by inadequate

coordination lack of clear --s Economist dependent on

the --s of the guidebook and the hotel porter an ideolog

ical traditional cultural or moral influence or principle

EXEMPLAR folk wisdom preserves many --sLJ.Davidson
they were not trained in school of science which accepts

Marxism-Leninism as the supreme C.P.Fitzgerald

communication that initiates or governs action conduct or

procedure an authoritative instrument that promulgates

program or regulation or directs or prohibits certain acts and

that is issued by high-level official body or competent official

as broad policy statement to be developed by technicians or

as an explicit instruction with details usa such an instrument

of a-national regime or international body esp of head of

government or an administrative bureau whose decrees have

the force of an executive order relatively new administrative

device called the was frequently used by the president

and other high officials to explain modify or amplify an order

C.Ojohnson he issued stream of -s that in thetr en

tirety imposed far-reaching social revolution upon Japan

Allan Taylor which actually have the force of lawH.W
Sumners DIRECTIVE MESENTERY

directive antenna is an antenna that radiates or receives

better in some directions than in others

th-rec.tive-ly \-tdvla -li\ adv so as to guide with directive

methods taught psychology class --
directive mesentery is either member of one or more pairs of

mesenteries in actinians that differ from other mesenteries

the arrangement of the muscles and serve so determine the

longitudinal plane of the body
di.rec.tive.ness \-tivnis -tbv- also -tev-\ -es the quality of

being directive specif the character of being determined in

direction of development as toward definitely organized

structure impressed by the apparent of evolution Brit
Book News

di.rec-tiv.i.ty \ddrektivad.b di-\ is
-ES D5RECTtvENE5S

the property
of being directional or measure of that

property as the front-to-back ratio of microphone response

OBIENTATION specif measure of the property in an an
tenna loudspeaker microphone or other transducer used for

sound transmission or reception by which its performance in

one direction is better than that in another

direct labor labor as machine operators applied directly

to product in the manufacturing process so that the cost is

computable identifiable and chargeable directly to the specific

product called also productive labor compare INDiRECT

LABOR the wages paid to workers classed as direct

labor

direct laying is
the laying of an artillery piece with the line of

sighting directly upon the target

direct lighting is lighting in which the greater pact of the

luminous flux goes directly from the fixture toward the area to

be illuminated

direct loss by fire loss traceable to fire as the proximate cause

loss that is caused by smoke or by water used in extinguishing

afire

ldi.rect.ly \direktlC or -h or rapid in senses other than

dre- or esp in senses other than dire- in sense often

drekl- iii
both the US England and chiefly sithstand South

torekl-\ ode fr Zdirect -lj without any inter

vening space or time next in order SQUARELY EXACTLY

opposite the city hall in the center of the room during

the decade before his birth he holds position below

that of the president in straight line without deviation

of course the tumpilce here runs east and west dredged

channel allows boats to get in and out- by the shortest way

we headed into the mountain country straight on

along definite course of action without deflection or slacken

ing proceeds to go -- to childrens hospital the problem

being attacked or by the most dcuitous routes the

fountain of happiness is what all living entities fumble and

grope toward J.CYowys purposefully or decidedly and

straight to the mark engaged in replacing muscle power

with machine power in straightforward manner without

hesitation circumlocution or equivocation plainly and not

by implication he criticizes contemporary society in un
mistakable terms UNQUALIFIEDLY deals with the stated

purpose of the book Stanley Newman without diver

gence
from the source or the original that the only valid

method of painting was to paint from nature and to imitate

nature as closely as possible Michael Kitson simultane

ocaly and exactly or equally that certain types of costs are

neither variable with output nor entirely fixed Harold
Koontz Cyril ODonnell In close relational proximity

increased interest in art may be traceable to present easy

and lucrative employment new evidence bearing on the

question of guilt concerned in the founding of the uni

versity without any intervening agency or instrumen

tality or determining influence without any intermediate step

writes in Spanish paints on canvas take part in the

government either or through freely chosen representatives

in the exact words of the original VERBATIM permitted to

take notes but enjoined not to quote anything in

independent action without any sharing of authority or re

sponsibility the initial steps in the process of demilitarization

and ilemocratization were handled by the American oc

cupying forces CE.Black E.C.Helmreich PACE-Toe

PACE in person dealing with the strikers without

moments delay at Once iMMEDtATELY get doctor

alter little in little while SHORTLY PRESENTLY well
discuss that first we must act on this motion

2djrectly \like sense of IDIRECTLY\ conj chiefly Brit im

mediately after as soon as apparently written their agree

ment was made KLFieldmg we enter it we breast some

new wave of emotion Virginia Woolf
direct snail

is printed matter prepared to solicit trade or con
tributions and sent directly through the snails to individuals as

letters cards circulars catalogs house periodicals

direct material is
material used in manufacturing processes

which becomes an integral part of the product and the cost of

which is identifiable and chargeable directly to it compare

INDIRECT MATERIAL

direct method teaching method that seeks to dispense

with theoretical discussion and historical considerations in

favor of concrete observation and practical experience specif

method of teaching language through conversation dis

cussion and reading in the language itself without translation

and without the study of formal grammar

th.rect-ness -Es the character of being true in course

toward target or goal rivaling hawk in of aim stared

at her youngest niece with concentrated LCSnalth
strict pertinence or distinct forthrightness straightfor

wardness often with degree of abruptness or Idrusqueness

his sledgehammer had often served him better than nice le

gal knowledge Thomas Hardy closeness to actual

experience and consequent vividness or incisiveness described

Irelands troubles with searing that has rarely been

equalled Time open frankness and naturalness free

dom from barriers of pretense and pretension and from adorn

ment and prettiness created an atmosphere of between

herself and all men and women Eden Phillpotts what

people take for rudeness is really --- Ian Bevan
th.rec.tolre \direlcitwsr dbr- d1r-\ adj usa cap fr

Directoire the body of five men that held executive power in

France from 17951799 fr directoire directory book in-
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direction

title indicates the his historical studies have iaken the

existence of the censorship deters men from essaying new

--s in drama ABWalkley St is because culture molds the

specific and activities of the personality Abram Kardi

ner also tenor of saying or writing had felt and written

to him in the same general OWdiolmes 11935
path or course esp of thought or effort marked by specific

aim or design the introduction of printing in Italy in 1462 gave

new to scholarship RAilian hi 1911 ideals are not

meant to be reached they merely indicate the --of movement

Edward Sapir even those who do not accept the letter

of his dogma are in accord with the taken by his thought

WL.Sperry also pointing of thought or effort on

predetermined path or course his toward life of asceti

cism and contemplation was already clear W.PClancy
there the boy began to give to the instinct for arranging na

ture that later was translated into delightful profession
JosØ

Gómez-Sicre deep uncertainty about goals and obligations

pervades all classes and all levels of culture Our society has

lost Walter Moberly an onward path determined

through inclination or guidance pointing toward some attain

ment the conspiracy gained momentum and RCJoty
slow to make up his mind what his as wnter ought to be
stood about idly on the street corners without purpose or in

their lives Oscar Handlin determinative guiding or gov
erising design cultivate the historical sense and sense of

and read some good books on the history of law at least the

law has Caroline Slade the way of advancement fur

therance or cultivation AIM PURPOSE OBJECTIVE used

in the expression in the direction of gains made in the of

integration significant step in the of cooperation be

tween the executive and congress
in treaty makmg Vera

Dean advocate of reforms particularly in the --of equalizing

the legal status of men and women ILWJLKnott an

indicated sphere or role in which something may be regarded

particular respect few pencil portraits do exist which

show that he had great talent in tins Herbert Read
much of the literature geographical historical and economic

on Czechoslovakia is biased in one or another Geog
Jour archaic DIRECTORATE 10 calculation by

reference to horoscope of the times when events will happen

11 in equity practice the part
of bill containing the address

to the court 12 the lateral pointing of an artillery piece

compare ELEVATION 13 one of the cardinal points which

among some peoples include the zenith nadir and center and

intermediate points of the compass

2clj.rec4jofl \\ vi dixectioned directioned directioning

\-shsniij\ directions to give direction to direct along

line strangely --ed water I.L.Morgan
cli.rec.tion-Bl \-shanl-slmal\ adj relating to direction

in space moving aiming or leading in some particular

direction strictly flight on great circle lines showing

winds and ocean currents suitable or used for detecting

the direction in which or from which signals are receiyed plot

position by radio flying on the beam of radio range

so designed that performance depends on direction or is

restricted in direction more effective in some directions than

others polarized electromagnet controls the position and

shape of the tail flame LigElderkin the use of broad

casting techniques had made it possible to increase the number

of radio stations RLMott specif narrowly selective as

to direction in the emission or reception of signals highly

microphone picks up sounds coming from single direction

that Geiger-Miller tube cannot be made enough and

still retain any measure of workable sensitivity Surgical

Foruns of sound controlled for giving depth arid realism

in motion pictures by the use of several sound tracks recorded

at different parts of the set or location indicating the

direction in which something lies or the direction to take or

about to be taken -- airway marker arrows for facili

tating movement of traffic flashing signals for motorcars

and trucks relating to direction as of thought effort

or culture aimed or moving in the direction of one or

another object objective or condition the picture presented

is frankly chaotic it is hard to recognize in it any unifying

pattern any trends VGChilde the quality of cultural

change constitutive of purpose or motivation con
sisting of or imposing direction or guidance the role that

profits play under capitalism suitable or contributory to

the direction of dramatic performance good plays and even

good ideas frequently take on distressingly ragged aspect

in performance hLigClurman of an oft-well drilling made

at an angle with the vertical

directional filter is an electric filter designed to divide the

band of frequencies available for carrier currents about mid

way using one portion of the band for east-to-west transmis

sion and the other portion for west-to-east transmission

directional gyro an air-dnven free gyroscope with rotor

spinning on horizontal axis that when manually set to some

one direction maintains that fixed direction despite maneuvers

of its conveyor and thereby indicates any deviation from the

course

di.rec.tion-alri.ty \ddrekshenalad.b df-\ is
-Es the

property of directional selectsvsty or precision scintillation

counter was devised in such fashion as to give of fifteen

degrees and adequate sensitivity Surgical Forum main

tenance of direction among these properties is that of

CKJluckhohn
di.rec-tioll.al.ize \direkshglnaliz di-\ Vt -En/-iNG/-s to

guide or govern as to direction

di.rec.tion.al-ly \-nala -li\ ade as to or with reference to

threction

direction angle is an angie made by given line with an axis

of reference specif one of the three angles made by straight

line with the three axes of rectangular coordinate system

direction cosine is one of the cosines of the three angles

between directed line in space
and the positive directions

of the axes of rectangular Cartesian coordinate system

usu used in p1
direction tinder radio receiving device permitting

deter

nsination of the direction from which received radio waves

come to it typically consisting of coil antenna mounted on

vertical axis so that it can be rotated freely

direction finding the finding of the azimuth of distant

transmitter by the use of direction finder

direction indicator compass that assists an airplane pilot

in flying predetermined course by di

rect reading and comparison of two

indicators one of winch is set br
the dedred heading ythile

the

airplane is flying the desired course

th.rec.tson.ize \-shantz\ vt -an
-1110/-s to capel in pamicular diree

di.rec.tion.lsss \-arilis\ adj bay- II
no discernible direction hay

ing no guiding purpose
direction post is Brit oUtnEposr

directions pl of DIRECTION pres
3d

smg of DIRECTION direction indicator

direction test Is psychological test
index setting knob

measuring Sn indsvidual success in
pointer

following simple or complex three-
reference index

Dons
direction word is CATCHWORD la

Ids.rec.tive \dbrekuv -tbv also di- or -tuv\ adf ML
MF directif fr ML directieus fr direcrus past part of

dirige-e to direct guide -ieus -ive more at uRESS

serving or qualified to lead guide or govern thought or

action usu by prompting and impelling rather than by

dominating the power of conscience experimenting to

ftnd whsch is superior the permissive or the method of

teaching every manager who has at least one subordinate

engages in the function Harold Koontz Cyril ODon
nell serving to point direction the power of mag
netized needle the function of compass specif ni

RECTIOScAL ic more aerial pointing the way con
centrating or focusing on an objective selective as to tendency

directrice

fluenced in meaning by directeur director fr HF fr ML
directoriusn more at DIRECTORY of relating to or imitative

of the kind or style prevalent
in France during the French

Revolution as of womens clothes imitative of classic dress

and marked by picturesque hat with flaring brim and

dØcolletØ gown usu with short sleeves and skirt hanginh

straight down like tube from waistline just under the bust

of furniture transitional between the Louis Seize style and

the Empire style and not sharply distinguishable from the

latter

di.rec.tor \ddrektor atso dir- rapid dre-\ is -5 fr

directus past part of dirigere to direct -or more at

DRESS one that directs as the head or chief of an

organized occupational group as bureau foundation

institute school Ihe of the budget Orientation of new

cclsool is the responsibility of the county superintendent

thousands of ----s of religious education now at work 3.0
Nelson department of public relations headed by

RRHarlow MMiglack one of group of persons

entrusted by the shareholders of corporation with the final

overall control and direction of the corporale enterprise

final authority in corporation of this sort lies with board

of PM.Sweezy one that supervises the production

of show as for stage screen or radio transmission with re

sponsibility for action lighting music rehearsals and general

ly for giving substance to the conception of the author com

pare PRODUCER 4a CoNDUCTOR college teacher that

directs students individually in the choice

of



dispersoid

separate different colors of light by refractioo as measnred by

the differeoce in refractivity for two specified widely differing

waveleogths divided by the refractivity at some specified

iotermediate waveteogtb

tha.per-aoid \I.sOid\ is -e -old matter in

form produced by dispersion otsPaasg txs-case coLLom lb

O5SPERSEO PHASE

ths.peraossify \dis\ vt persoisffy to consider or

call impersonal

ths.peiat \des dis\ vf petal n4 to remove

petals from deprive of petals

dis.plsar3rnx \dis\ is cap fr dir- p/larynx

genus of spiruroid nematodes inctuding desiructive parasites

of the proventriculus and gszzsrd of gallmaceons birds and

usu having intermediate stages an sow bugs

di.sphestoid \Odi\ is sphenaid wedge-shaped

crystat form of the tetragonal or orthorhombic system havsog

four like triangular faces that correspond in position to

ahernate faces of the terragooai or orthorhombsc dspyramcd

and being symmetrical about each of three mutnally perpen

dicular diad axes of symmetry in all classes except the tetrag

onai-disphenoidai in which the form is genemted by an inverse

tetrad axis of symmetry form of crystal bounded by

eight scalene triangles arranged in pairs the tetragooal

scalenohedron ds.spttenoida \Cdt\ ad
dis.ptsoi.idns \disfEladss\ is cap fr dir- -pholidas

fr Gk p/solid- p/ohs scale of reptile more at PHOLtO-

genus of boigid snakes that includes the boomslang

di.apirenle afro cti.spirem \dl\ spfreme

snpposed tate phase in mitotin division charanterszed by asso

ciation of each sef of daughter chromosomes snto spireme

and now usn conssdered an observational arisfant

th.apirit \ds di\ afro thaspirit \ds dis\ vt

spirit abs to take away the vigor or force from

to deprive of cheerfnl or sanguine spirits naPnass ram

C0CRAt5E --ed by their futile efforts C.H.Gmndgent
sparsely settled community laid out on ins- flat lands Amer
Guide Series N.Y City as-n see D55COURAnE

dispirited adj marked by gloom of spirit by sense of

personal defeat or by pessimistic outlook nsscouaanan

uasttgssrn Dnwetcs.sr had never seen more man than

he when he lost the election lacldng independent vigor

or forcefulness flaccid in moral quality the weakness

doesnt lle in the pessimism of the younger writers so much as

lles in their rather correctness and conformity Malcolm
Cowley inciting an essential spirit PLAT Lspvrxss the

black gummy air R2.Warren as-n see nnwwnns

di-apir.st.edtiy ads io dispirited manner worksng at

job he would never fmirh

th.apir.itedneaa /s
the quality or state of being dispirited

DEJEC5IOH DEPRE5S5OH

dispiriting ad acting to dispirit nsscnuatstHn ram

S5EAttTEHIHO curggsxss one person
whose struggle for

existence was more hopeless and than his Ersksne Cald

well no rows of tenements are to be seen Ellery Sedg

wick ayn see Ot5MAL

th.apir.it.ing.ly ads in dispiriting manner

th.apir.it.ment \-mant\ is
-s the state of being dispirited or

disheartened O5SCOuRAtSEMENT

dia.pit.e.oua \ddspidifss cdis-\ ad of despiteosts

arc/lair Cs-CaL sPrrvvuL PmsLtss dia.pit.e.oua.ly ads

tha-place \das dis\ vt fr ME derplacer ft des

dis- ph are more at PLACE to remove from the usual

or proper place put nut of plate open to expel or forte to

flee from home or homeland the war has displaced thousands

of people is to remove from an office or posinon of dsgnsty

Ds5CseARoE naPnsr abs to drive away EAHS5H to

shift or redirect from previous or usual objective or form of

outlet in every society there are hatreds and frustrations

which th movement of events on chosen victims Max
Lerner to crowd out take the place of cap by forte

move from plate by ottupying the space susPt.Ater the

Bishops Bible that ammedtately displaced the Great Bsble ax

the ettlesiastital version in use in the thurthes LM.Ptite
today when barns have been dirpfrced by garagesAmer
Guide Series Mbsas speci to set free from chemscal com
bination by salting the place of zinc -s the hydrogen of

dllute acids to put an object in plate of another sub
stitnte one thing for another an effort to the Ameri
can shoe with the English boot Eneyn Anserieana to

subject to pertolation ayn see REPLAcE

dsa-place-able \-abai\ ad that can be displaced

dialaned person is person expalled deported or impelled

to flee from his country of nationallty or habitual residence by

the fortes or consequences of war or oppression abbr liP

displaced speech is the use of word to refer to something

that is not present

tha-place-snent \-maut\ is
the act or process of displac

ing or the state of being displaced sideward of the

foundation of house by earth pressure the final of

an ancient and unjust law the uneven of population and

consequent disorganization of tribal village life Tom Marvel

nrposrrtnst the ultimate of the autocratic ruler oss

LOCAT5OSS the of knee joint is peacnt.Araot-a Id the

quantity in which or the degree to which something is dis

placed as the voinme or weight of fluid as wateti

displaced by floating body as ship of equal weight

is
the difference between the imnal position of geologic

body and its later position along geologit fault the

distance from neutral or equilibnum point to any specified

point of path in vibratory motion dl P55OH O55PLACEMEHT

the electric intensity in dielectric medium under electric

influence multiplied by the dielectric constant of the medium

is the product of this multiplication divided by 4s

vector drawn from an initial position of material partitle to

any subsequent position redirection of an emotion or

smpulse from its orsgsnal object as an idea or person to

something that is more acceptable is 5CELOtAT5OH lb

displacement angle as angular phase change in the terminal

voltage of an altemator when the ong open external circuit

is dosed upon load

displacement current is limited shifting of electric com
ponents

that occurs within dielentrmc when vohage is

applied to or removed from it as in charging or discharging

capamtor and that corresponds to the torrent in the circuit

supplysng the voltage

displacement law
is any of three statements in physim or

thesnastry wsaHs OI5PLACEHEHT LAW or the emission

of an alpha particle by an atom reduces the atomic number by
two wttile the emission of beta particle increases it by one or

aomaation of an element causes both its spectrum and lix

chemical properties to resemble those of the alement whose

atornst number is less by one two or more ancordang as the

iomzataon is single double or hsgher

dsaplacemeni pump is pump as an alr lift or puisometer
that mires or transfers fluid by direct dispincemeot with on

transformation of the kinetic energy due to the fluids motion

into potential energy due to pressure

disptacemestt theory is
wEnCHER aeYPnTHasss

elia.pla-cen-cy \displbsnaS\ is -as dirplaseasfia aher

of disptiresaeia ft dtsplireist- displicens pres part of dis

plirfre to displease -ia -y more at 05OPLEA5E archaic

ossLntE On5AT555ACtSON O5OPLEASCaE

tha-placer \dasplSsar dis-\ is one that displaces

speni PERCOLATOR

dis-pla-ctve \daspllsiv dis-\ ad crystal affected

by resulting from or causing displarement

displant at despfanter ft des- dir- planter to plant fr

LLplantare abs to take plant out of the ground abs

to deprive as towu or settiement of inhabitants de
sfroy the essential character of as town or settiement

is to remove from plate as of habitation or colony or

settiemeot root out 05aPLACE also susPt.Attr

lths.play \displb sometimes dis-\ ab -EO/-sHn/-a dii

playen fr AS despheier ft displi care to scatter fr dis- dis
p1 irate to fold mote at PLY at abs to spread or

stretch out or wide uHPoLo is OEPLOY to spread

before the view exhibh to the sight or mind give evidence of

sasow aaAatcaEsr ossaoaa --ed the flag for all to see

map on the table ones appretiation criminal tan-

654

denctes sped to put on exhibition these reproductions

have been -ed throughoat Canada ReparC Canadian Roy
al Canansirsiois on Natf Development Ktwo modal houses were
ed for week is to exhibit nonspatuously gift for

han acting to set forth as in representation or narra

tive nEsrxlaE oasscr the canvases ed shabby acrobats

Time to set in display in printing abs O55COVER

DescRY all to make display ant as one matting show

or demonstration to present or advertise something by

means of display an see SHOW

2daaplay \\ is -s often attrs7s abs presentation by repre
sentalion or naeranve nE5CarPttOH an exhibiting or

showing of something an unfolding or opening one to view

Exsnamoaa MAHSPE5TATSOH want no of emotion Henry
Adams sped the means by whith radar echoes or other

information is given to an operator in visual form in tom
eeunscations is ostentatious show exhibition for effect the
Church of the Brethren or the Mennonite Churnh neither of

which countenanees woridly Amer Guide Series Pa
malung dirgusting in front of company composition

desagned to catch the eye as by the use of lines of hneveo

length or different type sties or styles and typirally used in

tstie pages advernnng brochures and magazine covers

composition typefaces afro printed matter so com
posed the lonal press gave top --- to the murder story dl an

often artistic nonapsnuous eye-catnhang tonstrontion or as
semblage by which something as mernhandise or noliectors

items is exhibited or advertised his psttssres are on at the

art gallery afro the use of such constnsctions or assem

blages is the key to self-service sales Printers risk

stereotypin pattern of behavior exhibited esp by male

birds so the breeding season that serves to initiate specific

responses in another individual as possible breeding partner

or potential ten/tonal rival the males congregate on low

knoll serving as ground J.M.Flagler

53555 PARAOE ARRAY POMP DisPLAY may suggest spettat
aster spreading out so or as if in exhibstion to impress by ex
tent detail beauty number or lavishness the display of

political partisanship on the part of the Hamilton-Jefferson

faction LC.Eitzpatrick fine editions that make an.impres

save dirplay in ass oilmans hbrary Green Peyton fine

dirplay of tamelhas an bloom Amer Guide Series La an
imitatson of the ousis of the msddie ages providing dirp hays

of horsemanship Amer GuIde Series NC PARADE may
indicate ostentatious flaunting usu sustained to impress

dazzle or awe another he does not make the least parade of

his wealth or his gentility LC.Snaith in the ritornello with

its parade of themes one immediately retognfres the orchestral

opulence and vsrtuosaty of the snnompanble Tosnanini

Abram Chasins ARRAY may suggest order and brilliancy in

display of or as if of marshaled ranlcs of soldiers we look up

at this facade and see magnificent array of saints ali ordered

in their appropriate niches we recognize Homer Dante

Shakespeare and several others Herbert Read todays

motorists come in all seasons to revel in auth an array of

splendors as few other roads of the state tan offer Maynard
Leahey sour once ofien used of ceremonial process or

pageant now suggests spectacular brilliance or splendid

ostentation often annomplished wsth vain or lofty punctilious

ness pomp of flamsng colors F.D.Ommanney the pomp
of nations that pretend to be sovereign C.W.Ferguson

display advertising advertising not under classified head

ings in newspaper or magazine eap adverthing that utilizes

various kinds of display techniques or devices as inrge print

colorful makeup or large spread

display arttst is one who prepares advertirsng displays for

windows or interiors of business concerns

displayed ad fr pest part of displayeis having wings

spread one used of heraldic representation of bird of

prey cap an eagle

display key as roam key generally used in hotel

rooms to prevent any unwarranted entrance and that when

used to operate given lock of matter-keyed lock system

prevents the lock from being opened by any other key except

an emergency key

display tine is matter set in one line in nontext often orna

mental type

tha.play-man \displBman -man\ is diaplaymen

PLAY ART55T

display pipe is pipe forming part of an organ case some
times dummy pipe

displays pres 3d sing DmPLAY pl DiSPLAY

display window as large window nan in the front of

store for the display of merchandise

disple at -an/mm/-a dirsplyen ahar of disciplines abs

O55C5PL5HE

thapleasant ad dirphesaunt fr ME desplaisant pres part

of desplaire despfaiir abs DsssLEaasHo abs nm
PLEAsED

dia-pleaae \daaptsz dis-\ ab displesen fr ME
desphair- stem of desphaiir desplaire ft assumed VI dis

placere alter of disphirere ft dir- dta- -plirere fr placere

to please more at PLEasE at to incur the dssapproval of

cap as accompanied by annoyance aversion or dislike rinh

man can discharge anyone in has employment who --s him

GB.Shaw the verdict dirpleased the judge to arouse

unpleasant feelings in be offensive to the colors of the picture

dirpleased her the most ri to give displeasure or offense

it is best to avoid dispirasing if it can be decently avoided

dia-pteaaett-ly \-zidlS -li\ ada an manner that shows

ones dsspteasure

displeasing ad dirplesiisg fr pres part of displesen to

displease causing displeasure behavior lacking

in pleasing quality or effect voice

dis-pleaa-ing-ty ads in displeasing manner making
cutung remarks about ones friends

tha-pleaa-tng-neaa is the quality or state of being displeasing

dia-pieaaesre \dsa dia is displesure alter in
fluenced by plesure plesfre pleasure of dispbesfre fr ME
desphaiir fr des- dia- phaisir pleasure more at prx.ssesstx

the feeling of oue that is displeased DsseprstOveL nmr.ncs

osapavOs- 5Nu5GHATIOH not anxious to incur further govern

ment H.C.Atyeo mcoveoax CtisAssisEtt

is P.ssN SORROW CN5tAFP5NE55 pleasure and are intensive

quantities Lucius Garvin arc/air something that dis

pleases cause of srntation or annoyance OFFENSE iNJuRY

tdiapleasnre \\ at archaic omPLEA5E

dia-plenlais \des dir\ at pbenirh Scat to divest

or strip as house or farm of contents and equipment
OEPLENISts

thapleniatsing sale is Scot disposal sale esp of farm or

household goods
diaplicence as -a dirpficentia abs DsspLsCEstuY

dia.plic-en-cy \displisns/s displis-\ -Es dirphiceratfa

more at DtsPLACENCY archaic DS55ATSSPACnON AYER55ON
uasCoaerEtt

dia-ptode \disptffd\ ab -an/-stan/-a EL dispirdere fr dis

apart -plodere fr plaudere to tlap beat applaud more

at om- archaic to discharge explosively mcst.ooE dia

plo-aion \-Uzhen\ is -a

dia-plulne \des dir\ at plume DEPLCME

dia-pone \diaptin\ at -an/-sNo/-a dirpanen to set in

order arrange dispose ir dirpanere more at DasPOSE

Scats law to dispose of grant or transfer real or personal

property legally ths-pon-er \-oar\ is -s

dia.pon-ee \dispfin dis\ as -a -ee Scats

law one to whom property as dssponed

dia.poniisle \displinabal\ ad capable of being plated

arranged or disposed of as one wishes AYAILASLE

ths-pope \das jdis\ at -En/-stats/-a pope to

depose from the of fine of pope

di-aporona \Cdi\ ad -sporaas having two spores

Idia-port \d3\ is
-a ft ME desport Ic desparter

PLAY SPORT Davas-siON is pastime or game arc/air

M5RTH AMtJSEMEttt OELiOHT 53555 see PLAY
diaport \\ ab -an/-stan/-a dirparten ir ME desparrer

it des- s_ porter to carry more at poRt to carry
at DivERT At.eCaE asrrERr.ssta converted one of the stables

into billiard room and here the youths --ed themselves

in their hearts content Thomas Wall sea lions bark and-

disposition

themsalves before gallery of enthusiasts Amer Guide

Series N.Y City to make fine display of the town

ed three bright shiny new hacks with rumbling wheels

W.A.Whate gave the neities an opportunity to their

innocence of Chnstian knowledge or culture Time to

conduct or behave oneself DEPORT --ed himself like the

high-bred virtuoso he as Musiral Digest equip man to

himseli gratefully in the domain of American speech Satur
day Rea ai to amuse or divert oneself cap in light

frolicsome lively or wanton way do you dig in the garden
nde hones at dnde ranches or amble around the country-

side Better Homes Gardens in thss den he would

annng books radsos tape recorders Murray Snhumach
ayn see PLAY

di-sporhve \dh\ cad are/air SPORTSVE

di.apo-rnan \dipffram dispar-\ is fr di- -sparum

fir Gk sporos seed more at asoEx cap small genus of

herbs of the family Lfliaceae with leafy branching stems small

teresanal greenish yellow or purplish flowers and oval ben/es

ph thspo-ra \-ra\ or diaporums \-raniz\ plant of the

genus Dirparum
dia-poa-aisil-i-ty \daspffzsbilad-h dis- -aid -i\ -as the

quality or state of being disposable the of
paper napkins is

their great recommendation
dia-poa-aisle \diSpfizsbal\ ad -abir free to

be used as occasion requires not assigned io any special use

needs all air-combat units for the Mediterranean front

New Repub fir capable of being disposed of easily

esp designed to he thrown away after use with only negligible

loss fabrics from which are made napkins iowels and dia

pers S.B.Hani dia-poa-aisle-neaa is
-as

dispoaaisle income is the personal income that is left after the

deduction of personal taxes and thai is available or consomp

tio
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legislation upon bill that gives the validity of law to

act out REPRESENT PLAY lot of history has been ed within

my view Douglas Carruthers this scene being ed in the

courtroom Beatrice Griffith vi to act on or as if on

the stage

2eIIact enacte fr enacten obs ENACrMENF

eDacting clause enact ing fr pr part of 1enact the

clause of an act that formally exprs the legislative sanction

and that usu appears after the title or preamble of the act

en.ac.tion Wnakshn e-\ Penact -ion ENACrMENT

en.act.ment \-ktmnt\ -s the act or action of enacting

PASSING the -- of bill by the legislature to aid private

industry something that has been enacted as law

bill or statute

en.ac.tor \-ktr\ one that enacts the new laws ful

filled the fondest hopes of their Oscar Hmd1i
enacture -s obs NACrMENT RESOLUTION

en.a.Iid \enThd\ -s ISV enal- fr Gk ejialios of the sea fr

en- Zen. halios of the sea fr hal- hals sea -id akin to

Ok haLs salt more at SAJT submerged marine plant

as eelgrass

en.al.i.or.nis \nalOrns\ cap NL fr enali- fr Gk
enaliosof the sea -ornis genus comprising Cretaceous

swimmmg birds from the Greensand formations of EngInd
and related to HesperonzL

en.al.i.o.saur \na1osor\ -s NL Enaliasauria

marine reptile of the division Fnaliosauria

en.al.i.o.sau.ria \sOr\ p4 cap Ni fr enallo

fr Gk emalios of the sea -sauna in some classifications

division of extinct marine reptiles comprising the Ich

thyosauria and the Plesiosauria and other forms en.aI.i

o.sau.n.an \sOron\ czi or

en.a.Ute \en1it\ ii -s town in central Honshu Japan

-lire uraniferous thonte

enam \nm\ -s EHindi inªm enam gift favor fr Per

gift favor fr Ar Hindu law grant of land to be held reut

free or on favorable rent specf such grant in perpetuity

compare JAGIR

enam.dar \-där\ -s LHindi inYmd5 fr Per fr inm
-dr holder more at HUMIDR the holder of an enam

enam.el \naml e-\ Vt enameled or enamelled enameled

or enamelled enameling or enamelling \-mlia\ enam
els ME enamelen fr MF enameler enamailler fr en- 1en-

esmaillier aillier to enamel fr esmailUer fr esmail

esmal enamel of Omc origin akin to OHO smeizan to melt

moreatSMELT 1tocoverorinlaywithenaniel 2to
beautify or adorn ith or as if with colorful briht surface

sun .. .ed the whole scene London Calling to

form or produce glossy surface upon as paper leather or

cloth to apply enamel to the face or nails

2enamel \\ -s ME fr enamelem usu opaque or

semiopaque vitreous composition applied by fusion to the

surface of metal glass or pottery for ornament or protection

or as basis for decoration see cuIPIEV CLO1SONN
compare GLAZE surface exterior or outer covering that

resembles or suggests enamel paint that flows Out to

smooth hard coat when applied that contains spelly
prepared vehicle instead of raw oil and that usu dues with

glossy appearance something that is enameled enameled

ware cosmetic intended to give the appearance of

smooth and beautiful complexion or to produce glossy

appearance the mtensely hard calcareous substance that

forms thin layer capping or partly covering the teeth of most

mammals as man and many other vertebrates being the

hardest substance of the animal body and consisting of minute

prisms that are secreted by ameloblasts are arranged at

right angles to the surface and are bound together by

cement substance see TOOTS Illustration the coating

of carbonized glue or shellac that forms the acid-resisting

portion of metal photoengraving plate the facing

material of coated paper
enamel cell AMELOELASr

enameled brick fr past part of eiiamel

brick having smooth impervious easily cleaned surface

secured by coating with special wash before burning and

used in bathrooms hotel kitchens and swimming pools

enameled leather leather bving hard varnished surface

specf PAThNT LEATHER

enam.el.er 01 enam.el.ler \-mlr\ n-s one that
applies

enamel as one that fuses enamel mto jewelry settings

one that coats cast-fron sanitary umts ith enamel

enameling or enamelling -s ME enameringe ft ene1en to

enamel -frg -ig wiEL spedf enamel ornamenta

tion the application
of enamel the process or

technique of aplymg enamel

enam.el.ist or enam.el.list \-mlst\ -s ENA3ELER

enamel kiln muffle kiln used by enamelers which

colors and gold applied over the glaze are fired decorating

kiln

enamel organ an ectodennal ingrowth from the dental

ridge that forms cap with two walls separated by reticulum

of stejiate cells encloses the anterior part of the developing

dental papilla and the cells of the inner enamel layer adjacent

to the papilla and differentiates into columnar anielobasts

which lay down the enamel rods of the tooth

enamel aiIlting painting with enamel colors that are

fixed with heat usn upon surface of fired enamel

enamel rod one of the elongated prismatic bodies making

up the enamel of tooth

enamelware \\ ware as fron cooking utensils

coated with enamel for protection as from rust or the action

of acids

en.am.or \namr -\ yr enamored enamored enam
ornig \-mrij\ enamors see -or in Explan Notes

enamouren fr OF enamourer enamorer fr en- 1en- amour

amor love more at ouR to inflame ith love cHARM
CAPTIVATE usu used in the passive with of tourists were

ed of the town and smelinies with with beautiful Indian

rl with whom he was ed Walter Havighurst

en.am.ored.ness \-mrdns\ -s the state of being

enamofed

enan.thal.de4iyde or oe.naji.thal.ae.llyde \.ºnanthald

hid\ ISV enanth- oenanth- as in enanthic acid zlde

hyde pungent oily compound CHCH 5CHO obtained

by pyrolysis of castor oil and used esp in making artificial

cognac called also heptaldehyde heptanal

enan.thate or oe.nan.thate \nantht º-\ -s ISV
enanth- oenanth- -ate sat or ester of enanthic acid

en.an.them Wnantthm -\ or en.an.the.ma \enan
thm\ p1 enanthems \-thgmz\ or enantlie.ma.ta

\-thmd -them-\ NL enanthema fr Zen. -antheina

an eruplion upon mucous surface en.an.them.a.tous

\themd.s -thm-\ a4f

enan.thic acid or oe.naji.thic acid \nantthik- ºj\

ISV enanth- oenanth- fr oenanthe wild grape fr Gk
oinanthº grape blossom fr oiie grapevine anthe blossom

-Ic akin to Gk olnos wine and to Gk arithos flower

more at wINE ANTHOLOGY an oily fatty acid CH3Cflzs-
COOH usu made by oxidizing enanthaldehyde and used

chiefly in making esters for flavoring materials called also

hepkmoic add

enantlo- comb form fr Gk fr enwitios fr enati in

the presence of fr en in anti against more at IN ANTE-

opposite enantiotropy antagonistic enantiobiosis

en.an.ti.O.bi.O.sis nzntbiss e.-\ aLso en.an.to.bi

o.sis \-t.b-\ p1 enantiobioses also enantobioses NL
fr enojziio- -biosis antagomstic symbiosis

en.an.ti.o.blas.tic \nantob1astjk e-\ also en.an.ti.o

blas.tous \-stoS\ adj -blastic or -blastozLs fr
-blast -ous originathig at the end of seed opposite

the hilum used of an embryo
en.an.ti.o.mer \nantmr -mer\ -s

meT ENNTJOMORH
en.an.ti.o.mer.ic \-nantºmezik\ ad emmio- -meric

ENNTIOMORPHOUS

en.an.ti.o.morph \mOrf\ -S ISV enwitlo- -morph

orig formed as either of two enantiomorphous crystals

either of two cTystalline forms or compounds exhibiting

enantiomorplusm called also optical witipode distiiiguisbed

from diatereosomer compare RACEfiC

emulsifiable

emul.si.fi.able \mlsfIbol º- or ernnl.si.ble

\sbl\ adj capable of being emulsified oils

emul.si.i.ca.tiOn \-sf kshn\ -s the process of emulsi

esi.fi.er \-m91s Gr -i\ -s an emulsifying

agent surface-active agent as soap for promoting the

formation and stabilization of an emulsion machine as

mixer for eniu1siying compare HOMOGENIZER

emul.si.fy \-fi\ Vt .-ED/-ING/-ES enwZsion -ify to convert

as an oil into an emulsion compare HOMOGENIZE

emul.sifl \-mo1sn\ -s EG fr emuLus -in any of

various enzyme preparations that are obtained usu from

plants as aimonds and mold fungi as white amorphous

powders and that contain glycosidases active on beta-gly

cosides as amygdain or ceflobiose

emul.sion \ômlshn º-\ -s emulsion- emulsio

emulsus past part of emulgre to milk out -ion- -to -ion

more at EMULGET milky fluid made by rubbing

almonds or other seeds with water and used as deniulcent

any of various milky liquids an intimate mixture

of two incompletely miscible liquids as oil and water in

which one of the liquids in the form of fine droplets is dispersed

in the other usu with the aid of an emulsifier disperse

system in which both phases are liquids milk is an oil-in-water

an intimate mixture consisting of semisolid or solid

as resinous or bituminous material dispersed in hqmd
an of asphalt in water compare FOAM SUSPENSION 2b

an emulsion of liquid or solid substance in an aque

ous liquid with an emulsifier as gum or gelatin used esp to

improve the palatability of medicine of cod-liver oil

suspension of finely divided sensitive silver salt as

silver bromide or mixture of silver halides in viscous

medium as gelatin solution used for coating photographic

plates films and paper aLso the resultant coatmg when dried

emulsion pamt -paint having water usu as the volatile

phase with various nonvolatile substances as linseed-oil

varnish in emulsion as the binder compare LATEX PAINT

emul.sive \-lsiv\ adj emuLsion -lye constitutmg or yield

ing an emulsion insecticidal spray oils

emul.soia \-soid\ -s emuZsion -old colloidal

system consisting of liquid dispersed in liquid not used

scientifically compare 5USPENSOm lyophilic sol as

gelatin solution used biology eniul.soi.dal

\mlsOidl e.mls-\ aj
emul.sor \mlsr -\ -s emulæon -or EMUISIER

centrifugal

emunc.to.zy \mj ktr º-\ -Es Ni emWZctoTiU7fl fr

emwzCtus past part of emwzgere to blow or wipe the nose

fr e- -mwlgere akin to mucus -oriwn -ory more at

rmcus archaic an organ or part of the body as the kidneys

or skin that serv to rry off body wastes

emundation -s LL emwzdation- emundatlo fr emzmdatus

past part of emwzdare to clean out fr mwzdare to clean

fr mwzdus clean -jon- -jo -ion more at MOTHER mem
brane bbs ceremonial cleansing

emus abbr eminentLsinusmost eminent

eum wren any of several smal Australian warblers genus

Stipiturus that resemble wrens but have the tail feathers long

and loosely barbed like emu feathers

emythea \mid p1 cap ENL fr Emyd- Emys in

former classifications group of turtles nearly coextensive

with the family Emydidae

em.y.did \em9did midd º-\ adj NL Emydidae of or

relating to the Emydidac

emyd4.dae \mid.d º-\ p4 cap Ni fr Emyd- Emys
type genus -idae family of chelomans comprising most

of the freshwater aquatic tortoises and terrapins and closely

related to Testudhuidae in which it has often been mcluded as

subfamily

enl.y.do.sau.ria \emdsOrº\ NL fr Gk emyd- emys
NL -o- -sauna syn of LORICATA

em.y.do.sau.ri.an \sorn\ ad ML Emydosaurta

-an of or relating to the Loricata CROCODILTAN

2emydosa1j \\ -s LORICATE

emys \ºms em-\ ii cap fr Gk emys freshwater tor

toise small genus of tirtles family Emydidae including

the common European pond tortoise orbicularis and No
American tortoise blandingil

len\en\n-s 1thelettern 2thesetdimensionofanen
quad used esp in Great britain as unit of measure of type
setters production

2en n\ dial Eng var of

3en \Ten oin\ Scot Vat of

4en \rn Dan en in\ prep lit in fr In hi

the form or manner of see EN BLOC EN ROSSE EN CABOCEON

en- also em- prefix ME fr OF fr in- tin- fr in more at

IN put into encradle put on to enthrone cover or

surround with enverdure go into or on to embus in

verbs formed from nouns use to be englad enslave
sometinies in verbs that also have the suffix -en embolden
verbs formed from adjectives or nouns provide with

ezcollar empower in verbs formed from nouns SO as

to cover or surround enwrap thoroughly entangle
often in verbs differing little or not at all in meaning from

the corresponding verb without prefix entame In verbs

formed from verbs mall senses usu em- before or and

en- in other circumstances

2en- also em-prefix ME fr ft Gk fr en in more at

within inside endermic engram enzootic usu
em- before or embatholithic and en- in other circum

stances

3en- see OEN
4en- comb form fr -ene chemically unsaturated esp

having one double bond enamineen an sometimes after or sometimes

after or g\ also -n \n\ ad suffix EME fr OE akin to

OHG made of ON -im Goth -elms madeof of or belong

ing to -inus with long of or belonging to Ok -inos made

of of or belonging to Skt -za of or belonging to made of

consisting of earthen woolen now relatively infre

quent because of the widespread attributive use of nouns or

of adjectives formed from nouns without the addition of

suffix as gold cup wheat cake and to be found chiefly in

adjectives which are obsolete thinen or archaic oaken or in

which sense other than the literal one has become prominent
golden wooden usu -n after -er silvern

2n \\ yb suffix -ED/-ING/-s ME -7zen fr OE -nian as in

fstuan to fasten akin to OS -non final segment of certain

transitive infinitives as in fcsin5n to fasten OHG -inn as
in festion to fasten ON -na as infastna to pledge betroth

cause to be sharpen sometimes in verbs that also

bve the prefix en- embolden in transitive verbs formed
from adjectives cause to bve lengthen in transitive

verbs formed frOm nouns come to be steepen in

Intransitive verbs formed from adjectives come to bve
lengthen in Intransitive verbs formed from nouns

en abbr enemy
en symbol ethylenediamine in chemical formuias

Br3
EN abbr exception noted

en.able \näb1 e-\ Vt eiiabled enabled eiiabling

\-bliij\ eibles ME enablen fr en- able adL to

render able person to earn living give power
slrength or competency his particular theology enabling him
to overcome some of the difficulties S.F.Mason to

make
possible practical or easy enabled passage of the

anti-poll-tax law .F Katharine Pringle archaic

to give authority or sanction to ENDOW to give legal

capacity to to give the opportunity to ALLOW examina
tions so designed that high-school graduates are enabled to

pass
en.abier \-b@lr\ -5 one that enables

enabling adi pre part of enable giving or providing

legal power or sanction esp beyond usual bounds in order to

meet the demands of an unusual or anomalous situation an
act an resolution

en.act \nakt e-\ vb ME enacten fr ten- acte act formal

record more at ACT Vt obs to enter into the public
records CEONICLE to establish by legal and authorita

tive act make into law esp to perform the last act of

encased knot

en.an..o.nior.phism \mOrfizm\ -S enantlo-

-morpJuzn the phenomenon of mirror-image relationsfiip

exhibited by right-handed and left-handed crystals as of

quartz or by the molecular structures of two stereoisomeric

compounds as dextro-tartaric acid and levo-tartaric acid

distnguished from diastereoi.cometh-m compare syM
METRIC CARBON ATOM OPTICAL ISOMERiSM

en.an.ti.o.mor.p11ouz \mOrfs\ or en.an.ti.O.fllOr

pluc \-fik\ 241 eztio- -morphorzs or -morphic of

relatmg to or exhibiting enantiomorphism

en.an.ti.o.tropic \fräpik\ a4f enantlo- -zropicl

of relating to or exhibiting enantiotropy

en-an.tiotropy \ä.trp\ -ES ISV enantio- -tropy
the relation of two different forms of the same substance

as two alotropic forms of tin that have definite transition

point and can therefore change reversibly each into the other

compare MONOTROPY

en.arched \nrcht e-\ adj fr past part of obs eiwrch to

provide with an arch or arches fr ME enarchen fr 1en-

arche archi heraldy bent into curve or arch an
fees

en.ar.gite \nLrjit enr-\ -S enargit fr Gk enarges

visible fr en in argºs bright -it -ite fr its cleavage

akin to Gk argos white more at .xGzNT grayish black

or fron-black copper arsenic sulfide CuAsS4 of metallic

luster occurring in small ortliorhombic crystals or massive

and often containing antimony

en.arm \narm e-\ Vt ME eywrmen prob fr en- ann
to arm archaic to equip with arms or armor

en.arxne \\ -5 obs- fr OF fr enarmer to provide

shield with straps through which an arm may be passed fr

assumed VL inarmare fr in assumed VL -armare

fr armus shoulder more at the strap or the

Set of straps by wfiich shield was held on the armusu used

in pL
enar-ra.tion \narishan e.n-\ -S enarration- enarratio

detailed exposition fr enarratrzs past part of enwrare to

explam detail fr are to narrate -ion- -jo -ion

more at iA1ATE arc/zak detailed exposition or

description

ep ar.nere WnÆryeer\ adv or a41 behind backward

arrears heraldry from the back an eagle proper en

arriŁre ballet toward the back cWAiw used of

movement or of the exeuUon of step glissde rriŁ
en.ar.thro.di.aI adj enarthrodia en-

artlirosis ft Zen- arthrodia -al of relating to or

having the form of an enarthrosis

en.ar.thro.siz \t1irss\ p1 enarthro.ses \-.sz\
NL fr Gk enarthrösis fr en- arthrösis arthrosis

an articulation in wThich the rounded head of one bone fits

mto cuplike cavity of the other and admits movement in

any direction ball-and-socket joint as the hip joint

enas.cent \e adj enascent- enascens pres part
of



proconsu

4pro.cess \proses pr5s-\ vi -Eo/-NG/-ES fr pro.cliorda \pr\ or pro.chordata \pr NL fr

iprocessio to move along oo esp to move along in or as pro- Cho-da or Cho-data syn of PROTOCISORDATA

if in procession ed slowly through the town conversing pro.chordal \pr adf pro- chordal anterior to the

amiably Thomas Wood f1950 notochord

process annealing the process of softening steel by heating 1prochordate \\ ad Prochordata psroCuoaom
it to temperature near but below the transformation range 2prochordate \\ PROTOCRORDATh
and then coolmg slowly pro.choi-iou \Cpr\ pl proclloæons or prochorla NL

process butter Or processed butter butter that has been fr pro- chorion any of several structures surrounding the

melted refined and reworked blastodermic vesicle in some animals as rodents cop

process chart chart on which are graphically shown gelatinous coat that is prob secretion of the uterine glands

sequence theseparate details that make up complete process pro.chorionic \pr\ ad
as of particular job operation pro-cliromosonie \pr\ is lpro- chromosome

process cheese or processed cheese ii cheese made by condensed heterochromalic portion of chromosome visible in

blending several lots of cheese by heating stirring and emulsi- the resting nucleus

tying and often smoked or otherwise flavored prochro.nisni \prkronizam pr5k-\ ii -S Gk prochronos

processer ear of PROtRS5OR anticipatory fr pro- ipro ciu-orzos time -Ism an

processes pl of PROCESS pres 3d sing PROCRD anachronism marked by the assignment of something as an

ipro.ces.slon\praseshon prs-\ -s fr OF event to adate earher than the actual historical one

procession ft LL LL procession- processlo religious pro- proCi.defl.tia \.prsodenchho prSs-\ -S EL fr procident-

cession fr act of proceeding fr processus past part of procidens pres part of procidere to fall forward fall down fr

procedere ro proceed -ion- -io -ion more at PROCEED pro- forward down -cidere fr cadere to fall -Ia -y

the acon of proceedmg the action of moving along on more at PRO- CHANcE prolapse of an organ cop severe

particular course esp continuous orderly regulated often prolapse of the uterus in which the cervix projects from the

formal or ceremonial way continuous forward movement vaglnal opening
PROGRESSION watched the constant of people passing by procinctn MEprocfncte fr MLprociercmm alter of praecinc-

the building it happened during the.-.- the uninterrupted turn more at PRECINCt ohs racccNcr

of the clergy down the aisle the action of issuing forth sprocinct EL procinctan fr pro- before in front cinctac

specif the action of the Holy Spirit in issuing forth from an- past part of cingere to gird more at PRO- CtNCrURE ohs

other of the persons of the Trinity see DOUBLE PROCESSiON READINESS war he perceived war in John Milton

SINGLE PROtTSSION group of mdivsduals as people pro.ci.on dye \prllsdan\ Procion trademark any of

animals vehicles moving along or about to move along on several fiber-reactive dyes see DYE table

particular course esp continuous orderly regulated often prock \prRk\ -S unknown owascurus

formal or ceremonial way and usu arranged in long line 1pro-claim \prklm -rok-\ vb -eo/-ING/-s proclamen

formed the moved slowly funeral the proclaimen ft MF or MF proclamer ft proc/ornate fr

formation proper to or typical of such group walked along pro- before clamare to cry out call more at PRO- crams

11 .-- go in round the fields J.G.Frazer nieces- Vt to declare
openly or publicly make widely known

sion sequence Or 5CrieS of things arranged or occurring in through speech or writing ANNOUNCE the newspaper ed its

formation or alignment like that of such group .- of stately adherence to the governments policy --ed that he would be

trees on each side of the avenue an endless .- of fieldsbroken candidate to assert openly or publicly and with convic

now and then by strip of woodland Sherwood Anerson Don in ringing words ed the right of the opposition

tic something as hymn prayer sung or recited during to voice its protm A.C.Cole to give an onmistakable

religious procession
indication of clearly reveal sgow all these things the

2pro.ces.sion \proseshon prlls-\ vb -cu/-mo/-S vi archaic actor in him James Manley to make clearly evident

to move along or about inor as if procession Vt Mid- demonstrate undeniably PROVE usu used with comple
land to movern procession around land boundaries in ment such conduct him fool to declare solemnly

focmally determnssng the limits of officially or formally .ed an amnesty Colliers Yr Bk
ipro.ces.siofl.5J \-shan9-shnol\ -s fr ML proces- ed state of war to declare to be by solemn official or

sionale fr neut of processionalis adj fr LL procession- pro-
formal anoouncernent is ed the panacea for many of the ills

cessia -ails -al book containing material as hymns of life E.J.Banheld .ed the country republic or-

litanies to be sung or recited dosing religious procession and chaic OENOUNCE archaic to place as district under

often containing regulations for conducting various types of Some legal restriclion by official decree to bring banns of

religious procession musical composition designed for marriage to public notice puausm to recognize officially

procession as hymn sung during religious proces- and publicly specif to recognise the accession of was going

stun cap hynm sung at the eOtrance of procession as of tolielp queen of Britain John Strachey topraise or

clergy and choir into church at the beginning of service glorify openly or publicly EXTOL loudly -ing their master

an instrumental composition typically solemn in character Times Lit Sapp had loudly -ed the quality of his wife

and written as an accompaniment for religious or other Compton Mackenase vi to make proclamation syfl

ceremonial procession the first part of church service or see OECLARE

some other solemn function during which procession as of iproclann \\ archaic the action of calling Out voices of

clergy and choir enters the place in which the service or func- soft John Keats
non is being held PROCESSiON la2 marched in Sunday pro.claim.er \-mor\ -s one that proclaims

School KJLMfiter slow -of years R.W.Howard proc.la.nia.tion \.prlklomRshon -g proclaniacioun fr

iprocessconai \\ ad or ML processione4 fr ML pro-
MF proclamation fr proclamation- proclamatio fr pro

cessionalis of relating to or typical of procession clamatus past part of proclamare to proclaim -ion- -fo

moved along in good order the car slowed down and at -ion more at PROCLAiM the action of proclaiming

pace we crept along the road Richard Church de- laid down as policy by Oscar Handlin Ii the condi

signed for or used in procession -- music cross lion of being proclaimed becomes legal upon W.S.Sayre
vestments grouped or moving in or as if in procession something proclaimed specif an official focinal public

automobiles poking along in lines of traffic pro-ces- ammouncement as public notice edict decree issued

sion.al-ly \-llb -all lt\ adv announcing the cessation of war Amer Guide Series N.C
pro-ces.sion.ary \-shonerI\ ad pROCESSiONAL proclamation piece medal or coin issued at the same time

processionary caterpillar the larva of processionary as proclamation as at the accession of ruler

moth pro.clam.a.to-ry \prfiklamstffrb\ ad proclamatus

processionary moth also processional moth or procession -ory of or relating to proclamation or proclamation pro-

moth moth of the genus Thaumetopoea whose larvae claiming or like that of one proclaiming style of speaking

make large webs on oak trees and go Out in columns to feed pro-climax \prfi\ pro- climax an ecologscal corn

proces.sion.er \-shonor\ -s chiefly Midland one ap- munity that suggests climax in stability and permanence but

pointed to examine and formally determine the limits of an area is not pnmanly the product of climate compare CLiMATIC

of land CLiMAX

procession flower any of various plants of the genus proc-li-nate \praUs.nBt\ adj proclinatus past part of

Polygaic esp milkwort incarnata of No America procliiare to bend forward fr_pro- forward clinare to bend

pro-ces-ston-ist \-shonist\ -s one that takes part in incline more at rgo- LEAN directed forward an insect

procession
with ocellar bristles

pro.ces.sion-ixe \-shnniz\ ci -ED/-mG/-s to move along in procli.SiS Vprfiklosis prNk-\ pt procli.seS \-lo.sez\ INL
procession go in procession fr pro- LL -chris as in enctisis more at ENCLtsis pro

pro-ces-sIve \prssesiv prffs-\ ad process-as past part of nunciation as proclitic combination in pronunciation of an

procedere to proceed -ire more at PROCEED moving unaccented word or particle with following accented word

forward PROGREsSiVE ipro.cljtjc \Cprfiklid.lik -litl lhk\ ad procliticus fr

process of tomes \-tfimz\ usu cap
Sir John Tomes pro- -I- LL -cliticus as in encliticics entitle more at EN

11895 Eng dental surgeon one of the fine fibrils of the CLeriC of relating to or constituting word or particle

ameloblasts that project from the pulp of tooth into the without sentence stress that is accentually dependent upon the

dentine immediately following stressed word and is pronounced with it

proces-sor \pralsessr also -rol or Ldissr or l_sisOor or as phonetic unit compare ENCLmC proclj.ticafly adv

l_sisovi\ also process-er \-or\ n-s one that processes as 2proclitlc \\ -s proclitic word or particle

one that processes agricultural products foods or similar prOclive ad lit sloping fr pro- forward down

products Ii one that processes films paper chemicals or -chris fr citrus slope hill more at PRO- DECLiVcTY ohs

similar products one that processes- individuals as ap- inclined toward something by disposition or circumstances

plicants recruits or data forms pro-cliv-i.ty \prllkhvsd-8 -rak- -vot8 -i\ -Es

processpltilosophyn theistic philosophy that views being as it prodicis -itas -ity an inclination or predisposition

prunarily relational stresses emergent evolution and criticizes toward something must not be forced into social activities for

or rejects nonreligious naturalism compare NEONATURAcm5M which they have no --Philip Toynbee rip strong mnher

process photography the photographic steps involved cast inclination or predisposition toward something objec

in any photomechanical reproduction process cinematogra- tionable that is difficult to control and that arises from

phy special printing methods or use of background pro-
natural tendency in that direction and esp from particular

jectiori screen in front of which live action is photographed characteristics of constitution or temperament or from frequent

process platen photographic plate usu sloW in speed having or habitual experience with or indulgence in the thing mdicated

the characteristics of high contrast and very fine grain and mans for violence E.N.Maclean gym see LEANING

used chiefly in reproducing line drawings or in photomechani- pro.cnesnial \prfi\ adj cnenial of relating to

cal processing or formed on the ventral surface of the tibia

process printer one that does process printing pro.coe-la \prflshls\ p1 cap NL fr pro- -coda Dent

process printing method of printing from halftone plates pl of -codes -coelous suborder of Salientia that includes

usu three or more colors so that nearly any hue may be Bufonidae Hyhdae and some families of extinct amphibians

reproduced and that comprises frogs and toads with vertebrae uniformly

process projection 5ACmCGROUND pgomcriou concave in front and with sacral vertebrae united with the

process shot shot made with trick camera incorporating urostyle by doublE condyle

in the completed film matter not present in the actual scene lpro.coe4ia \-l6o\ -t fr pro- Gk kotha bodily

photographed compare PROCESS PHOTOGRAPHY cavity more at C0ELVAC LATERAL VENTRiCLE

process steam steam used for heat and moisture rather than 2procoelia \\ p4 cap
it jro- Gk koilia in some

for power classifications division of Loncata that includes recent

process theology NEONATURALtSM forms and some late fossils with dorsal vertebrae mostly con
pro.ces.su.al \praseshowol -rfis-\ ad processus legal cave in front

process B-almore atPROCESS of or relatingto legal pro-coe-li-an \Cleon\ adj NL procoelia -an

process code FUNCTtONAL OPERATiONAL pro- PROCOELOUS aProcoelfa -an of or relating to

ces-su-al-ly \-wolt\ adv the Procoelia

pro-ces-sus \prfisesos\ p1 processus more at PRO- 2procoelian \\ -s an animal of the division Procoelia

CESS PUNCTtONING OPERATiON the-- of the mind H.F pro-coe.lous \prosfflos\ ad ipro -coelous of

Muller PROCESS rertebra concave at the anterior end of the centrum and usu

procŁsverbal \prasSverbal -rBs- prlls- -bal\ pl convex at the posterior end of the cenirnm having pro-

procŁsverbaux \-bfi\ lit verbal trial detailed coelous vertebrae

written account of things said or done that is official and pro con-tea-so \prBkonfeGsfi\ adv or adj as if con-

authenticated as written statement of attested facts fessed law in the category of what may be considered as true

brought up during legal action in court together with the factual or valid by reason of not having been denied or re

official procedures adopted by the court Ii written record jected the matter was taken pro confesso smce the defendant

as in book of minutes of the proceedings of an organized did not file an answer as though admitted as though con-

group as society assembly written record of diplo- fessed on the basis of what is implicitly
admrtted or cord cased

matic negotiations the individual defendant was directed to appear and answer

pro-chancellor prfl\ chancelfor an officer of the complaint or suffer judament to be taken pro confesio

British university who in the absence of the vice-chancellor Corporation Jour
may represent the chancellor pro-consul \prll\ -s it it the phrase pro

pro-chein anti or pro-chein amy \prffshenam8 prllsh- console acting for consul fr pro for- console abl of

prochein amy fr AF procheiis ansi lit near consul more at FOR ConsuL- an official in an ancmsst

friend one not regularly appointed that acts as in suit at Roman province who was entrusted with most of the authority

law for one not sui inch as an infant married woman NEXT of consul and who acted as governor or mthtary commander

FRiEND in the province an official us modern colony depen

pro-chlorite \prll\ chlorite fr its being the dencyor occupied area who acts as an administrator usu With

earliest variety of chlorite distinguished iioOt.rrE extensive powers

pro-cho.os \prffkswas -r5k-\ p1 procho-oi \-woi\ ipyoconsul \\ it Lpro-prO- Consul chimpanzee

prochoos procious fr prochein to pour forth fr
pro- pro in the London zoo cap genus of extinct primitive

African

chein to pour more at Foumen tall slender ancient Greek Miocene anthropoid apes related to those of the genus

jug used cap to hold water for washing the hands Dry op ithecus -5 an ape of the genus Proconsul

1808proceeusmatic

used cap in ancient quantitative verse and consisting of four

short syllables

2proceleusingfic \crstc\ adj Gk prokrleusmatikos of

relating to or marked by the use of proceleusmnatim

pro-cel.lar-ia \prffsolaarho\ cap NL it procella

storm fr procellere to throw down it pro- forward forth

down -cellere to rise project -aria it the association of

the petrels with storms at sea more at PRO- EXCEL genus

of petrets that includes the white-chinned petrels and related

forms and in some classifications the shearwaters and that is

the type of the family Procellariidae

pro-cei-la-ri-idae \prflsolsrlodE prflsel-\ ph cap NL fr

Procehtaria type genus -idae family of oceanic birds

order Procetlariiformes comprising the fulmars shearwaters

and related birds

pro-cei.lar-ii-for-mes \.prflsslaarinfhrmhz\ cm p4 cap

fr Procellaria -ijormes an order of predominantly

pelagic birds comprising the petrels shearwaters albatrosses

and diving petrels

pro-eel-bus \prflselas\ ad procellosics fr procella -osus

-out STORMY the dangers of that sea Rafael Sabatim

pro-ceplialic \prfl\ ad cephalic relating to

forming or situated on or near the front of the head .-
antennae prokephalos ft pro- pro- kephaiF head

-ic more at CF.PBALtC of dactylic hexameter having

actually or apparently an extra syllable at the beginning

pro-ceplialon \Cprll\ -S it pro- -cephalon fr
Gk kephale head the part of an insects head that is front

of the segment in which the mandibles are located

pro-ceph-a-bous \prffsefslos\ ad prokephalos

marked by anacrusis sense

pro-cer-coid \prfissrkoid\ -s cerc- -old

the solid first parasitic larva of pseudophylhdean and some

other tapeworms that develops usa in the body cavity of

copepod compare PLEROCERCOSO

pro-cerebral \lprti\ ad procerebrum forebrain it
pro- cerebrum -at of or relating to the forebrain

proc-er-ite \praso.rst\ -5 pro- Gk keras horn

ISV -ite more at HoRn the flagellum of the antenna of

crustacean

proc.er-it-ic \cfrid.ik\ ad of or relating to procerite

pro-cer-i.ty \prflsersd-E\ -ES proceritas it procerus
high
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usun \UsUn\ iz p1 uSim or USUBS 11511 cap member of an

ancient people of central Asia said to have been blond and

blue-eyed

usu.ra \yiLisUr\ p1 uurae EL interest paid on borrowed

money
usu.rae usu.ra.rum \yWsüriyiis9rr9m p1

lit interests on interests Romj law COMPOUND

usure -s fr MP fr usura use interest usury more

at usuRy obs USURY

usu.rer \yiizhr9r\ ii
-s fr AF fr ML usurartus fr

usura interest usury -ariug -ary one that lends money

and takes interest for it MONEmENDER specif one that lends

money at rate of interest beyond that established by law or

at an exorbitant rate

usu.ri-ous \yiizhUrºs\ adj -ous practicing

usury taking illegal or exorbitant interest for the use of money

old pawnbroker involving usury of the character

of usury rate of interest usu.n.OUSlY adv USU
ri.ous.ness -ES

usu.rous \yiizhor9s\ adj -oug obs USURIOUS

usurp \yYsorp -p 4ip sometimes -zl\ vb -ED/-ING/-S EME

usulpen fr ILF usurper fr usurpare to take possession of by

use employ usurp fr usu abl of ugus use rapere to seize

more at USE RALptD Vt to seize and hold as office place

functions powers or rights in possession by force or without

nght throne by use of the treaty-makmg power the

president can legislative powers that do not belong to him

JJ.Del Castillo to occupy as land or city by or a.s

if by force take possession of the bogs Eke n1and seas

the earth Sacheverell Sitwell to employ wrongfully

use without authority to take the place of by or as if by

force suppLNT gloom was beginning to mirth O.SJ
Gogarty arclwic to appropriate word or expression

for use vi to act as usurper to seize or exercise

authority or possession wrongfully to practice usurpa

tion upon person
used with on or upon to encroach

or infringe upon right or privilege used with on or upo
Syll see APPROPRIATE

usur-pa.tion \yUSrYpsh9n sometimes yi-\ -S EME
fr MF fr ugwpation- ugurpatio act of using fr usurpatus

past part of usurpare to use -ion- -lo -ion the act

of usurping unauthorFzed arbitrary assumption and exercise

of power esp as infringing on others i-ights dictatorial
of

Congressional power Cun-ent History specif the illegal

seizure of sovereign power usu used with of or sometimes

with on or upon an act or an instance of encroachment

protect the executive branch from any legislative Sidney
Hyman the dispossession

of the patron of church by

stranger presenting to vacant benefice clerk who is there

upon admitted and instituted Roman law an interruption

of use or possession as in usucapion or in cohabitation

usnx.pa.tive \yUsrpod.iv sometimes -zor-\ adj ELL usurpati

vus wrongly used fr usurpatus past part of usurpare to

usurp -ivis -lye of or constituting usurpation USURPING

the tyranny of some minority Nineteenth Century

After

uEur.pa.to.ry \-potr\ ad ELL usurpatorius fr uwpatu
-onus -ory USPATIVE

usurp.a.ture \-pochür .yiizorp-\ n-S EL usurpatu

-ure USURPATION

usurp.er \yiis orp9r -por -j9ipor someUmes -z\ n-s EME
fr usurpen to usurp -en one that usurps as one that

seizes illegally on sovereign power who should make him
self master of the relics would be acknowledged ldng without

dispute J.G.Frazer one that i1ringes or encroaches

upon the rights or property
of another one that without

proper authority assumes public office and performs official

acts

usurp.mg.ly adi pres part of usurp -ly by

usurpation

uSnl.press \-prs\ ii -ES -ess archaic woman

usurper

usu-ry \yUzh9r -ri\ -ES fr ML usuria fr usura

use interest usury fr uss past part of uti to use

-ura -ure -ja -y more at USE archaic premium or

mcreäse paid or stipulated for loan of money or goods

INrEREST thou shalt not lend upon to thy brotherDeut
2319 AV the lending Out of money with an interest

charge for its use the taking or practice of taking interest

an unconscionable or exorbitant rate or amount of interest

specif interest in excess of legal rate charged to borrower

for the use of money
usus \yUsos\ ii

-s more at TJSE Roma law the act

of making use of something us Roman law the personai

and inalienable servitude of the usuary of making the bare use

of real or personal property without enjoying its income

profit or produce
USW bbr ultrashort wave often not cap EG und so

welter and so forth

us-ward \9sw0rd\ adv to usward fr to us

-ward toward us bending with memorial urns the most

high Muses weep A.C.Swinburne the Lord is long

suffering to -2 Pet AV
Ut \ot 11t\ -s lowest note of Guidos scale fr I4L fr

that in order that word sung to this note in medievai

hymn to St Joim the Baptist the musicai tone in the

French fixed-do system replaced in solmization by do

lit abbr utility

ur abbr universal tme
luta \yUd.o\ ENL fr lute cap large genus of

iguanid lizards found from New Mexico to Lower California

compare SWIFT Ia -S any lizard of Uta or related genus

2ifta \Ud.\ -s native name in Peru leishmaniasis

of the skin occurring in Peru ESPUNDIA

lutah \yiitO -t\ ii pl utah or utalis usu cap trjrE

2uta1 \\ adj usu cap Efr Utah state the western U.S fr

Ute YutaUte of or from the state of Utah Utah mines

of the kind or style prevalent in Utah tyrAnN

lutah.an \-ôn -n\ ad usu cap state in the western

-en of relating to or characteristic of the

state of Utah of relatmg to or characteristic of the people

of Utah

2Utaliafl \\ also utalin \-On -.n\ ii -s cap nafive or resi

dntof the state of Utah

utah uiuper usu cap
small tree Jwzienus osteosperma

of the midwestern and Rocky Mountain regions of No Amer
ica with gray fibrous shreddy bark and yellow-green leaves

utah-Ute \-Olit --\ -S Utah state -lite v.RISCITE

utas \yfitas\ ii
-ES EME contr of utaveg fr MF huitaves pl

of huitave octave fr ML octava more at OcTAvE archaic

the octave of church feast

ut dict \tdikt\ abbr EL ut dictum as directed

1ute \yut ugu 41d.V yiid-j -Uti i\ p1 ute or utes

cap Yuta group of Shoshonean peoples of

Colorado Utah and New Mexico member of any of

such peoples
the language of the Ute people

2ute \yUt\ n-S shortening alter truck adaptable to

numerous uses utility truck while rm loading the

R.M.Daw
nteii.sil \yiitentsl\ -S utensele utensil collection of

domestic articles fr MF utensile fr utensilia utensils fr

neut p1 of utensilis useful ft uti to use more at USE
an article useful or necessary in household esp an

implement instrument or vessel used in kitchen household

an article as tool implement or vessel serving

useful purpose providing his chums with the of smoking
Arnold Bennett writing farming vessel

ornament or furnishing belonging to church esp one used

in religious service consecration of the altar and its

person that is useful or is made use of lackey and serf

the merest of his masters will Sir Winston Churchill

archaic CHAMBER OT sy1 see IMPLENT
uter- or utero comb form FL uterus uterus uteralgia

uterectorny uterocele uterology uterine and utero

abdominal uteroovarian uterovaginal
uteri p1 of UTERLS

iiter.me \yUd.rn ..Uta- -9rin\ adj fr LL uteninus fr

uterus -inus -me born of the same mother but by

different father brothers related by blood through

2525

the mother having relationship traced entirely through fe

maies uncle kin based upon such relationship

system of descent suited for use in or on the uterus

probe speculum of relating to or situated in the

uterus affecting or taking place in the uterus diseases

uterine artery ii an artery thatis derived from the hypogasic

artery and that following course between the layers of the

broad ligament reaches the uterus at the cervix and supplies

the uterus and adjacent parts and dunng pregnancy the pla

centa see DTBRtN PLEXUS

utenhle gland any of the branched tubular glands in the

mucous membrane of the uterus

uterine mfl1 nutritive secretion that is produced by utenne

glands esp during early phases of mammalian gestation and

that nourishes the young mammalian embryo prior to implan

tation

uterine plexus plexus of veins tibutary to the hypogas

tric vein by which blood is returned from the uterus compare

tTERINE ARTERY

nterine tuben FALLOPIAN TUBE

utero-gestation \yUd.9r\ gestation the

part of the gestation period that is passed withm the uterus

the entire normal mammalian gestation period

uter.o.gram \yUd.rgram\ ii -gram X-ray

photograph of the uterine cavity made after the injection of

radiopaque substance

uter.og.ra-pliy \yiid.9rgr9f\ -s uter- -graphy

the art practice or action of making uteroams
utero.ma-nia fr ister- mania

NYMPHOM4NIA

uter.o.sal.pin.gog-ra-phy uter

salping- -graphy EYSTEROSALPN000RAPBY

uter.o.tub.al \tubI -.tyU-\ adj Euter- tube -all of

or relating to the uterus and Fallopian tubes insuffiation

of air in which afr injected into the uterus is forced hrough

the tubes
uter.us \yid.rs .4itor-\ p1 uten \-r\ EL womb

belly perh akin to Gk hoderos belly Skt udra an organ

in female mammals for containing and usn for nourishing the

young during development previous to birth that consists of

greatly modified and enlarged section of an oviduct or of the

\two oviducts united that has thick walls consisthg of ex

\ternal
serous coat very thick muscular coat of nonstriated

muscile and mucous coat containing numerous glands and

at during pregnancy nndergoes remarkable increase in size

nd change in the condition of its walls WOMB compare

qERvix FALLOPIAN TUBE pLACENTA section or diver

tcu1um of an oviduct of any of various vertebrate or inverte

bate animals other than the mammals that is enlarged or

mdified to serve as place of development of the eggs or of

the young the glandular part of the oviduct that secretes

the eggshell

utes p1 of tirE

ut.Iang4hief on ut4ang-the \tfijthf\ iitfm gene

Theof more at 0UTFANOTmEF ouTFAGTEF
utia \iitº\ -S ESp hraia more at HirnA
uti.ca \yiid.Iôko -UtJ ko\ adj usu cap Efr Utica manufac

turing city of centrai New York of or from the city of Utica

N.Y Utica kiitting mills of the nd or style prevaient in

Utica

uliak \yftik\ -S of imit origin dial Eng wmC.T
util or utile \yUd.l 4itl -Uti1\ -S Eback-formation fr

utility hypothetic1 unit of utility

utile \\ adj fr utiis more at tiL1TY having

utility productive of profit or advantage PRACrICAL USEFUL

metals such as copper and tin R.EM.Wheeler readyS

made and C- substitutes Parker Tyler agent

lutil.i.tar.i.an \yUtiItern -taar- -tr-\ -S Euttlity

-ian one that believes in advocates or follows the

doctrine of utilitarianism the original --s believed that

each individual was the best judge-of his own welfare E.S
Griffith person who has utilitarian outlook

2utilltarian \\ dJ of relating to or based

upon the doctrine of utilitarianism on the theory of obliga

tion all duties are subordinate to one maximize good conse

quences O.A.Johnson first exponent of political theory

Times Lit Supp believing in advocating or support

ing the doctrine utilitarianism philosophers marked

by prevalence of the doctrines principles or views of utili

tarianism love of truh for its own sake is .. becoming

rarer in this hasty age M.R.Cohen culture

of or relating to utility concerned with practical things

or material rnteret humanistic vs education 3.E.Tobin

point of view charactethed by or aiming at

utility as distinguished from beauty or ornament her dark

abundant hair was skewered into C-.- knob Edna Ferber

an essentially and only accidentally aesthetic end Stanley

Morison steel tables evincing or characterized by

regard for utility of lower kind marked by sordid

spirit narrowness indifference to art preferring

such utility people who are concerned more with getting

on in the world and seducing women than with theology and

decent meal Thomas Sugrue

utll.i.tar.i.an.isnl terizom -taar- -tr-\ -S

-sm doctrine that the useful is the good

and that the determining consideration of right conduct should

be the usefulness of its consequences sped theory elab

orated by Jeremy Bentham and James and John Stuart Mill

that the aim of morai social and political action should be

the largest possible baiance of pleasure over pain or the eat
est happiness of the greatest number compare BENTHA1fJSM

HEDONISM one of group of primarily 20th century

ethical theories based not or not only on conception of

pleasure as intrinsic good but on other inUinsic goods as

beauty harmony or affection enunciates the general princi

ple of in the formula that it is right to aim at whatever will

promote the increasingly full realization of increasingly high

values C.D.Broad called also ideal uilitariojism

utilitarian character spirit or quaiity the of commerciai

industry Bertrand Russell the forthright of the superb

aqueduct Amer Guide Series N.Y
iutil-i.ty \yUtil9d -i\ -s utilite fr ILF utilitØ

fr utilitat- utilitas fr utilis useful fr uti to use -ills -ile

-itat -itaS -Ity more at USE the quality or state of

being useful fitness for some purpose profitability to some

desired end SERVICEABLENESS USEFULNESS demonstrated

the of hard coal as domestic fuel Amer Gdde Series

Pa the design .. is based on rather than artistic em
beffishment Amer Guide Series Mum road wbose

was proved Amer Guide Series Ark sometimes used

with of more of ostentation than of real S. in ships of this

burthen Henry Fielding something useful or desied
primarily for use as useful factor or feature their

views of the relative uti1ites of democracy and communism

H.A.Steiner many of the admitted utilities and amenities

from sociai services J.A.Hobson 13 tool device or

other implement esp one used as an adjunct to more im

portant machme service proded by public utility

chiefly Az.rtral versatile motor vehicle one having or

adaptable to number of uses as both truck and car

unit composed of one or more pieces of eqthpmenisu
connected to or part of sfructilre and designed to provide

service as heat light power water or sewage disposal

the price of the house included all utilities the capacity

to satisfy human wants or desires see 1AGINAL UTILITY

mc1v PUBLIC uTILITY the uti1iiys

regular residential customers N.Y Times effective

public regulation of ufihities Amen PoUt Sci Rev Util

ities p1 stocks or bonds of utility companies utilities dis

played an easier tone Brookire Investient Reports

2uljjty \\ adj capable of serving as substitute in any of

various roles or positions actor workers compare
UTIUTY MAN kept for the production of an economically

valued product as meat eggs or milk rather than for show

or as pets livestock poultry sheep 13 of belong

mg to or constituting an inferior grade of market cattle

cows of belonging to or constituting low ade of

meat or other food products beef ades of lamb
serving primarily for utility rather than beauty desied

primarily for usefulness often at the expense beauty taste

utopian sociaHsm

or good quality UNCTIONAL DTmiTARLN furniture -S
clothes art goods having or desied for num
ber of useful and practical purposes adapted or adaptable

for general use esp in place of something specialized bag
knIfe chair -.- boat of relating to or based

upon philosophical utility -- calculus concepts

playmg usa minor part incidental to the plot but often

of considerable technical or expositoryusefulness tharac

ter in story or play 7a of relating to or constituting

public utility K. compames regulation mergers

meter of relating to or based on the prices of shares

of public utility stocks the average climbed 1.2 points in

heavy trading
utility man mzfl available for service in various positions

as an actor who performs minor parts
and does odd jobs

in atheater 13
member of basebail team who plays various

positions in the absence of regular players kitchen helper

or busboy On ship called also galley maiz JUMPER

if one as handyman houseman or man-of-all-work

who is available for variety of jobs

utility pole one of series of poles usu located at the side

of street or roadand used to support wires and other equip-

ment used by utilities as telephone and electric companies

his car sideswiped itility pole Springfield Mass Union

utflity principle GREATEST FLPRINESS PRINCIPLE

utility room room as in dwelling desied or used to

house heating laundry or general maintenance equipment

uti.112-able \ytid.lIzbI -iitl- adi capable of

being utilized two-seated bomber for the launching of

torpedoesNew Republic
uti.li.za.tion \yid.9zshon -titl- -9i-\ -S utilisation

fr utiliser to utilize -ation the action of utilizing or the

state of being utilized the of quotations from archives

C.H.Driver of glucose in the liver the disparity

between the established drawing rights and their rate of

R.F.Mikesell
utilization coefficient the fracon of the total luminous

flux from the lighting equipment of room or office that falls

upon areas as desks or tables
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ARC

application program Computer programs de

signed to enable users to perform specific job

functions Word-processing accounting and en

gineering programs are examples of application

programs

application program interface Code in one-com

puter program that allows it to work with others

As result of application program interfaces

users can use one set of procedures to operate

a- variety of different programs

application programmer computer program
mer with focus on developing specific user

applications such as programs used in finance

or word processing

application -programming The process of devel

oping application programs

application software See APPLICATION PROGRAM

applied mathematics The use of mathematical

concepts and principles in day-to-day activities

Computer science is an example of applied

mathematics

ARC format for compressing files see also DATA

COMPRESSION --
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display screen

display screen The part of the monitor that dis

plays data

distributed computing system network of

computers that work independently of one an
other For example each department in the

organization may have its own computer or

network of personal computers and be respon

sible for maintaining its own set of departmental

data while messages to and from other depart

ments are shared over the network

distributed database database that is physically

located in more than one location of the orga
nization but connected by the computer net

work Distributed databases allow users access

to the data they use most often in their work
Distributed databases are managed by dis

tributed database management system

distributed processing An approach to infor

mation management in which data are stored

and processed on more than one computer

dithering Mixing together various color dots on the

computer screen to create new colors similarly

to the way in which an artist mixes colors on the

palette
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European Computer Manufacturers

tocols provide guidelines for the speed and

method of transmitting data

European Computer Manufacturers Associa

tion See ECMA

evaluate To take critical look at hardware or

software product to understand what the vendor

promises as opposed to what it actually delivers

often an extensive process undertaken before

purchase is made

even header header that only appears on the

even-numbered pages of document

event Broadly used situation or occurrence that

takes place during the execution of computer

program user pressing the Enter key can be

described as an event as can an error that occurs

during processing

exception Generally an error severe enough to in

terrupt computer prqgrams execution

executable file file that contains program code

that cannot be understood by humans but can

be directly executed by the computer
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Federal Communications Commission

Federal Communications Commission See Fcc

teed To advance paper through printer as with

fanfold paper on tractor feed Feed can also

refer to the process of sending data to com
puter

Fiber-Optic Digital Device Interface See FDDI

fiber optics data transmission technology that

uses glass or plastic threads to transmit data at

the speed of light

field An area on database record in which spe
cific unit of data is contained For example per
sonnel records include field for the employees

name field for social security number and

field for job title

file Broadly used collection of related data iden

tified by file name For example document

created and stored through word processing

program is referred to as file as is spread
sheet

file allocation table table or list within the

operating system that keeps track of users files

and their locations The system uses this table

as users create and modify files
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iconic interface

program functions Icons form the basis of

graphical user interface

iconic interface graphical user interface GUI
based on the use of icons that allow the user to

select functions with the use of mouse rather

than typing commands See GUI

IDE interface The abbreviation of INTELLIGENT

DRIVE INTERFACE hard disk with an integrated

controller used in IBM and compatible personal

computers

identifier name or symbol that applies to var

iable in program or program itself

idle time Periods of time during which the com

puter system is available but not in use

IEEE The abbreviation of INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL

AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS an association of

engineers and scientists whose activities include

setting standards for computers and data trans

mission

IFIP The abbreviation of INTERNATIONAL FEDERA

TION OF INFORMATION PROCESSING an interna

tional association of organizations representing

information-processing professionals
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location

load To install software program or to read

program that already exists in storage into main

memory so that it can be used

loader The function in an operating system that

brings programs from storage into main mem
ory

load sharing The ability of two or more computers

to work together to handle the excess processing

requirements that often occur during the busiest

times of the work day

local The programs and data files on ones own

computer as opposed to those installed else

where and thus remote

local-area network See LAN

local-area wireless network See LAWN

local network Another term for LOCAL-AREA NET

WORK See LAN

Locallalk The cable strategy for connecting Mac
intosh computers together as local-area net

work

location An area of storage in computer
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word wrap

word wrap standard feature in word processing

program that enables the user to easily keep text

within the specified margins With word wrap
when the user is typing word at the end of

line that will go over the margin the program

automatically moves the word to the next line

See SOFT RETURN

workgroup computing software software apL

plication program that enables individuals work

ing on specific task like the members of

department to share information and schedul

ing activities Workgroup computing software

generally offers range of functions including

electronic mail calendar and the document-

editing capabilities that allow multiple users to

comment on the same document

working directory The directory of files the user

is currently involved in usingfor example in

using word processing program the directory

of files associated with that program

worksheet Another term for SPREADSHEET

workstation Broadly applies to any computer
available for use by only one individual at time

and as such can refer to personal computer

however generally assumed to refer to high

power full-featured desktop computers used for
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write-protect

scientific and engineering applications These

are often based on-the UNIX operating system

with high-resolution screens fast processing

power and large storage capacities

WORM The acronym for WRITE-ONCE READ-MANY

an optical disk on which data can be written

only once and not subsequently changed or

erased Used for storing large amounts of data

and related uses in which data will not change

once they have been recorded

WP The abbreviation of WORD PROCESSING

write To transfer data from main memory to stor

age device such as floppy disk or magnetic

tape Also the process of transferring data from

main memory to the computers display screen

write error An error that occurs during the process

of transferring data from main memory to the

display screen or storage device

write-once read-many See WORM

write-protect To physically protect floppy disk or

tape to prevent data from being recorded on it

For example floppy disk containing an appli

cation program is write-protected to prevent the

program from being accidentally destroyed
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Apple Extended Keyboard

attached by linking one to the next in series

called daisy chain See also bus device driver

port serial communications

Apple Extended Keyboard 105-key keyboard

that works with the Macintosh SE Macintosh II

and Apple JIGS computers See the illustration

This keyboard marks Apples first inclusion of

function or keys the absence of which was

long cited by users of IBM PCs and compatibles

as shortcoming of the Macintosh Apple also

made several other changes to the layout of exist

ing keys which combined with added keys and

lights make the Apple Extended Keyboard quite

similar in layout to the IBM enhanced keyboard

Apple key key on Apple keyboards labeled

with an outline of the Apple logo symbol el
On Apples universal ADB and Extended key

boards the Apple key and the Command key are

the same key which serves purpose similar to

that of the Control key on IBM and compatible

keyboards It is generally used in combination

with character key as shortcut to making

menu selections or to starting macro stored

sequence of commands

AppleTalk An inexpensive local area network de

veloped by Apple Computer that can be used by

both Apple and non-Apple computers for corn-

munication and sharing of resources such as

printers and file servers Macintosh computers

plug into the network through the printer port

serial port non-Apple computers such as

IBM PCs must be equipped with AppleTalk hard

ware and suitable software AppleTalk is

baseband network that transfers information at

raw speed of 230 kilobits per second and links up

to 32 devices nodes using CSMA/CD Carrier

Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection

over distance of about 1000 feet on shielded

twisted-pair cabling known as LocalTalk cable

The network uses layered set of protocols simi

lar to the ISO/OSI International Organization for

Standardization/Open Systems Interconnection

model and transfers information as packets of

data called frames AppleTalk supports connec

tions to other AppleTalk networks through

devices known as bridges and it supports

connections to dissimilar networks through de

vices called gateways See also frame

application computer program designed to help

people perform certain type of work An appli

cation thus differs from an operating system

which runs computer utility which per

forms maintenance or general-purpose chores

and language with which computer programs

Apple Extended Keyboard
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arbitration

are created Depending on the work for which it

was designed an application can manipulate

text numbers graphics or combination of

these elements Some application packages offer

considerable computing power by focusing on

single task such as word processing others

called integrated software offer somewhat less

power but include several applications such as

word processor spreadsheet and database

program

application developer person who designs

specifies and researches the appearance and

function of an application program An applica

tion developer might or might not do any of the

actual programming

application development language Loosely

computer language designed specifically for cre

ating applications Because most computer lan

guages could be used for this purpose the term is

reserved for those languages having specific

high-level constructs aimed toward record de

sign form layout database retrieval and update

and similar tasks See also application applica

tion generator fourth-generation language

application development system program

ming environment designed specifically for pro

ducing applications The term usually implies the

combination of text editor compiler and

linker An application development system might

also contain libraries of common software rou

tines that can be used in developed programs

application ifie See program file

application generator software development

system that allows programmer to lay out an

application and define its functionality after

which the application generator produces the

necessary source or machine code for that appli

cation Because applications are so diverse ap

plication generators are difficult to create and are

often limited in the types of applications they can

produce Application generators are included

with some database programs and use built-in

sets of instructions to generate program code See

also application

application layer The layer of network stan

dards concerned with providing services to net-

work users at an application-based level The

seventh and highest layer in the Open Systems

Interconnection OSI model developed for the

International Organization for Standardization

ISO the application layer relies on services per

formed at lower levels but is the layer least in

volved with the underlying network hardware

Tasks performed on the application layer vary

with the uses of network but they might in

clude login procedures electronic mail terminal

emulation database management and the opera

tion of file servers and print servers See also ISO/

OSI model

application processor processor dedicated to

single application hardware circuit designed

to speed the matching of text strings is an appli

cation processor

application program See application

application programming interface Abbreviat

ed API set of routines that an application pro

gram uses to request and carry out lower-level

services performed by computers operating

system An application program carries out two

types of tasks those related to work being per

formed such as accepting text or numbers input

to document or spreadsheet and those related

to maintenance chores such as managing files

and displaying information on the screen These

maintenance chores are performed by the

computers operating system and an API pro
vides the program with means of communicat

ing with the system telling it which system-level

task to perform and when On computers run

ning graphical user interface such as that on the

Apple Macintosh an API also helps application

programs manage windows menus icons and

so on On local area networks an API such as

IBMs NetBIOS provides applications with uni

form means of requesting services from the lower

levels of the network

application software See application

application-specific Integrated circuit See gate

array

arbitration The process of monitoring and man

aging competing demands for resource that are
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ASCIIZ associate

transferring unadorned but readable files be

tween programs that could not otherwise under

stand each others documents See also ASCII

binary file text file

ASCIIZ string Also called null-terminated string

In programming an ASCII string terminated by

the NULL character zero byte which is byte

containing the character whose ASCII value is

ASIC Application-specific integrated circuit See

gate array

aspect ratio In computer displays and computer

graphics the ratio of width to height of screen

or an image for example an aspect ratio of 21

indicates that the width is twice the height As

pect ratio generally refers to the image area the

frame that holds the image rather than the image

itself It is an important factor in maintaining cor

rect proportions when graphic is printed

resized or incorporated into another document

assemble In programming to convert an assem

bly language program into equivalent machine

language instructions called object code Object

code can sometimes be carried out directly by the

computer but usually it must be combined with

other pieces of object code by program called

linker in order to create complete executable

file of instructions or an executable program See

also assembler assembly language linker object

code

assembler computer program that converts as

sembly language programs which can be read by

humans into executable machine language See

also assemble assembly language assembly list

ing compiler machine code

assembly language type of low-level program

ming language in which each statement corre

sponds directly to single machine instruction

Assembly languages are thus specific to given

processor After writing an assembly language

program the programmer must use the assem

bler specific to the processor to translate the as

sembly language into machine code Assembly

language provides precise control of the com

puter but assembly language programs written

for one type of computer must be rewritten to

operate on another type Assembly language

might be used instead of high-level language

for any of three major reasons speed control

and preference Programs written in assembly

language usually run faster than those generated

by compiler use of assembly language lets

programmer interact directly with the hardware

processor memory display and input/output

ports See also assembler compiler high-level

language low-level language machine code

assembly listing file created by an assembler

that contains the statements of an assembly lan

guage program the machine language generated

by the assembler and list of symbols used in the

program See also assembler assembly language

assertion Boolean statement in program that

tests condition that should if the program is

operating correctly evaluate as true If the condi

tion is false an error has occurred and the pro
gram will typically terminate with an appropriate

error message Assertions are useful for debug

ging programs They also serve as documentation

of how the program should operate

assignment operator An operator used to assign

value to variable or data structure The

language which does not have function that

performs assignment uses the assignment opera

tor to assign values to variables See also assign

ment statement

assignment statement programming language

statement that assigns value to variable An

assignment statement usually is composed of

three elements an expression to be assigned an

assignment operator and destination variable

When the assignment statement is executed the

expression is evaluated and the resulting value is

stored in the specified destination The most

common assignment symbols are FORTRAN

BASIC and Pascal Modula-2 See also as

signment operator expression variable

associate To inform the operating system that

specific filename extension belongs to spe
cific application If user opens data file that

has an extension associated with specific appli

cation the operating system starts that applica

tion and loads the file automatically See also

extension
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Clear key clipboard computer

taminating electronics components and other

delicate sensitive equipment

Clear key On Apple ADB and Extended key
boards key in the upper left corner of the nu
meric keypad that in many applications usually

clears the currently selected menu choice or de
letes the current selection

ClearTo Send See CTS

click To press and release mouse button once

without moving the mouse Clicking is usually

performed to select or deselect an item or to acti

vate program or program feature Compare

double-click drag

client In object-oriented programming member

of class group that uses the services of an
other class to which it is not related In comput

ing client is process roughly program or

task that requests service provided by another

programfor example word processor that

calls on sort routine built into another program
The client process uses the requested service

without having to know any working details

about the other program or the service itself

Compare child descendant see also inheritance

On local area network computer that ac

cesses shared network resources provided by an
other computer called server See also client/

server architecture server

client/server architecture An arrangement used

on local area networks that makes use of distrib

uted intelligence to treat both the server and the

individual workstations as intelligent program
mable devices thus exploiting the full computing

power of each This is done by splitting the pro
cessing of an application between two distinct

components front-end client and back-

end server The client component itself com

plete stand-alone personal computer vs the

dumb terminal found in older architectures

such as the time-sharing used on mainframe

offers the user its full range of power and features

for running applications The server component

which can be another personal computer mini

computer or mainframe enhances the client

component by providing the traditional strengths

offered by minicomputers and mainframes in

time-sharing environment data management in

formation sharing between clients and sophisti

cated network administration and security

features The advantage of the client/server ar

chitecture over older architectures is that the cli

ent and server machines work together to

accomplish the processing of the application be

ing used Not only does this increase the process

ing power available but it also uses that power

mOre efficiently The client portion of the appli

cation is typically optimized for user interaction

whereas the server portion provides the central

ized multiuser functionality

clip art collectioneither in book or on

diskof proprietary or public-domain photo

graphs diagrams maps drawings and other

such graphics that can be clipped from the col

lection and incorporated into other documents

clipboard special memory resource maintained

by operating systems such as the Apple Macin

tosh operating system Microsoft Windows and

the OS/2 Presentation Manager clipboard

stores copy of the last information that was

copied or cut paste operation passes data

from the clipboard to the current program clip

board allows information to be transferred from

one program to another provided the second

program can read data generated by the first

Data copied using the clipboard is static and will

not reflect later changes Compare scrap see also

cut and paste Dynamic Data Exchange

Also computer that uses pen as the pri

mary input device See also clipboard computer

pen computer

clipboard computer term used to describe

portable computer whose overall appearance

and operation resembles that of traditional clip

board clipboard computer has an LCD or simi

lar flat display and has pen for user input

instead of keyboard mouse or other input de

vice the user operates it by touching the pen to

the display Data entered in clipboard computer

is generally transferred to another computer via

cable or modem Primary uses for clipboard

computer are those situations where traditional

clipboard would be used such as field work data
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language developed between 1959 and 1961. Its
establishment as a required language by the U.S.
Department of Defense, its emphasis on data
structures, and its English-like syntax (compared
to those of FORTRAN and ALGOL) led to its wide
spread acceptance and usage, especially in busi
ness applications. Programs written in COBOL,
which is a compiled language, are split into four
divisions: Identification, Environment, Data, and
Procedure. The Identification division specifies the
name of the program and contains any other docu
mentation the programmer wants to add. The Envi
ronment division specifies the computer(s) being
used and the files used in the program for input
and output. The Data division describes the data
used in the program. The Procedure division
contains the procedures that dictate the actions
of the program. See also compiled language.

CODASYL Pronounced "code-a-sill." Acronym for
Conference on Data Systems Languages, an organi
zation founded by the U.S. Department of Defense.
CODASYL is dedicated to the development of data
management systems and languages, among them
the widely used COBOL business language.

code As a noun, a generic term for program in
structions, used in two general senses. The first
sense refers to human-readable source code,
which is the instructions written by the program
mer in a programming language. The second re
fers to executable machine code, which is the
instructions of a program that were converted
from source code to instructions that the com
puter can understand. As a verb, to write pro
gram instructions in a programming language.
See also data, program:

CODASYL

Braided
shield

Coaxial cable.

Insulating
material

Central
wire

Outer insulating
sheath

coherence

code conversion The act of translating code
from one form into another. Conversion might be
performed at the source-language level (for ex
ample, converting a program from C to Pascal), at
the hardware-platform level (for example, con
verting a program from working on the IBM PC to
working on the Apple Macintosh), or at the lan
guage level (for example, converting from C, a
high-level language, to assembly language, a
low-level. language). Code conversion can also
refer to converting data from one form of repre
sentation to another, such as converting from
ASCII to EBCDIC or converting from two's
complement to binary-coded decimal. See also
code.

code page In MS-DOS versions 3.3 and later, a
means of providing support for character sets
and keyboard layouts used in different countries.
A code page is a table that relates the binary char
acter codes used by a program to keys on the
keyboard or to the appearance of characters on
the display. Devices such as the display and the
keyboard can be configured to use a specific
code page and to switch from one code page
(such as United States) to another (such as Portu
gal) at the user's request.

code segment Any piece of code consisting of
one or more instructions, or a memory segment
containing code. Code segment can also refer to a
named and segregated portion of a program's
code that typically performs a specific class of
operations. The main program segment is kept in
memory, and auxiliary segments are loaded only
when they are required. See also transient.

coding The act of programming; specifically, gen
erating source code in the language(s) of the pro
grammer's choice. See also code.

coding form A sheet of paper specifically de
signed to aid in writing source code. Coding
forms are popular for older languages that have
position-dependent syntax (such as FORTRAN);
most programmers now use graph paper, if they
use paper at all. See also coding.

coercion See cast.
coherence In raster-scan technology, the assign

ment of the value of one pixel to the pixel next to
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access time of 65 milliseconds or higher See also

access time benchmark MFLOPS MIPS

computer program set of instructions in some

computer language intended to be executed on

computer to perform useful task The term

usually implies self-contained entity as op
posed to routine or library Compare library

routine see also computer language

computer-readable term describing informa

tion that can be interpreted and acted upon by

computer Two types of information are referred

to as computer-readable One type comprising

bar codes magnetic tape magnetic-ink char

acters and so on is information that can be

scanned in some way and read as data by com

puter The other type machine code is the form

in which instructions and data reach the

computers microprocessor Machine code is the

binary form into which all information is ulti

mately translated for use by computer

computer revolution label for the widespread

use and acceptance of computersspecifically

single-user personal computersin society The

impact of these machines is considered revolu

tionary for two reasons First their
appearance

and success were rapid Second and more im

portant their speed and accuracy produced

change in the ways in which information can be

processed stored and transferred

computer science The study of computers in

cluding their design operation and use in pro
cessing information Computer science combines

both theoretical and practical aspects of engi

neering electronics information theory mathe

matics logic and human behavior Aspects of

computer science range from programming and

computer architecture to artificial intelligence

and robotics

computer security The steps taken to protect

computer and the information it contains Com
puter security varies with the type of system and

the sensitivity of the information On large sys

tems or those handling financial or confidential

data computer security requires professional su

pervision that combines legal and technical ex

pertise On microcomputer security is much

simpler matter Data protection can be achieved

by backing up and storing copies of files in

separate location and the integrity of data on the

computer can be maintained by assigning pass

words to files marking files read-only to avoid

changes to them physically locking hard disk

storing sensitive information on floppy disks

kept in locked cabinets and installing special

programs to protect against viruses On com

puter to which many people have access secu

rity can be maintained by requiring personnel to

use passwords and by granting only approved

users access to sensitive information See also

virus

computer simulation See simulation

computer system The configuration that in

cludes all functional components of computer

and its associated hardware basic microcom

puter system includes console or system unit

with one or more disk drives monitor and

keyboard Additional hardware called peripher

als can include such devices as printer mo
dem and joystick Software is usually not

considered part of computer system although

the operating system that runs the hardware is

known as system software

computer typesetting general term used to

describe typesetting operations that are partially

or totally controlled by computers Partial control

could involve the transmittal of text directly from

the source to the typesetter without pasteup

stage Full computerization would include the

digitization of all graphics which would then

also be transmitted directly to the typesetter and

regenerated without pasteup

computer users group See user group

computer utility See utility

computer virus See virus

COM recorder Abbreviation for computer output

microfilm recorder device that records com

puter information on microfilm

CON Logical device name for console name re

served by the MS-DOS operating system for the

keyboard and the screen The input-only key
board and the output-only screen together make
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distributive sort document

rate computers that are linked through commu
nications network Distributed processing is usu

ally categorized as either plain distributed

processing or true distributed processing Plain

distributed processing shares the workload

among computers that can communicate with

one another True distributed processing has

separate computers perform different tasks in

such way that their combined work can contrib

ute to larger goal such as the transfer of funds

from one bank to another This latter type of pro

cessing requires highly structured environment

that allows hardware and software to communi

cate share resources and exchange information

freely At the highest and most visible levels

such distributed processing can also require data-

transfer mechanisms that are relatively invisible

to users but that enable different programs to use

and share one anothers data

distributive sort An ordering process in which

list is separated into parts and then is reas

sembled in particular order Compare bubble

sort insertion sort merge sort quicksort see also

sort algorithm

dithering technique used in computer graphics

to create the illusion of varying shades of gray

on monochrome display or printer or addi

tional colors on color display or printer Dith

ering relies on treating areas of an image as

groups of dots that are colored in different pat

terns Akin to the print images called halftones

and to some extent paintings done in the

pointillist style dithering takes advantage of the

eyes tendency to blur spots of different colors by

averaging their effects and merging them into

single perceived shade or color Depending on

the ratio of black dots to white dots within

given area the overall effect is of particular

shade of gray Similarly red dots interspersed

with white ones create the illusion of varying

shades of pink Dithering is used to add realism

to computer graphics and to soften jagged edges

in curves and diagonal lines at low resolutions

In the illustration the image on the left is

halftone image of 72 cells per inch The image on

the right is the same image printed at 72 cells per

inch but shading is expressed through dithering

instead of halftoning See also aliasing halftone

divergence moving apart or separation On

computer displays divergence occurs when the

red green and blue electron beams in color

monitor do not collectively light the same spot on

the screen Within program such as spread

sheet divergence can occur when circular set

of formulas is repeatedly recalculated iterated

with the results of each iteration moving further

from stable solutionfor example the succes

sive values of and when equals and

equals Compare convergence

divide overflow See overflow error

division by zero An error condition caused by an

attempt to divide number by zero which is

mathematically undefined or by number that is

sufficiently near to zero that the result is too large

to be expressed by the machine Computers do

not allow division by zero and software must

provide some means of protecting the user from

program failure on such attempts

DLL See dynamic-link library

DMA See direct memory access

DML See data manipulation language

document As noun any self-contained piece of

work created with an application program and if

saved on disk given unique filename by which

it can be retrieved People generally think of

documents as word-processed materials only To

computer however data is nothing more than

collection of characters so spreadsheet or

graphic is as much document as is letter or

report In the Macintosh environment in particu

lar document is any user-created work named

and saved as separate file
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term is usually limited to describing system

with two microprocessors system with micro

processor and math coprocessor is not consid

ered dyadic system In mathematics dyadic

operation is one in which there are two oper

ands In Boolean algebra dyadic Boolean op
eration is again one in which there are two

operands both of which are significant Dyadic

Boolean operations are those such as AND and

OR in which the outcome depends on both val

ues Such operations are commonly used to cre

ate truth tables Compare unary see also Boolean

algebra operand

dye-polymer recording type of recording

technology used with optical discs in which dye

embedded in plastic polymer coating on an op
tical disc is used to create minute bumps on the

surface that can be read by laser Dye-polymer

bumps can be flattened and re-created thus mak

ing an optical disc rewritable as opposed to be

ing recordable only once

dynamic An adjective used to describe events or

processes that occur immediately and concur

rently as opposed to those planned for in ad

vance or reacted to after the fact Dynamic is

used in reference to both hardware and software

in each case it describes some action or event

that occurs when and as needed In nondynamic

memory management program is given cer

tain amount of memory when the program is first

run and must run within that constraint In dy
namic memory management program is able to

negotiate with the operating system when it

needs more memory

dynamic address translation Abbreviated DAT

On-the-fly conversion of memory-location refer

ences from relative addresses three units from

the beginning of to absolute address location

number 123 when program is run Dynamic

address translation depends on conditions exist

ing within the system at the runtime of pro
gram for example it might depend on exactly

where in memory particular part of program is

loaded by the operating system

dynamic allocation The allocation of memory
during program execution according to current

needs Dynamic allocation almost always implies

that dynamic deallocation is possible too so data

structures can be created and destroyed as re

quired Compare static allocation see also allo

cate deallocate

dynamic binding Also called late binding Bind

ing converting symbolic addresses in the pro

gram to storage-related addresses that occurs

during program execution The term often refers

to object-oriented applications that determine

during runtime which software routines to call

for particular data objects For example an appli

cation might define class named artwork with

subclasses for paintings sculptures ceramics

and so on Each of these classes would have

routine named dollarvaluenow that would cal

culate the current value of piece of art based in

part on the classs unique characteristics and also

on the state of the market for art Given an art

work object dynamic binding would ensure that

the correct dollarvaluenow routine was called

to compute the current value Compare static

binding

Dynamic Data Exchange Abbreviated DDE
form of interprocess communication IPC imple

mented in Microsoft Windows and OS/2 When

two or more programs that support DDE are run-

fling simultaneously they can exchange informa

tion and commands For example spreadsheet

with DDE link to communications program

might be capable of keeping stock prices that are

displayed in the spreadsheet current with trading

information received over the communications

channel See also interprocess communication

dynamic dump listing either stored on disk or

sent to printer of memory contents generated

at the time of break in the execution of pro
gram useful tool for programmers interested in

knowing what is happening at certain point in

the execution of program

dynamic-link library feature of the Microsoft

Windows family of operating systems and the

OS/2 operating system that allows executable

routinesgenerally serving specific function or

set of functionsto be stored separately as files

with DLL extensions and to be loaded only when
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dynamic storage

needed by the program that calls them dynamic-

link library has several advantages First because

dynamic-link library is loaded only when it is

needed it does not consume any memory until it

is used Second because dynamic-link library is

separate file programmer can make correc

tions or improvements to only that module with

out affecting the operation of the calling program

or any other dynamic-link library Finally be

cause dynamic-link library often contains re

lated functionsfor example routines for

creating animation on video displaya pro

grammer can use the same dynamic-link library

with other programs

dynamic RAM Abbreviated DRAM pronounced

dee-ram form of semiconductor random ac

cess memory RAM Dynamic RAMs store infor

mation in integrated circuits that contain

capacitors Because capacitors lose their charge

over time dynamic RAM boards must include

logic to refresh recharge the RAM chips con

tinuously While dynamic RAM is being re

freshed it cannot be read by the processor if the

processor must read the RAM while it is being re

freshed one or more wait states occur Because

their internal circuitry is simple dynamic RAMs

are more commonly used than static RAMs even

though they are slower dynamic RAM can hold

approximately four times as much data as static

RAM chip of the same complexity Compare static

RAM see also RAM

dynamic relocation The relocation in memory
of data or of the code of currently running pro

gram by an internal system routine Dynamic re

location helps computer use memory efficiently

dynamic scheduling The management of con

currently running processes programs usually

by the operating system

dynamic storage term describing information

storage systems whose contents will be lost if

power is removed from the system RAM ran
dom access memory systems are the most com

mon form of dynamic storage and both dynamic

RAM DRAM and static RAM SRAM are consid

ered forms of dynamic storage Compare perma
nent storage see also dynamic RAM static RAM

In programming term describing blocks of

memory that can be allocated deallocated or

freely changed in size
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and mouse movements See also event-driven

programming

event-driven programming style of program

ming in which the program is constantly testing

for and responding to set of events such as key

presses or mouse movements The Apple Macin
tosh computer is well known for requiring most

programs to use an event-driven approach al

though most graphical user interfaces such as

Microsoft Windows also use such an approach

See also event

event processing program feature belonging

to more advanced operating-system architectures

such as the Apple Macintosh operating system

Microsoft Windows UNIX and OS/2 In times

past programs were required to interrogate and

effectively anticipate every device that was ex

pected to interact with the program such as the

keyboard mouse printer disk drive and serial

port Often unless sophisticated programming

techniques were used one of two events hap

pening at the same instant would be lost Event

processing solves this problem through the cre

ation and maintenance of an event queue Most

common events that occur are appended to the

event queue for the program to process in turn

however certain types of events can preempt

others if they have higher priority An event can

be of several types depending on the specific

operating system considered pressing mouse

button or keyboard key inserting disk clicking

on window or receiving information from de
vice driver as for managing the transfer of data

from the serial port or from network connec

tion See also autopolling event interrupt

exa- Abbreviated prefix meaning one quintil

lion 1018 In computing which is based on the

binary base-2 numbering system exa- has lit

eral value of 1152921504606846976 which is

the power of two 260 closest to one quintillion

exabyte Abbreviated EB quadrillion kilobytes

or 1152921504606846-976 bytes

exception In programming and information pro

cessing problem or change in conditions that

causes computers microprocessor to stop what

it is doing and then find and carry out the instruc

tions in separate routine designed to handle the

situation An exception is similar to an interrupt

because it refers the microprocessor to separate

set of instructions On MS-DOS computers how

ever an exception differs from an interrupt in

two ways It is related to the execution of pro

gram and it is potentially significant enough to

cause the program to be terminated On Apple

Macintosh computers an exception is defined

somewhat more broadly as any error or change in

conditions including an interrupt that is de
tected by the microprocessor while program is

running

exception handling See error handling

exchangeable disk See removable disk

exchange sort See bubble sort

exclusive OR Usually abbreviated XOR some
times abbreviated EOR Boolean operation that

yields true if and only if one of its operands is

true and the other is false The truth table appears

below Compare AND OR see also Boolean op
erator ruth table

aXORb

EXE In MS-DOS filename extension that indi

cates the file is an executable program To run

the program the user need only type the

filename without the EXE extension at the com
mand prompt and press Enter

executable program computer program that is

ready to run The term usually refers to com
piled program that has been translated into ma
chine code in format that can be loaded into

memory and run however for interpreted lan

guages it can simply refer to source code in the

proper format Applications such as word-

processing programs are executable programs

The user does not have to alter the program in

any way before being able to run it See also

code compiler computer program interpreter

source code
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interactive session

with respect to time of the input signal The inte

gral of signal is in effect the area under the

input waveform as illustrated in the diagram

Compare differentiator

Input Output

Time

Integrator

An example of the action of an integrator

circuit

integrity The completeness and accuracy of data

stored in computer particularly after it has been

manipulated in some way See also data integrity

intelligence In relation to hardware the ability to

process information Intelligence is characteris

tic of all computers and of peripheral devices

with built-in processing capability device with

out intelligence is said to be dumbfor example

dumb terminal connected to large computer

can receive input and display output but cannot

process information independently

In relation to software the ability of pro

gram to monitor its environment and initiate ap
propriate actions to achieve desired state For

example program waiting for data to be read

from disk might do another task in the meantime

to achieve high performance

In relation to reasoning and logic the ability

of program to simulate human thought or the

ability of machine such as robot to respond

appropriately to changing stimuli input See

also artificial intelligence

Intelligent cable Also known as smart cable

cable with circuitry built into its connector that

can determine the characteristics of the connec

tor it is plugged into and can transmit data in the

form expected by the host generally any cable

incorporating circuitry that does more than sim

ply pass signals from one end of the cable to the

other

Inteffigent database somewhat ambiguous or

loosely defined term but generally used to de
scribe database management systems that ma
nipulate stored information in way that people

find logical natural and easy to use An intelli

gent database conducts searches relying not only

on traditional data-finding routines but also rely

ing on predetermined rules governing associa

tions relationships and even inferences regarding

the data Examples of intelligent databases include

expert systems hypertext and hypermedia and

online information retrieval See also database

Inteffigent terminal terminal with its own

memory processor and firmware that can per

form certain functions independent of its host

processor personal computer can be an intelli

gent terminal with the use of terminal emulation

or communications software Most intelligent ter

minals however have only the capability to re

route incoming data to printer or video screen

Intensity Red Green Blue See IRGB

interactive Operating in back-and-forth often

conversational manner as when user enters

question or command and the system immedi

ately responds Microcomputers are interactive

machines this interactivity is one of the features

that make them approachable and easy to use

interactive graphics form of computer use in

which the user can change and control graphic

displays often with the help of pointing device

such as mouse or joystick Interactive graph

ics is used in range of computer products from

games to computer-aided design CAD systems

Interactive processing Processing that involves

the more or less continuous participation of the

user the command/response mode characteristic

of microcomputers

Interactive program program that interacts

with the user who is usually although not nec

essarily sitting at display of some sort and who

is using some sort of input device keyboard

mouse joystick to provide responses to the pro

gram For example computer game is an inter

active program Compare batch program

interactive session processing session in which

the user can more or less continuously intervene
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interbiock gap Interleaved memory

pare batch processing

interbiock gap See inter-record gap
Interface The point at which connection is made

between two elements so that they can work with

one another In computing different types of inter

facing occur on different levels ranging from

highly visible user interfaces that enable people

to communicate with programs to often invisible

yet necessary hardware interfaces that connect

devices and components inside the computer

User interfaces consist of the graphical design

the commands prompts and other devices that

enable user to interact with program Micro

computers have three basic types of user inter

faces which are not necessarily mutually

exclusive

The command-line interface typified by

the MS-DOS or prompt responds to

commands typed by the user

The menu-based interface also called

menu-driven interface used by many ap
plication programs such as Lotus 1-2-3 of

fers the user choice of command words

that can be activated by typing letter

pressing direction key or pointing with

mouse

The graphical interface characteristic of

the Apple Macintosh and of windowing

programs presents the user with visual

representation of some metaphor such as

desktop and allows the user to control not

only menu choices but also the size layout

and contents of one or more on-screen

windows or working areas

At less visible software levels within the com

puter are other types of interfaces such as those

that enable an application to work with the oper

ating system and those that enable an operating

system to work with the computers hardware

In hardware interfaces are cards plugs and

other devices that connect pieces of hardware

with the computer so that information can be

moved from place to place There are for example

RS-232-C and SCSI that enable connections be
tween computers and printers hard disks and

other devices

On the conceptual level networking and

communications standards such as the ISO Open
Systems Interconnection OSI model combine

hardware and software guidelines to enable en
tire systems and their associated devices to con
nect with one another Although the ISO/OSI

model and other guidelines are not literal physi

cal interfaces they define ways for different sys

tems to connect and communicate

Interface adapter See network adapter

Interface card See adapter

Interference Noise or other external signals that

affect the performance of communications

channel also the electromagnetic signals gener

ated by electronic devices such as computers that

can disturb radio or television reception

interlacing technique used in some raster-scan

displays in which the electron beam refreshes

updates all odd-numbered scan lines in one

sweep of the screen and all even-numbered scan

lines in the next Interlacing takes advantage of

both the screen phosphors ability to maintain an

image for short time before fading and the ten

dency of the human eye to average or blend

subtle differences in light intensity By refreshing

alternate sets of lines on the display interlacing

halves the number of lines that must be updated

in single sweep of the screen and also halves

the amount of information that must be carried

by the display signal at any one time Thus inter

lacing updates any single line on the screen only

30 times per second yet it provides the equiva

lent of 60-cycles-per-second refresh rate Com
pare noninterlaced

Interleaved memory RAM memory system in

which the technique of interleaving is used to re

duce wait states Typically memory is organized

in rows of chips totaling 265 kilobytes KB or

megabyte MB After an access to location in

one of these rows the processor must wait an

entire memory cycle before it can access another

byte in the same row two-way interleave puts
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inverted list database ISA

locators for sets of information For example in

file containing data about cars records 19

24 and 32 might contain the value Red in the

field COLOR An inverted list or index on the

field COLOR would contain record for Red
followed by the locator numbers 19 24 and

32 Compare linked list

inverted list database database similar to

relational database but with the following

differences

The rows records or tuples of an inverted

list table are ordered in specific physical

sequence independent of any orderings

that may be imposed by means of indexes

The total database can also be ordered

with specified logical merge criteria being

imposed between tables

Any number of search keys either simple

or composite can be defined Unlike the

keys of relational system these search

keys are arbitrary fields or combinations of

fields

No integrity or uniqueness constraints are

enforced

Neither the indexes nor the tables are

transparent to the user as they would nor

mally be in relational system

Because of these differences it is much more

difficult for the database management system to

assure data consistency integrity and security

with an inverted list database than with rela

tional system

inverted structure file structure in which

record keys are stored and manipulated sepa

rately from the records themselves

inverter In electronics logic circuit that inverts

reverses the signal input to itfor example in

verting high input to low output An inverter

is also device that converts direct current DC
to alternating current AC

invoke To call or activate used in reference to

commands and subroutines

I/O See input/output

I/O-bound See input/output-bound

ion-deposition printer An electrophotographic

page printer similar to laser printer but based on

more expensive technology These printers used

mainly in high-volume data-processing environ

ments typically operate at speeds from 30 to 90

pages per minute Like other electrophotographic

printers ion-deposition models use an electro

statically charged drum Rather than converting

some form of light to an electrostatic charge

however as laser LED and LCD printers do ion-

deposition printers charge the drum by applying

an ion stream directly to it Ion-deposition print

ers typically use method of fusing toner to pa
per that is fast and does not require heat This

method leaves the paper little glossy however

making it unsuitable for business correspondence

In addition ion-deposition printers tend to pro
duce thick slightly fuzzy characters Compare laser

printer LCD printer LED printer see also electro

photographic printers nonimpact printer page

printer

I0.SYS One of two hidden system files installed

on an MS-DOS startup disk IO.SYS in IBM re

leases of MS-DOS called IBMBIO.COM con
tains device drivers for peripherals such as the

display keyboard floppy disk drive hard disk

drive serial port and real-time clock See also

MSDOS.COM
IPC See interprocess communication

IPL See initial program load

IR See infrared

IRG See inter-record gap
IRGB Acronym for Intensity Red Green Blue

type of color encoding originally used in IBMs

Color/Graphics Adapter CGA and continued in

the EGA Enhanced Graphics Adapter and VGA
Video Graphics Array The standard 3-bit RGB

color encoding specifying eight colors is

supplemented by fourth bit called Intensity

that uniformly increases the intensity of the red

green and blue signals resulting in total of 16

colors See also RGB
ISA Pronounced eye-sa abbreviation for Indus

try Standard Architecture An unofficial designa

tion for the bus design of the IBM PC/XT which
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length _____ liglit.cmitting diode

usually printed below the graphic On graph or

map the legend is the key to thc patterns or the

symbols used

length The number of linear units of storage space

occupied by an object such as file on disk or

data structure in program typically measured

in bits bytes or blocks

less titan See relational operator

less than or equal to See relational operator

tenet quality level of print quality on dot-matrix

printers that is better than draft quality As the

name implies letter quality is supposed to he

crisp and clark enough for use in business letters

COmpare draft quality nearletterquality see a/so

print quality

letter-quality printer Any printer that produces

output high enough in quality to he acceptable

for business letters laser printers and impact

printers that use fully formed characters typically

daisy-wheel printers are letter-quality printers

Certain highend dotmatrix printersare some

times included in this category Above-average

clot-matrix printers are often dubbed near-letter

quality See a/so daisywheel printer laser printer

lexicographic sort sort that arranges items in

the order in which they would appear if listed in

dictionary lexicographic sort puts numbers

for instance where they would be if they were

spelled out 567 would fall in the Fs Compare

alphanumeric sort

lexicon The words of language and their defini

tions In programming the lexicon of language

would be the identifiers keywords constants

and other elements that make up its vocabu

lary the ways in which these vocabulary ele

ments can be put together would he the syntax of

the language compare syntax

1$ See linefeecl

LIIARC shareware file-compression utility pro

gram developed by Haruyasu Yoshizaki intro

duced in 1988 and available from wide variety

of bulletin hoard systems BBSs and other

sources An aspect of the LIIARC utility is that it

can produce selfextractitig executable files In

addition cc compressing the contents of one or

more files it can also embed small program

with the compressed information and save every

thing in single file with an EXE extension To

uncompressaselfextraeting file the user simply

enters the name of the compressed file at corn

mand prompt and the embedded program auto

matically uncompresses the compressed file and

saves it on disk in its original state and with its

original filename Asi result the recipient of the

eotnpressed file does not need separate utility

program to uncompress
the file See a/so share

ware utility program

library In programming collection of routines

stored in file Each set of instructions in library

has name and each performs different often

very specific task For example the printji

function is part of the Standard library and clis

plays characters on the screen Such sets of in

structions simplify work and prevent duplication

of effort each time particular task needs to he

carried out programmer can identify library

to program refer to library rputines in the pro

gram and have the program carry out the appro

priate tasks without having to write or rewrite

the instructions themselves each time they are

needed libraries can include standard routines

for particular programming language or they

can contain customized routines written by the

programmtter

Also as in its traditional sense any collection

of information sometimes used to refer to soft

ware or data files

library routine In programming routine stored

in collection of routines library that can he

used by any program that can link into the li

brary See a/so function library library

LIFO See last in first out

light-emitting diode Abbreviated LED semi

condueror device that converts electrical energy

into light See the illustratiop Lightemitting di

odes work on the principle of electrolumines

cence and are highly efficient producing relatively

little heat for the amount of light Output Most

LEDs arc red although yellow green and hlcte

LEDs are also available The activity lights on

computer disk drives are LEDs
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matching medium model

one device usually computer controls other

devices connectd to it

matching The process of testing whether two data

items are identical or of finding data item that is

identical to key See also pattern recognition

math coprocessor See floating-point processor

mathematical expression An expression that

uses numeric values and operators such as inte

gers fixed-point numbers and floating-point

numbers See also expression

mathematical function function in program

that performs set of mathematical operations on

one or more values or expressions and that re

turns numeric value

mathematical model The mathematical assump
tions expressions and equations that underlie

given program Mathematical models are used to

model real-world physical systems such

planets in orbit around star or resource produc

tion and consumption within closed system
matrix In mathematics and computing an ar

rangement of rows and columns used for orga

nizing related items such as numbers dots

spreadsheet cells or circuit elements Matrices

or matrixes are used in mathematics for manipu

lating rectangular sets of numbers In computing

and computer applications matrices are used for

the similar purpose of arranging sets of data in

table form as in spreadsheets and lookup tables

In hardware matrices of dots are used in creating

characters on the screen as well as in print as by

dot-matrix prints In electronics matrices of di

odes or transistors are used to create networks of

logic circuits for such purposes as encoding de

coding or converting information See also grid

matrix line printer See line printer

Mb See megabit

MB See megabyte

MC See megacycle

MC68000 See 68000

MC68020 See 68020

MC68030 See 68030

MC68040 See 68040

MC68881 See 68881

MCGA Acronym for Multi-Color Graphics Array

video adapter included in the IBM PS/2 Models

25 and 30 The MCGA is capable of emulating the

CGA Color/Graphics Adapter and provides two

additional graphics modes The first mode has

640 horizontal pixels by 480 vertical pixels with

colors chosen from palette of 262144 colors

the second has 320 horizontal pixels by 200 verti

cal pixels with 256 colors chosen from palette

of 262144 colors

MDA Abbreviation for Monochrome Display Adapt

er video adapter introduced in 1981 capable

of only one character mode 25 lines of 80 charac

ters each with underlining blinking and high-

intensity characters Although IBM never used

the name Monochrome Display Adapter or the ab

breviation MDA MDA is often used to refer to the

IBM Monochrome Display and Printer Adapter

mean time between failures See MTBF
mean time to repair See MUR
mechanical mouse type of mouse in which

the motion of ball on the bottom of the mouse

is translated into directional signals As the user

moves the mouse the ball typically spins pair

of wheels inside the mouse These conductive

wheels might in turn rotate additional wheels

via axles or gears At least one pair of wheels

have conductive markings on their surface Be
cause the markings permit an electric current to

flow set of conductive brushes that ride on the

surface of the conductive wheels can detect these

conductive markings The electronics in the

mouse translate these electrical-movement sig

nals into mouse-movement information that can

be used by the computer Compare optical

mouse optomechanical mouse see also mouse
trackball

media collective word for the physical material

such as paper disk and tape used for storing

computer-based information Media is plural

medium is singular

media eraser device that removes or obliter

ates data from storage medium on wholesale

basis usually by writing meaningless data such
as zeros over it See also bulk eraser

medium model memory model of the Intel

80x86
processor family The medium model al

lows only 64 kilobytes KB for data but generally
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NetBIOS network device driver

declared within procedure or nested records

record containing field that is itself record

NetBIOS An application program interface API
that can be used by application programs on lo

cal area network consisting of IBM and compat
ible microcomputers running MS-DOS OS/2 or

some version of UNIX Primarily of interest to

programmers NetBIOS provides application pro

grams with uniform set of commands for re

questing the lower-level network services

required to conduct sessions between nodes on

network and to transmit information back and

forth See also application program interface

network group of computers and associated

devices that are connected by communications

facilities network can involve permanent con

nections such as cables or temporary connec

tions made through telephone or other communi

cations links network can be as small as local

area network consisting of few computers

printers and other devices or it can consist of

many small and large computers distributed over

vast geographic area Small or large computer

network exists to provide computer users with

the means of communicating and transferring in

formation electronically Some types of commu
nication are simple user-to-user messages others

of the type known as distributed processes can

involve several computers
and the sharing of work-

loads or cooperative efforts in performing task

network adapter An expansion card or other de

vice used to connect computer to local area

network

network administrator The
person

in charge of

operations on either wide area network or lo

cal area network The duties of network admin

istrator also called system administrator can

be broad and might include such tasks as install

ing new workstations and other devices adding

and removing authorized users archiving files

overseeing password protection and other secu

rity measures monitoring usage of shared re

sources and handling malfunctioning equipment

network architecture The underlying structure

of computer network including hardware func

tional layers interfaces and protocols rules

used to establish communication and ensure reli

able transfer of information Because computer

network is mixture of hardware and software

network architectures are designed to provide

both philosophical and physical standards for

enabling computers and other devices to handle

the complexities of establishing communications

links and transferring information without con

flict Various network architectures exist among
them the internationally accepted seven-layer

ISO Open Systems Interconnection OSI model

and IBMs Systems Network Architecture SNA
Both the OSI and SNA architectures organize net

work functions in layers each layer dedicated to

particular aspect of communication or transmis

sion and each requiring protocols that define

how functions are carried out The ultimate ob

jective of these and other network architectures

is the creation of communications standards that

will enable computers of many kinds to ex

change information freely and to the user trans

parently See also ISO/OSI model SNA
network control program In communications

network that includes mainframe computer

program that usually resides in communica

tions controller and takes over communications

tasks such as routing error control line control

and polling checking terminals for transmis

sions leaving the main computer free for other

functions

network database In information management

type of database in which data records can be

linked related to one another in more than one

way network database is similar to hierarchi

cal database in the sense that it contains pro
gression from one record to another It differs in

being less rigidly structured Any single record

can point to more than one other record and

conversely can be pointed to by one or more

records In effect network database allows

more than one path between any two records

whereas hierarchical database allows only one
from parent higher-level record to child lower

level record Compare hierarchical database re

lational database

network device driver Software that coordi
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neural network

nates communication between the network

adapter card and the computers hardware and

other software controlling the physical function

of the network adapter card

network directory Also called networked di

rectory On local area network directory on

disk that is located on computer other than the

one the user is operating network directory

differs from network drive in that the user has

access to only that directory the rest of the disk

might or might not be accessible to the user de

pending on whether he or she has access On the

Apple Macintosh network directory is referred

to as shared folder See also network drive

shared directory shared folder

network drive Also called networked drive On

local area network disk drive whose disk is

available to other computers on the network To

user on another computer on the network

network drive responds exactly as disk drive in

stalled in the users own computer would How
ever access to network drive might not be

allowed to all users of the network Many operat

ing systems contain security provisions that en
able the network administrator to grant or deny

access to part or all of network drive See also

network directory

network layer The third of the seven layers in the

International Organization for Standardizations

Open Systems Interconnection OSI model for

standardizing computer-to-computer communi

cations The network layer is one level above the

data-link layer and ensures that information ar

rives at its intended destination Information is

not always transmitted in direct path from send

er to receiver along the way it might be routed

from one circuit to another or it might be broken

into packets that are sent by different routes to

the same destination The function of the net

work layer is to establish maintain and keep

open path for information to travel on and to

make the actual roure immaterial to any other

layer It is the middle of the three layers data

link network and transport concerned with ac

tually moving information from one device to

another See also ISO/OSI model

network model database structure or layout

similar to hierarchical model except that

records can have multiple parent records as well

as multiple child records database manage
ment system that supports network model can

be used to simulate hierarchical model See also

CODASYL

network operating system An operating system

installed on sewer in local area network that

coordinates the activities of providing services to

the computers and other devices attached to the

network Unlike single-user operating system

which performs the basic tasks required to keep

one computer running network operating sys

tem must acknowledge and respond to requests

from many workstations managing such details

as network access and communications resource

allocation and sharing data protection and error

control

network server See sewer

network structure The record organization used

in particular network model

neural network type of artificial-intelligence

system modeled after the neurons nerve cells in

biological nervous system and intended to

simulate the way in which brain processes in

formation learns and remembers neural net

work is designed as an interconnected system of

processing elements each with limited number

of inputs comparable to the impulse-receiving

dendrites of neuron and an output compa
rable to the synapse over which nerve impulse

travels to the next neuron Rather than being

programmed these processing elements are able

to learn by receiving weighted inputs

roughly weak to strong or negative to positive

that with adjustment time and repetition can

be made to produce appropriate outputs Neural

networks are implemented either through hard

ware circuits the fast method or through software

that simulates such network much slower

method Unlike most applications of computing

power they are used to help computers learn

by association and recognition Neural networks

are used in areas such as pattern recognition
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privileged mode product

exist because the operating system needs to per

form certain operations that applications should

not be allowed to perform therefore only the

operating-system routines have the necessary

privilege to execute these instructions

privileged mode mode of execution supported

by the protected mode of the Intel 80286 and

higher microprocessors in which software can

carry out restricted operations that manipulate

critical components of the system such as mem
ory and input/output ports channels Applica

tion programs cannot be executed in privileged

mode the heart kernel of the OS/2 operating

system can be as can the programs device driv

ers that control devices attached to the system

PRN Logical device name for printer name re

served by the MS-DOS operating system for the

standard print device PRT\T usually refers to sys

tems first parallel port also known as LPT1

probability The likelihood that an event will

happen which can often be estimated mathemat

ically In mathematics statistics and probability

theory are related fields In computing probabil

ity is used to determine the likelihood of failure

or error in system or device

problem solving The process of devising and

implementing strategy for finding solution or

for transforming less desirable condition into

more desirable one The term is also used to refer

to an aspect of artificial intelligence when the

task of problem solving is performed solely by

program See also artificial intelligence

procedural language programming language

in which the basic programming element is the

procedure named sequence of statements

such as routine subroutine or function The

most widely used high-level languages Pascal

BASIC FORTRAN COBOL Ada are all proce

dural languages Compare nonprocedural lan

guage see also procedure

procedure In program named sequence of

statements often with associated constants data

types and variables that usually performs sin

gle task procedure can usually be called exe
cuted by other procedures as well as by the

main body of the program Some languages dis

tinguish between procedure and function

with the latter returning value See also func

tion parameter routine subroutine

process As noun program or part of pro
gram coherent sequence of steps undertaken

by programfor example an internal or exter

nal data-transfer operation handling of an inter

rupt or evaluation of function

As verb to manipulate data with program

process-bound Limited in performance by pro
cessing requirements See also computation

bound

process color method of handling color in

document in which each block of color is sepa

rated into its subtractive primary color compo
nents for printing cyan magenta and yellow as
well as black All other colors are created by

blending layers of various sizes of halftone spots

printed in cyan magenta and yellow to create

the image Compare spot color see also color

model color separation

processing Manipulating data within computer

system Processing is the vital step between re

ceiving data input and producing results out

putthe task for which computers are

designed

processor See central processing unit micro

processor

product Also known as Cartesian product An

operator in the relational algebra used in data

base management that when applied to two ex

isting relations tables results in the creation of

new table containing all possible ordered con
catenations combinations of tuples rows from

the first relation with tuples from the second The

number of rows in the resulting relation is the

product of the number of rows in the two source

relations Compare inner join

In mathematics the result of multiplying two

or more numbers

In general an entity conceived and developed

for the purpose of competing in commercial

market Although computers are products the

term is more commonly applied to software pe
ripherals and accessories in the computing arena
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production system programmable function key

production system In expert systems an ap

proach to problem solving based on an IF this

THEN that approach that uses set of rules

database of information and rule interpreter

to match premises with facts and form conclu

sion Production systems are also known as rule-

based systems or inference systems See also

expert system inference

professional Graphics Adapter Abbreviated PGA

video adapter introduced by IBM primarily for

CAD applications The PGA is capable of display

ing 256 colors with horizontal resolution of 640

pixels and vertical resolution of 480 pixels

Professional Graphics Display An analog dis

play introduced by IBM intended for use with

their Professional Graphics Adapter See also Pro

fessional Graphics Adapter

program Synonymous with software sequence

of instructions that can be executed by comput

er The term can refer to the original source code

or to the executable machine language version

The term program implies degree of complete

ness that is source code program comprises all

statements and files necessary for complete inter

pretation or compilation and an executable pro

gram can be loaded into given environment and

executed independently of other programs See

also program creation routine statement

program card See PC Card ROM card

program cartridge See ROM cartridge

program counter register small high-speed

memory circuit within microprocessor that

contains the address location of the instruction

to be executed next in the program sequence

program creation The process of creating pro
gramthat is an executable file Traditionally

program creation comprises three steps com

piling the high-level source code into assembly

language source code assembling the assem

bly language source code into machine-code ob

ject files linking the machine-code object

files with various data files run-time files and li

brary files into an executable file Some compilers

go directly from high-level source to machine-

code object and some integrated development

environments compress all three steps into single

command See also assembler compiler linker

program

program ifie disk file that contains the execut

able portions of computer program such as

word processor spreadsheet or communications

package Depending on its size and complexity

an application or other program such as an oper

ating system can be stored in several different

files each containing the instructions
necessary

for some part of the programs overall function

ing word processor for example might have

its text-entry and editing functions in main pro

gram file its spell-checking abilities in separate

file and its built-in dictionary or thesaurus in yet

another file All of these however are program

files as opposed to letters reports and other

user-generated materials which are document

or data files Compare document file

program generator program that creates other

programs usually in source code based on set

of specifications and relationships given by the

user Program generators are often used to sim

plify the task of creating an application See also

application generator fourth-generation language

program listing copy usually on paper of the

source code of program Some compilers can

generate program listings with line numbers

cross-references and so on

program logic The logic behind the design and

construction of programthat is the reasons it

works the way it does See also logic error

prograniinable Capable of accepting instructions

for performing task or an operation Program

mability is characteristic of computers

programmable function key Any of several

sometimes unlabeled keys on some third-party

keyboards that allow the user to play back pre

viously stored key combinations or sequences of

keystrokes called macros The same effect can be

achieved with standard keyboard and key
board enhancer the latter of which intercepts the

keyboard codes and substitutes modified values

but programmable function keys accomplish this

without requiring RAM-resident software that

might not work with some application software

Compare keyboard enhancer
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serial interface server

information between computers or between

computers and peripheral devices one bit at

time over single line Serial communications

can be synchronous controlled by some time

standard such as clock or asynchronous man
aged by the exchange of control signals that gov
ern the flow of information An important aspect

of serial communicationsand potential source

of difficultyis that both sender and receiver

must use the same baud rate parity and control

information See also baud rate parity start bit

stop bit

serial interface data-transmission scheme that

sends data and control bits sequentially over

single transmission line In reference to

computers serial input/output connection the

term usually implies the use of an RS-232 or RS
422 interface Compare parallel interface see also

RS-232-C standard RS-422/423/449

serialize To change from parallel transmission

byte by byte to serial transmission bit by bit

Its opposite is deserialize not parallelize

serial mouse mouse that attaches to the com

puter through standard serial port of the type

that can also be used for other purposes such as

attaching modem If serial port is unavailable

or another serial port cannot be added to the sys

tem however bus mouse which uses its own

computer card might be used instead Compare

bus mouse see also mouse

serial port An input/output location channel for

serial data transmission

serial printer printer that is connected to the

computer via serial interface In the microcom

puter world serial printer or printer port is al

most always an RS-232-C or compatible interface

The most common connector for serial port on

printer is female D-shaped connector with 25

pin holes Connectors on the computer side are

more varied Before IBM introduced the PC the

most common connector on the computer side

was also female D-shaped connector with 25

pin holes The IBM PC XT PS/2 and virtually all

compatible systems use male D-shaped con

nector with 25 pins the IBM AT and compatibles

use 9-pin male D-shaped connector

This variety in connectors along with the

need for printer-specific cabling is one reason

why serial printers are less popular than parallel

printers in the IBM world In addition the MS
DOS operating system assumes that the system

printer is attached to the parallel port Serial

printers are the standard for Apple microcomput

ers Compare parallel printer see also DB con

nector serial serial transmission

serial processing See sequential processing

serial transmission The transmission of discrete

signals one after the other In communications

and data transfer serial transmission involves

sending information over single wire one bit at

time this is the method used in microcomputer

modem-to-modem communications over tele

phone lines and used in sending files to serial

printer Compare parallel transmission

series circuit circuit in which two or more com

ponents are chained together in series as shown

in the illustration In series circuit all of the cir

cuit current passes through each component but

the voltage is divided among the components

This is in contrast to parallel circuit in which all

components receive the same voltage but share

the current load Compare parallel circuit

Series circuit

serif As noun any of the short lines or orna

ments at the upper and lower ends of the strokes

that form character in typeface also an adjec

tive describing any face with serifs The first ex

ample in the illustration on the next page is

Goudy typeface with serifs The second ex

ample is Helvetica sans serif typeface

serif typeface is usually considered to be

easier to readespecially in large blocks of text-

than is sans serif typeface Compare sans serif

server On local area network computer run

ning administrative software that controls access to

all or part of the network and its resources such

as disk drives or printers computer acting as

server makes resources available to computers

acting as workstations on the network Compare

client see also client/server architecture
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adapter With personal computers, especially those 
from mM® or those that are mM compatible, usually a 
printed circuit board (also called an interface card) that 
enables the computer to use a peripheral device for which it 
does not already have the necessary connections or circuit 
boards. See the illustration. Adapters are often used to 
permit upgrading to new or different hardware. Most often, 
the term is encountered in video, as in Color/Graphics 
Adapter (CGA), Enhanced Graphics Adapter (EGA), and 
Video' Graphics Array (VGA). Other common adapters 
include game-controller hardware for joysticks, adapters 
for serial communications with devices such as modems, 
adapters for parallel interfaces for devices such as printers, 
and adapters for other types of peripheral devices such as 
CD-ROM drives. Commonly, a single adapter card can 
have more than one adapter on it. For example, a single 
adapter card can have both a serial port and a parallel port. 

See also port. 
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